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j nomination papers, excepting in the rcprcsentative fight in Bangor, is for a city
reform sheriff for York county.At the
I
1HIRSDAY MORNING BY THE
Democratic State convention held in
Waterville, Thursday, M. P. Frank of
Portland was nominated for governor, defeating Mayor Hanson of Belfast by a
vote of lttg to 133.
The gold plank in the
r,ulation in City and County.
platform was taken out and the Chicago
plank adopted. On doing this the gold
men bolted the convention.
hi paper for Maine seaThe convention was occasioned by Hon. E. B. Winn/115 people."
slow refusing to accept the nomination on
account of his objection to the Chicago
1:ms. In advance.$2.00a year;
nominees and platform. It was not a large
-- 50; at the expiration of the
or a very enthusiastic convention.
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Secretary of State

announced that it is his inthe names of Frederick H.
Isaiah X. Stetson and Flavius
he ballot as the Republican
representatives from Bancgislature. This announceie to allow time for the legal
ii of
the question.
Two of
sen by Secretary Fessenden
; three candidates nominated
i:
Republican caucus called by
a the city committee.
The
he committee called ward
heu of a general caucus and
hues nominated in that man-senden takes the name of
:*‘t><>n.
The matter will be
court.Hon. J. H.
man -»f the Republican State
visited Aug. (3, at the
i.iquarters by one of the
Democrats in Maine.
In
cstion which Mr. Manley
w do you propose to
"i will not vote to give
rs of the silver mines an
of thirty million dollars at
>i the honor,
integrity, busier ot tinomiti N-Exid W. > tuples of Biddeford
>iy nominated for Congress
*'!: strict at the district count Allred, his
name being
i nstram < .oldtli waite and
■ii
seconded by William H.

!
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.ace

|

■

■

>
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ini

land.1'opulist

(rover-

Bateman of
Auburn
surprised it there was a
nu

Populist presidential.

:b before many days.
Mr.
ug letters from promi.bi over the country, coue
on his stand in tlie St.
D‘>n.The Lewiston Sun
krt of William Henry Clifrnor
along with Atwood
Congress, and says: ‘‘The
regards Mr. Frank highly as
.»•: support him in this campaper has already stated
support the platformadopti. ocratic national
convention,
•ees of it.
The Sun, tlieresnpport Mr. Frank, who has
n nomination by a convention
v > the
Chicago platform and
In this campaign the Sun
support to Hon. William
rd of Portland, and advises
s who believe in sound
money
se.".There are more den the contest over the Bangor
representative tickets. The
was the forwarding to Augus•f a certificate of the nomina■i-ature (as allowed by law) of
caucus ticket—Frederick H.
Flavius O. Beal and Fred A.
secretary of State’s ofiice
midnight, when the time for
nations for the election exjust 20 minutes before the
>ed messengers brought in the
• erred
to, nominating, by the
>f the required number of
msrs. Parkhurst, Beal and Poresentatives, against the Stetson
The secretary of State, as is
j.
had already intimated that
place the names of Beal and
>n the official ballot, with that
"f the opposition.
The Stetson
already reported, will ask the
; it'on instead the names of its
;‘bibates. The Beal people, to be
place on the ballot, have
nomination by signatures, of
"> gave bO, and tlie validity of
buly attested by Victor Brett,
be city of Bangor.The Bangor
lias reached such a point of
as to recommend Coin’s Fiol to its readers as a reliable
b information upon questions
the currency.
There is not a
in the country that does not
'in book in question is as full
meats as au egg is of meat.
■-aid that Mr. Bryan’s visit to
be merely a social visit to Mr.
ml
that
he
will make no
by advice of the Democratic
"t
the campaign.It was
u
during the fifty-third Congress
1> Reed and Bogrke Oockran,
pposed to each other in politics,
mig personal friends. They stand
s'ine financial
plank and no one
that the oratory of both is as
!s
bold.When the limit expired
nominations with the Secretary
at midnight last Saturday the
ditic party was found to have slip■

«

—

many nominations, showing
-iinizatiofi to be weak.
Populist'
hibitory candidates are not nomi- !
many places.
Every Republican
l,imi is in for every office from Gov,wn to the smallest
county officer,
1
single exception of a represeutathe Lubec district in Washington
It' all nominations possible were
there would be 1,164 names on the
and there will be this year about
The only nomination made by
mi

Political Points.
The Republican
campaign in Wisconsin was opened at
Milwaukee Aug. 3th with a mass meeting
at the Exposition Building. Several thousand people were present and listened to
addresses by Senator John W. Thurston
of Nebraska, ex-Congressman Charles M.
Fowler of New Jersey and ex-Congressman William E. Mason of Illinois.
In the
course of his speech Mr. Thurston said:
”1 received word to-day from a trusted
friend in my state, confirming what I already knew, that William J. Bryan, great
as he may appear to other parts of the
country, on election day iu November
will be defeated in his ward in his city, iu
his county, in his Congressional district
and iu the State where he lives."....Seaborn Augustus Wright was nominated by
acclamation for governor by the Georgia
Populist State convention at Atlanta Aug.
7th, with a full list of State officers. The
platform adopted declares for prohibition
and endorses the action of the St. Louis
convention.
No action was taken regarding the vice-presidential muddle. The
convention adopted resolutions authorizing the State committee to negotiate with
the Democrats for fusion on the electoral
ticket whenever the Democrats withdraw
Sewall, but not before_Ex-Secretary W.
c.
w uuney
aemes
tne statement tnat
New York is a doubtful State.
He says
that not only can Bryan not win there,
but that McKinley will carry it by 200,000
majority. This number is 50,000 more
than the Republican nominee's majority
as predicted by ex-Gov.
Flower a short
time ago.One of the things cheered at
the Waterville silver convention was the
Democratic victory in Brunswick, Maryland.
That, however, is a very small
thing to crow over. It appears that Brunswick is a town of only 600 voting population, of whom but 296 cast votes at the
recent municipal election.
It was merely
a choice of town officers, there was no excitement and no issue except purely local
ones.
The Democratic candidate for
mayor received 161 votes and was elected
by 62 majority over his Republican
competitor. The silver question was not
mentioned and it was a reduced Democratic majority.The Texas Populists
followed the example of those of Georgia
and refused to fuse except on condition of
Sewall’s withdrawal.
As that is an im-

possible condition,

an

independent Popu-

list electoral ticket in Texas is assured.
That, however, would probably not disturb the Democrats much.
They had
140,000 plurality in 1892 and 54,000 in
1894, and it is unlikely that any defection
of sound money Democrats will be large
enough to overcome those figures.The
gold Democratic conference at Indianapolis decided to call a national convention in
Indianapolis, Sept. 2d. C. Yey Holman
was the Maine representative.Lewelling was a candidate for governor before
the Kansas Populist convention, but was
defeated by a big majority.
In that instance, at least, the Populists showed good
sense.
They have had Lewelling in tlie
executive chair before and have had quite
enough of him_Representative Apsley,
who represented the fourth congressional
district of Massachusetts in tlie house
during the 56d Congress and the first session of the 54th Congress, has notified the
managers of his district that he will not
under any circumstances accept a renomination.

The hot wave of the past few days has
caused a great many deaths in the larger
cities. The heat was oppressive all over the
country, in many places exceeding all previous records. The mercury ranged from
95 to 112 and the total death roll reached hundreds.
Animals suffered as well
as human beings.President Cleveland
and Secretary Olney will apparently have
to break theirreston Buzzard’s Bay to return to Washington the last week in August to receive Li Hung Chang,who bears
an autograph letter from the Emperor of
China to President Cleveland, and can
spend only that week in Washington.
The Waldo Veterans’

Association.

The regular meeting of the Waldo County
Veterans' Association was adjourned last
week from Thursday to Friday on account
of the weather. At the previous meeting,
held in Winterport, it was voted that if the
weather proved stormy on the regular meeting day the meeting should be postponed to
the next fair day instead of to the next
Thursday as before. This was not generally

understood or remembered and the attendance here Friday was small.
The dinner,
however, was provided by Thomas H. Marshall Post and Relief Corps fdr the visiting
comrades and ladies. At 2 o’clock in the
afternoon the meeting was called to order
by the President, llenry R. Dawson of Monroe.
M. C. Dilworth of Belfast was appointed Secretary, pro tern. The President made
earnest and patriotic speech which
greeted with hearty applause.
an

w as

W. H. Sanborn, J. F. McKeen and J. G.

Harding

appointed a committee on
time and place. They subsequently reported, recommending that the next meeting be
held with Freeman McGilvery Post, Searsport, Tuesday, August 25th, the program to
be in charge of Comrade Wentworth. The
report was adopted.
were

Commander J. W. Wilkins of Thomas H.
Post welcomed the comrades and
a brief but hearty address.
.James G. Harding of Waldo gave a brief
address in relation to the Clough Charitable
Veteran Association, in which he is a di-

Marshall
sisters in

rector.
Mrs. J. F. McKeen of Belfast made a few
remarks on the fraternal feeliugs aroused by
the meetings of the Association with the
various posts, as contrasted with having a
set place for the meetings.
Charles O. Fer-

uahl of Searsport followed, favoring the
present plan of visiting from Post to Post,
rather than having a fixed headquarters.
Rev. I. H. Holt of Morrill was called upon
and made a very interesting speech from the
standpoint of a member of the Sons of Veterans, who was born after the events which
brought into existence the Grand Army of
the Republic had passed into history.
Remarks were made by M. C. JJilworth,
W. H. Clifford, Andrew Johnson, A. E.
Nickerson, Benjamin Kelley and James
Pattee.
W. H. Clifford apologized for the lack of
a literary program, by explaining that while
musicians, elocutionists and others had beeu
engaged for Thursday, other engagements
prevented them from appearing Friday and
there had not been time to make up a new
program.

The meeting then adjourned to meet at

Searsport, Aug. 25th.

1

;

The following comrades and ladies from
Waldo county expect to attend the meeting
of the National Encampment of the Grand
Army of the Republic at St. Paul: F. L.
Palmer and wife, Monroe; A. E. Nickerson,
Swanville; Charles O. Fernald and wife,
Searsport; Jefferson Nealley, Monroe.
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TO BE DEDICATED TO-DAY.

Haskell E. Twitchel! died in
Burnham
Me., July 29, 1896, aged 47 years. He had
been in tailing health for several
years, but
was able to attend to his
business most of
the time until a few months
before his
death.
The immediate cause of his
death
was an epilectic
shock, the third within a
few years. The deceased had suffered
many
painful accidents during his life. When a
young man, while at a raising, a heavy timber fell across one of his legs,
it in

fearfulf

!

manner.

this city and has spent all her life here,
She was kind hearted and generous and had
in

Her father’s family have all
passed away, and she leaves a mourning
husband and daughter, Miss Kate E. Pillsbury. The funeral was held at her late home
Monday afternoon and was largely attended.
Rev. J. F. Tilton officiated.
many

friends.

The

New Shoe

Factory Project.

The outlook for another shoe factory in
Belfast is very- favorable.
July 28th the
Belfast Beard of Trade held a meeting and
referred a proposition by a Lynn, Mass.,

manufacturing firm to a committee consisting of Messrs. A. C. Sibley, J. E. Wilson
and F. G. White. The matter was reported
in The Journal of July oOth. The committee
the members of the lirm and also held
some correspondence with
them, and on
Aug. otli, the gentlemeu came to Belfast and
held a conference with the committee and
several of our leading business men. Propositions were made and a second meeting was
met

arranged for Aug. 11th, when the members
of tlie lirm appeared.
The firm have a fully
equipped factory for the manufacture of
women’s shoes, which they will move to
Belfast if the details can be satisfactorily
arranged. They propose to form a stock
company in which Belfast parties offer to
take $15,000 of preferred stock. The lirm
makes very business-like propositions as to
the details, and are so fully iu harmony with
our leading business men as to make the
way
comparatively easy to a satisfactory settlement.

Mr. F. C. Ringer, Secretary of the Geo. P.
Rowell Advertising Co. of New York, was
here Tuesday in consultation with our business men in relation to the sale of the Dana
Sarsaparilla building for a factory. A number of Belfast capitalists have made the company an offer for the building, which offer

nearby unconscious. A physician was summoned, but Dr. Pressey was found to have
been instantly killed. The body was badly
burned and marked. Miss Brown partially

recovered and when she learned of the death
of her fiancee was prostrated with grief.
She and the doctor had been standing in the
room, she being
badly frightened at the
lightning. He reassured her and placed one
arm about her ou her shoulder.
When the
crash came the lightning struck him on the
arm which was
about her, and passed
through the body leaving terrible marks.
Her life was undoubtedly saved by his
death. A wooden lemon squeezer he held
in his hand was knocked to pieces. The
cottage took fire but the flames were extinguished. The lightning worked havoc in
the cottage, demolishing articles right and
left and did much damage. Dr. Pressey was
about 22 years old, and studied medicine at
Baltimore and Cambridge, Massachusetts,
was very promising aud much liked.
The
remains were taken to Bangor Monday. The
was
a
terrible
summer
shock
to
the
tragedy
visitors at Ryder’s cove.

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas we have been called upon to part
with one of our number and our circle is
again broken by the death of our beloved
sister Dora B. Knowlton.
Therefore, Resolved that by her death we
have been deprived of a worthy and beloved
sister, one whom we all loved and respected
for her noble qualities and her memory shall
always be cherished.
Resolved, That we tender to the family
our heartfelt sorrow and share with them
the hope of a reunion in that better land
where there are no partings and sickness is
unknown.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
he placed on records, a copy sent to the family of deceased also to the Union Times and
Republican Journal and Belfast Age for publication.
Addie C. Nickel,
) Committee
Belle M. Vose,
on
[
Annie C. Clement, ) Resolutions.
Freedom, Aug. 11,1890.

day from Cambridge, Mass.

Miss Clara Laughlin of Boston is
Miss Ada E. Larrabee.

a

guest

Mrs.

Elmer O. Hall and children
in North port.

are

Miss Grace Boody of Jackson
friends in Belfast Monday.

visited

We are indebted to the Bangor Daily News
for the above excellent cut of the Grand
A liny building at Windermere Park, Unity,
which it is proposed to dedicate to-day with
appropriate ceremonies. The location and
the building have each been fully described
in previous issues of The Journal, but we
take pleasure in reproducing the tribute our

Bangor contemporary pays to the man who
very liberally gave of his worldly goods
toward the building and after whom the
building was named. Gorham Clough, a
blind man 85 years of ago, has been a
staunch friend of the G. A. R., and. during
the dark days of ’61-’G5 when the families of
want, he freely gave his money
Mr. Clough made a donation
of $250 in cash and has assured the association that should they need more
money he
will let them have what they need.
Mr.
Ciough is blind and now has taken his bed,
many were in
to help them.

probably

never

to rise

again,

for
Mr.

a cancer

is

last eating his life away.
Ciough has
not been able to leave his house for several
but
he
has
had
months,
daily reports from
those wl o have the construction of the build-

ing in charge and has taken a very deep interest in the work as it has progressed.
It
was hoped, until Mr. Clough took his
bed,
that he would be able to attend the dedica-

tory exercises, but now he cannot possibly
be present.
I he management of the Clough Veterans’
Charitable Association has now perpetuated
Mr. Clough's name by naming this building
for him.
The intention is that the sleeping
rooms shall be Memorial
Rooms; that is, any
one who wishes to can furnish a room and
always have the room at his or her disposal,
and the room shall he named after the
person
who furnishes it.
A beautiful flag has been
presented to the association by the young
ladies of Unity, and on the east end of the
building there will be a large sign bearing
its

name.

The

exercises

to-day, Aug. 13th,

Sunday’s
A

will

begin

Storm.

Heavy Rain Fall, Accompanied by Hall in Some
Sections.

Sunday afternoon the clohds gathered and
about 4 o’clock rain began to fall. It came
down in .-bowers,accompanied at lirst by an
almost continuous but distant roll of thunder.
It. was the “wettest” rain for many years.
The streets were rivers and all the low
places were lakes. The gutters filled and
sidewalks overflowed.
The rain ceased
about 7 p. in. and the rainfall for the three
hours according to the records of Mr. L. H.
Murch was 2.44 inches, a larger amount
than he has ever before recorded in a single

day. Fortunately there
during the storm.

was

but little wind

a. m., aud will be as follows;
Presentation of flag.
Presentation address,
Miss Helen 0.
Thomas of Unity, daughter of Dr. Austin
Thomas.
Address of acceptance, Dr. A. J. Billings
of Freedom, President of the Clough Veterans’ Charitable Association.
Immediately following this will be a business meeting of the association.
At 10 20
Hon. Seth L. Milliken of Belfast will deliver
the dedicatory address, after which there
will be. short speeches by prominent G. A.
R. men and members of the Woman’s Relief
Corps, among them being Comrades Dawson
of Monroe, Stinson of Searsport, Harding of
Waldo, Johnson of Liberty and James Libby
Esq. of Unity.
Many others will speak at this time. After
the speeches dinner will be served in the
dining room below. Arrangements have
been made to feed at least 1,000 people in the
hall and more can be cared for. From 2 p. m.
to 6 p. m. the tii^e will be devoted to boating, tishing, dancing, smoking, telling army
stories, and any other amusement the visitors may select for an afternoon’s entertainment. During the whole day the Waterville
Military Band, Prof. R. B. Hall, director,
will be in attendance to furnish music.
At 7.30 p. m. there will be a grand concert
in the hall till 8 30, when
dancing will begin.
The very best of talent has been engaged for
this occasion. The following people will appear: Miss Emma Frances Gould, reader;
Mr. Traftou L. Hatch, bass soloist; Mr. Wallace L. Conant, piano soloist; A. W. Whittier, clarinet soloist; J. M. Sawver, trombone soloist, aud Prof. R. B. Hall, cornet
soloist.
Messrs, uraig to vvinte of the Windermere
Park Hotel have taken a contract to take
care of 500 horses.
So all who come with
teams are sure of having their horses well
cared for. The steamer Olympic, Captain
Pendleton, has been chartered for the day
and will be at the disposal of the visitors
during the day and evening.
With favorable weather there is no doubt
but that the event of Aug. loth will loug be
remembered in Grand Army circles.

at 9

correspondents:
Burnham. Quite a severe thunder shcwvor, accompanied by hail and wind, passed
over this place Sunday.
Halldale.
der showers

One of the most severe thunrecord passed over this
place last Sunday afternoon. The rain fell
in torrents.
No damage by lightning in
this community.
Pittsfield. A very heavy thunder showon

here Sunday afternoon. The
lightning struck in several places. A house
on Randlett street had the
top of the chimney stove off and the interior of the house
er

occurred

considerably

damaged. Fortunately the
and Mrs. Mills and young child,
were away at the time.
The house was
owned by Mrs. W hitney, a widow lady. We
have heard rumors of other places being
struck and heard the crash, but have not
learned where they were. Ii was the most

family,

Mr.

Lightning struck a cottage at Ryders | respectively 81-2 by 7 1-2 inches in circumCove, Islesboro, ajid killed Dr. W. L. Pressy ference and d 1-2 by 3 1-2 inches in circumMr. Gordon will make oath to
of Bangor, who was stopping there. De- ference.
ceased was about 22 years of age, a son of
Charles Pressy, a prominent citizen of Bangor. He had recently graduated from a
school

medical

in

Baltimore, and ^as

a

excellent habits and with a
He was about to
be married and his fiancee was in the cottage at the time of the accident.
Two gentlemen from Brooks wrere at Windermere Park, Unity, during the storm and
report a fall of hail there that covered the
ground. The hailstones were of various

young
very

sizes

man

and

‘shapes, flat, rounded, irregular

7

Monday, however, we received from our
Troy correspondent the following report:
“Avery heavy shower passed over this vicinity on Sunday afternoon. No damage occurred, aside from severely wetting lots of
grain, that was nearly ready for the barn.
The barn of Mrs. Harriet Williams* in the
Western part of Unity was struck by
lightning and burned, with all its contents*
including the season’s crop of hay.
Highway surveyor Shuman estimates that
it will cost $500 to put the streets and roads
of Belfast in as good condition as they were
before the shower.
A number of buildings that leaked were
damaged more or less. The residence of L.
A. Knowlton of this city was flooded by a
water tank filling up and running over faster than the waste pipe could discharge it.
The Good Templar’s hall and High school
room lost some plastering from a leak in the
roof.

Following

statement.

of

One of these hailstones measured
1-2 inches in circumference. This
seems almost incredible, but a tape measure
was used, and no one who knows either of
the gentlemen would doubt their word for a
minute.
They judged the worst of the
storm to be over the town of Troy and
thought we should hear of much damage.

by

above

The shower was
heavy here, but there was little hail. Rev.
F. S Dolliff delivered an interesting sermon
at Union church during the disturbance of
the elements.

Concerning

promising outlook.

and oval.

8 1-2

the

are

reports

from

our

county

Local

Industries.

Harrison, Wood & Co. shipped

handsome
granite monument toBucksport Monday for
the family of James Adelbert Leach.
a

Hutchins Bros, set a large monument in
Brooksville last week for Artemus Hutchins, and a tablet for Mrs. Charlotte Varnum.

The Belfast Electric Co. has made marked

improvements at the works on the East Side,
by use of paint, etc. Work will begin on
the dam next week.

Attractions for the Bangor Fair.
The Eastern Maine State Fair Association
Friday closed a contract for a great attraction—the famous menagerie of Hagenback’s trained wild animals which has been
received with much interest everywhere.
Their first appearance in Maine and at this
fair will be a drawing card. These wild
creatures will be exhibited in barred cages,
manufactured in France. The animals include wrestling lions and bears, etc., etc.
The exhibit will arrive in a special train of
fourteen cars. At the World’s Fair the
Hagenback show was a feature. Another
attraction will be James W. JBostwick’s
famous French showr. This is a railroad
show', also, traveling in a train of six cars.
on

Seventy-five

Belfast

Orators.

Belfast has been most active in the Democratic campaign this year. At Waterville
after Mayor Hanson, W. H. McLellan and
Capt. Charles Baker of this city had spoken
a Portland man said, “Those Belfasters are
great fellows. There are seventy-five here
from that city, and every man is an orator.”
[R. G. Dyer in Bangor Commercial.

Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Norton went to Burnham yesterday for a short visit.

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Dinsmore of Waterville are visiting relatives in Belfast.
Edith Gale of Boston is a guest of
Maud E. and Mabel R. Mathews.

Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Hutchins visited relatives at Cape Rozier last week.

Stanley Peters left Sunday for
visit to friends in Nova Scotia.

Revere

a

two

weeks’

are

Mrs. Roland Carter of Somerville arrived
a two week’s visit.

Tuesday for
Mrs.
are

Georgia Studley and son of Boston
visiting Mrs. Eva F. Dickey.

Holman F. Day of Lewiston was at the
House, Tuesday and Wednesday.

Ralph Berry, formerly of Unity, now of
Montana, is visiting Waldo county friends.
Mrs. I.

H. Sherman and daughter Flora
for a short visit.

Lagrange Tuesday

went to

Capt. and Mrs. N. B. Foss and son Fred
Bangor Tuesday for a visit of a few
days.
went to

Miss Hattie E. Robbins went to Rockland
last Thursday for a few days visit.

Mrs. Clara Cartright of Boston, Mass., is
visiting her uncle, J. A. Partridge, in this
city.

Herbert E. Bradman returned last Thursa business trip to Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman went to
Katahdin Iron Works Tuesday for a visit of

day from

Charles Sleeper of Boston arrived in Belfast last week for a visit to relatives.
Mrs. N. E. Brown and son Millard left
a three weeks’ visit in Lynn.

Saturday for

Mrs. Caro E. Carter and Miss Vena Welch
Boston Monday for a week’s visit.

went to

Mrs. Howard Mitchell of Haverhill, Mass.,
visited Mrs. E. D. Freeman the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barker of Elmira, N.
are in Belfast for a visit of three weeks.

Y.,

Mrs.

E.

Monday

G.

for

a

Waldron of Bangor arrived
visit to Miss Edith Pettingill.

Misses Elvira Cousins and Alice Harris of
Albion, N. Y., are guests of Mr. I. W. Parker.
Mrs. S. A. Woodside and

son

Tileston

are

visiting Mrs. W.’s brother, Tileston Wadlin,
Esq.
Miss Lilia B. Leonard of Morrill is visiting friends in Belfast ami Northport Camp
Ground.

Dr. A. S. Davis of Chelsea arrived last
a short visit in Belfast and
Islesboro.

Thursday for

W. H. Spratt of Presque Isle was in Belfast Monday. He is sm. miing tliv summer at
Islesboro.

Albert Hutchins has been confined to the
house two weeks by illness, but is rapidly

improving.
Mrs. Darius Dow and d a lighter of Lexington, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. Percy B.
Redman last week.

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Pitcher of New York
arrived last Friday for a visit to friends in
Waldo county.
Miss Nellie E. Walker arrived from Lynn
visit to friends in

ten

days.

Miss Nellie Sheldon arrived from Boston
Tuesday for a visit to her mother, Mrs. Rose
Sheldon.
Duncan McAiulless arrived in Belfast
from Malden, Mass., Tuesday morning for a
short visit.
Mrs. C. H. Maxfield and daughter Mamie
left yesterday noon for a visit to friends in
Fairfield ami Belgrade.

Mrs. Will Stevens and son Roland left by
Tuesday morning for a visit to relatives
in Newport and Foxcroft.
train

Mrs. William Kliugman and son Ralph
returned home to New York Tuesday from
a four weeks’ visit in Belfast.
Walter O. Poor arrived home from New
York Tuesday morning for a visit to his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Poor.

Capt. John Ginn of Charlestown, Mass.,
visited his former shipmate, Capt. Wm. T
Rogers of East Belfast, Tuesday.
Miss Flora McFarland of Lincnville
visited Miss Rose Dickey a few days the past
week. She left for Bangor Tuesday.
Mrs.

L.

E.

Webb aud

son

Edmund

Unity returned borne Tuesday from
to her father, Capt. John C. Condon.

a

of

visit

Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Lowell of Providence.
R. I., and Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Winslow of
Boston are visiting Rev. (;. G. Winslow.
Miss Carrie A.

Whittaker of McIntosh,

missionary, was at the Revere House
Tuesday ami left Wednesday for BrooksGa.,

a

ville.

and Mrs. S.
Norton Mr. ami Mrs.
1. Brown ami Mrs. Edmund !’. Brown of
this lt-y attend 'd the N-u-ton family reunion
Mr.

A.

«

P tlernio

Saturday.

Saturday for a few days'
Belfast and Searsport.

at

Mrs. Fred Twiss anil daughter of
Lawrence are visiting Mrs. T.’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. I). H. Strout.

line, Mass., with a large party,
Camden by buckboard Tuesd.n
ped at the Revere House.

Mrs. McManus of Thorndike visited her
Win. M. Woods, a few days.
She
returned home Monday.

Messrs. Geo. F. Saver of Warwick, N. X
and H. E. McDonald of Belfast went to
Green Lake yesterday, fishing, as guests of
Mr. J. F. Parkhurst of Bangor.

Mr. and

brother,

Mary Nichols of Los Angeles, Calif.,
been visiting in Belfast a short
time, went to Pishon’s Fe.rrv Monday.
Mrs.

who has

Dr. H. R. Watkins, Professor of Anatomy
in Burlington Medical School, with his jvife,
arrived last week to visit Mr. ami Mrs. E A.
Wilson.
Mrs.

Barlow Hall of Ellsworth with her

daughter Belle and niece, Miss Fannie Hall,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alden D. Chase
last week.

Joshua Farrow of Winchester, Mass., arrived on steamer City of Bangor last Thursday morning for a short visit to friends in
Islesboro.
A. J. Woods and family of Boston, who
have been visiting relatives in Waldo county, returned home by steamer Penobscot Fri-

day night.
Miss Lettie B. Cooper of Boston is visiting
friends in Belfast and vicinity. She went to
Brooks Saturday accompanied by her cousin,
Miss

May Smalley.

The J. B. Mackey troupe of 12 persons
was registered at the Windsor House Wednesday morning. They were en-route from
Camden for Waterville.
Miss Grace Parsons of Lynn, Mass.,
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Alden
Robbins, returned home last Thursday accompanied by Mrs. R. and three children.
F. L. Tapley, who has been teaching the
High school at Vinalhaven, arrived here on
steamer Gov. Bodwell Sunday and took the
train Monday for Madison, where he is to

teach.

Thomas Dolliherof Brookmime

from

am!

stop-

W. C. Crawford of Boston has visited relhere this week. He heads the list in
the Boston Record’s bicycle contest as rue
atives

most

popular teacher

in that

city.

Ryder and Miss Mary Owen
wen: to Rockland Tuesday to visit Captain
Ryder, whose vessel is there loading. From
Rockland they will go to Crescent Beach t<
visit Mrs. H. P. 0. Wright.
Mrs.

E. D.

Percy C. Peirce arrived home from Boston
Saturday for a short visit Tuesday he received instructions from ids firm to go to
Lexington, Mass., and superintend the laying of a gas pipe service. He left l.y steamer City of Bangor the same night.
The Republicans of Waldo haveiiominated
strong candidate for Seuator, in the person
of Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom. Dr Billings is an old soldier, a strong speaker ami
full of energy and enthusiasm. He ought to
prove an interesting factor in the Waldo
campaign. [Waterville Mail.
a

Mr. F. A. Damon of
Jackson, Waldo
county, has been the guest of Win. Farrow
whose sister was his wife.
Mr. Damon is a
hale old gentleman, about 7;'. years of age.
This

is

the

first

time

he

lias

ever

visited

Rockland and the second time in- lias ever
been on board of a steamboat.
While here
lie visited a barber shop and had Lsecond
in
a
barber’s chair. He accomexperience
panied Mr. Farrow to Bath, Saturday, and
took in the Barnum circus, ••om:ng home as
fresh as the younger excursionists. Mr.
Damon’s farm is known as one of the very
best in the whole State. Hb-Kiaud Courier-Gazette.

Barges in the Southern Lumber I rade.

and Mrs. Albert Brooks of Worcester,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. B.'s mother, Mrs.
George W. Chapman. Mrs. C. came with
them after spending several months m Massachusetts.
Mrs. Ed. Hyams of San Francisco and
niece, Miss Stella Greenbaum of New York,
arc visiting Mrs. Hyams’ sister-in-law, Mrs.
William Hyams, as guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Arnold Harris.
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, Mrs. Edward Sib-

ley, Harold T. Sibley, and Miss Charlotte T.
Sibley of Belfast were at the Grove House,
Fryeburg, last week and attended the Chautauqua Assembly.
Mr. Dustin Harriman of Minneapolis arrived by steamer Penobscot Sunday for his
first visit to Maine in 33 years.
His sister,
Mrs. James Cunningham, joined him for a
visit to friends in Bucksport.

Representative William
was
in Augusta,

Belfast

and Mrs.

Mr.

Mr.

One hundred and twenty dozen cod lines
from J. W. Dresser of Castine were shipped
by steamers Castine and Penobscot last Friday consigned to parties in Halifax, N. S.

Mrs. Anna Adams of Boston is visiting
her mother, Mrs. C. F. Morison.

L. H. Jipson has been engaged as special
policeman for the State Fair at Lewiston.
Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton arrived home
Monday from a week's visit in Hallowed.

Miss Sarah Haney and niece, Miss Louise
Hain, left Saturday for Boston.

MEMORIAL BUILDING AT UNITY.

Mrs. Caro J. Howard arrived home Tues-

Misses

Mr. and Mrs. Henry O. Archibald
visiting friends in Vinalhaven.
THE NEW CLOUGH

Lieut. Leonard Chenery of New York is
in Belfast.

visit-

ing relatives

The heaviest of the thunder and lightning
passed west of the city, and we learn of
lightning striking in several places in Morrill, Belmont and Searsmont. .Throughout terrific shower that we have had for several
Belfast there was considerable damage to years.
Unity. Quite a severe thunder shower
the highways by washouts.
Commercial
factory movement will make arrangements ;
passed over here Sunday, accompanied by
street just above the steamboat wharf was
for securing some other building.
badly gullied out, and the loose earth and wind and rain and hail-stones as large as
The Tragedy at Islesboro.
stones carried to the foot of the hill.
There hen's eggs. The lightning struck the schoolwere
small
washouts everywhere.
The house and shattered it quite badly. The
Dr. Pressey of Bangor Meets Death by a light- most serious damage w?as to field
crops j flag pole was reduced to splinters.
Stroke
While With His Fiancee.
ning
Brooks. John H.Gordon and A.B Stantial,
which were beaten fiat by the force of the
At 4.30 p. m, Sunday, Dr. Wilmer L.
falling water. A gentleman from Brooks | who were at Windermere Park in Unity last
Pressey of Bangor was killed by lightning, who called at this office Monday said that Sunday report the thunder storm that passed
while in the summer cottage of liis father, every field of grain he had seen was lodged over that place in the afternoon as being
Charles D. Pressey, at Ryder’s cove, Isles- beyond recovery. With the increased acre- very severe. Hail fell in large quantities.
boro. In the cottage were Mrs. Pressey, her age in grain this year the damage will be In front of the Association Building Mr.
Gorden picked up two that measured
sons, Dr. W. L. and Frank, Miss Elizabeth considerable.

was the fiancee of Dr. Pressey and passing
the afternoon at the cottage. A terrible
crash came and the bolt struck the house.
When the people in the cottages nearby
who had seen that the Pressey cottage had
been, struck arrived there they found Dr.
Pressey on the floor dead and Miss Brown

Arthur F. Brown arrived home from Portland last Thursday night.

Mrs. Fred A. White went to Rockland
a short visit.

Mr. jRinger regards favorably, and he will
submit it to the company for their decision.
Should this offer be accepted it is probable
that the shoe lirm will be brought here very
soon.
If not, those interested in the shoe

G. Brown, daughter of J. G. Brown of Boston, known as the “Iron King.” Miss Brown

J. Austin McKeen arrived Tuesday from
Boston for a short visit.

Monday for

I

coun-

business.

on

Miss Carrie Park of Lynn, Mass., is visitin Belfast.

Edward N. Wiggin arrived iu Belfast last
for a short visit.

of trust.
He was for several years
the school committee, aud supervisor
and chairman of the Board of Selectmen, all
of which duties he discharged with perfect

ty

ing relatives

Thursday

on

visit.

a

Benj. Kelley has gone to Aroostook

visiting

of

positions

for

Geo. A. Fletcher'of Unity visited friends
Belfast last Friday.

in

on

Mrs. Hattie Pillsbury died at her home on
Church street last Saturday, after an illness
of about a week. Deceased was a daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. John Kellar and
wife of Hiram O. Pillsbury. She was born

George Priest is visiting in Belfast and
Bangor.
Miss Mary Pierce is at home from Boston

Mrs. E. E. Wescott went to Camden Friday for a short visit.

crushing

acceptance to his town, and was one of its
best and most honored citizens. The funeral services were held from his late residence,
Friday, July 30th, Rev. J. H. Irvine of Clinton officiating, The deceased leaves a wife
and one sou, who is a young man of sterling
qualities and is well qualified to carry on
the business which his father left, that of a
merchant. The deceased left a large circle
of friends who sadly deplore their loss. His
immediate relatives have the heartfelt sympathy of all who knew him in this their sad
bereavement.

PERSONAL.

Robert C. Logan went to Boston Monday
on business.
Robert Pendleton is at home from Lynn
for a short visit.

Later in life while
the roof of a very high barn
the upper staging on the roof
gave way
and he was precipitated to the
ground below, a distance of some 50 feet, fearfully
shattering one wrist and sustaining internal
injuries. Later he sent to Idaho aud was
thrown from a horse, the horse
falling on
him.
He was taken up
insensible, having
received interual injuries.
In about one
year he returned home, but was never in
good health after these accidents. The deceased was a school teacher of acknowledged merit aud served his town in manv
a

shingling

PERSONAL.

L. Littlefield of
Monday. Mr.
storm that visited

Littlefield says the rain
Waldo county, Sunday, was a terror, beyond
description. He says that two inches of
rain fell in no time, a veritable cloudburst,
and that many had their cellars flooded. He
doesn’t recall the beat of it. [Kennebec
Journal.

New York, Aug. 0, lv.«;
The barge
Forest Belle will leave this port i><-im>rrow
for Fernandina to load lumber and railroad
ties for Boston. The steamer Gen. W. Pride
will tow the barge down and wait until she
is loaded. The barge has a < arrying capacity
of

1,400 M. of yellow pine and draws i.s feet
loaded. She has eight running days
to load at Fernandina. Sin- will be towed
with 200 fathoms of ‘Much Manila shackled
to a chain. The barge has six
mutton-leg
sails that can be handled in all weather,
carries three anchors, weighing
respectively
4,800, 3,000 and 1,200, and 200 fathoms of 2inch chain, and is first-class in every respect. Insurance was effected on her last
cargo at. two-thirds the rate by sailing vessels. A sister barge, the Jersey Belle, will
follow the Forest Belle. The principal part
of the southern
carrying trade must s >on be
controlled by barges. Many seafaring men
claim that barges cannot be taken care of in
heavy weather. This is a great mistake. A
seagoing tug will take good care of one
barge. They will do much better than sailing vessels ami are sufficiently fitted to take
when

care

of

themselves.

A

Barge Man.

At Isle au Haut

Again.

tended

headquarters for the tenters.
pamphlet and map

up from the north all at once and came
down in sharp, fierce squalls. The dishes,

by the Harriman Bros, of Boston,
the promoters of this resort, we picked
out the various points designated, and

etc., in the closet began to rattle around

concluded that all

finally a two gallon jug
leaped into the air clear

With
There is a blank in the

Marjorie for the
of

inability

Isle

season

book of the

log
1895,

of

because

to make the annual trip to
looked forward to

Haut that is

au

each year with such pleasurable anticipation.
This year the record will be com-

as

the illustrated

issued

needs is population to make it an ideal summer home.

Dirigo

and then to find their way onto the cabin
floor. The cushions left the transoms, and
filled with water

The

Situation.

Political

pudiate

II.
Free Coinage of Silver at Itl to 1.
To

Editor of The Journal:
the meaning of free coinage of

the

What is

of the floor, turnsilver on a ratio of sixteen to one ?
Eagle Island is close at hand and two of ed a summersault and stood on its head
What will be the effects of its adoption
plete. The trip has been made and has the Marjorie’s crew were interested in on the lee side of the cabin. The cork on the
business interests of the country?
added largely to the pleasant memories of looking at the place where
they had an- came out during the performance, but the
Let me say here at the commencement,
this picturesque island.
About -1 p. m. chored one dark
night nearly ten years jug was seized and restored to its proper that in
treating these questions my diction
July 28th. the Marjorie left her moorings ago when returning in the Jennette from position before all the water was spilled.
may not be elegant and my similes may
above the steamboat wharf, Belfast, and Isle au Haut.
Until now on- destined As we were cruising for pleasure, and did
he homely, hut I shall endeavor never to
was headed for the eastern bay. The wind
haven had not come iuto view, and even not care to reef for the run across the
bay, leave my readers in doubt as to what I
was fitful but fair until after passing Turafter we had passed Eagle Island light the it was decided to return to the Thoroughmean.
tle Head, and then a southerly breeze was hills of isle au Haut were
only a shadow fare. Having beat out but a short time
To me it seems extremely strange that
encountered and sheets were trimmed on the horizon.
Tacking oft' Hardhead before we now had to beat in, and were the first
question should need an answer;
down.
Had the weather been favorable we ran
along the southern shore of Eagle not sorry when the anchor was dropped but as
every day develops facts showing
the yacht would have kept on down the Island,
the
and
Bald again.
past
Porcupines
that it is not understood, I shall answer it,
bay, but after a while the wind took an Island, with the entrance to the Little
It was a pleasant day ashore and was
and the more readily because it is suscepeasterly cant, bringing with it a smell of Thoroughfare under our lee and that of made the most of. A walk to Point Looktible of being answered unequivocally and
and
the
concluded
to
make
a
the main Thoroughfare up to windward. out on the new road was protracted
fog,
party
by the without
dispute. The free coinage of
harbor. Later, finding Holbrook's Island
Tacking along the North Haven shore we tempting clusters of blueberries close at silver at
a ratio of lti to 1 means that the
under our lee, we ran in around its south- stood over to Deer
Isle, running near hand on either side of the way. Isle au
United States government shall receive
ern end and dropped anchor opposite the
enough to see some of the summer homes Haut has long been noted for its bluesilver bullion from any person presenting
residence of E. K. Harris in one of the on its rocky western side and encounter- berries and this
year they are unusually
it, and, without expense to the owner,
finest havens on the Maine coast.
Here ing a few lobster fishermen out in their
plentiful and very large and fine. On the coin it into standard dollars which shall
the yachtsman is landlocked, has smooth double-enders.
The absence of sailing wharf at Point Lookout we found Capt.
be the same weight as sixteen gold dolwater and an abundance of it, while the craft was the
subject of comment. Later Charles Chapin, who showed us about the
that is, each silver dollar shall weigh
surroundings are picturesque in the ex- in the day a large cutter was seen headed grounds and pointed out the recent im- lars,
sixteen times as much as a gold dollar,
treme.
Later we made a call on the pro- up the bay, which we called the Isis, and
provements. Additions have been made and
no more. These silver dollars are to be
prietor of Holbrook's Island, who spends correctly, as was learned later. A small to the club house which improve its apa legal tender for all debts and demands,
the summers here and the winters at his schooner was in our company for a short pearance and
give additional room, aud thus
making, so far as legal enactments
orange grove in East Palatka, Florida. time on the North Haven shore and a the building, painted a dull red, harmocan do so, sixteen ounces of silver
equal
The old house on the island occupied by white sloop was at anchor off Saddleback; nizes well with its surroundings.
There
to one ounce of gold,—but as one ounce
Mr. Harris for two seasons, has been torn and these, with one or two small fishing were few guests at the club house but the
of gold, iu the market of the world, will
down and its site effaced and anew and boats, comprised all the navigation seen cottages all seemed to be
occupied. The
purchase over thirty ounces of silver, it
modem edifice erected on higher ground. during the day. The wind did not favor family of Mr. Bowditch are at the
Quincy will be a vain effort to make them remain
The house faces the quiet harbor with, us a point during the day but fortunately
From
the
veranda
of
one
of
the
cottage.
at that ratio in fact, as 1 shall attempt to
those Falls opposite, the roaring—-or did not die out, and at 4 r. ji. anchor was cottages we had views of
Islesboro, the convince my readers.
should we say the hissing?—of whose dropped in Isle au Haut Thoroughfare Camden mountains, Mt.
Desert, and, with
What will be the effects of its adoption
wateis can be plainly heard.
Not only opposite the residence of J. E. Barter. the aid of a line pair of field glasses, could
on tlie business interests of the
country?
After
a
visit
ashore and a call at the store distinguish the
from the spacious verandas but from
buildings and the newWho can say? That it will bring uncereven
n-om are
most delightful views, of ( apt. .1. 15. Barter supper was prepared
steamboat wharf at Green’s Landing.
tainty and instability for a period of inaw aid: and landward.
The (lining-room and eaten, and before 8 r*. m. no sound The club steamer Circe makes two trips
definite length, no sane business mind
looks out upon Castine, and the “den"’ was heard on board the Marjorie but the daily to Green’s Landing with passengers
can doubt, for it is
launching the nation
of Mr. Ilairis commands a view of Bel- snores of her tired crew, and not until ti
and mail, and one can leave Isle au Haut
on an unknown sea, with
pilots at the
o
clock
Look in wiiat direction you may
fast.
next morning did all hands turn at 3 P. M. and be in Boston the next mornhelm with more courage than discretion.
tin e is sc imthing picturesque or attrac- out to find everything enveloped in dense ing.
The club has a water system and a
We have uo modern charts to guide us,
I
iiv* to be seen wooded islands, or rocky, fog.
sewer system, the latter
discharging into as the whole march of civilization, since
in
barien
ihe bill of tare for the
fringed with white surges,
clay included a the sea, while the water is obtained from the earliest ages, has been in the opposite
the lndd outlines of Cape Kozier, the clan] chowder and ail the
ingredients were wells and pumped by windmills into water direction; and what will be the results of
glean: .1 distant sails, the passing stcam- in readiness save the clarus. To procure towers of which there are two or three at
forcing old barbaric methods into our
ois:
ml at night, the twinkling lights of these it was decided to visit a little cove an elevation sufficient to
supply the cot- modern civilized practices and methods
asiiue m neeteu
in tlie piacicl
waters. on Kimball's island where teu years be- tages.
The place is unique among Maine
may well cause a doubt.
Tlie uiu iior of this summer home is no fore Henry Gilman had
dug some of the watering places.
It may be a valuable and interesting
less .t*.tractive, £°od taste marking ail its finest of this
Saturday morning early sail was again i study in some of its features to
species of bivalves the writer
foreign
nts.
The finish is in natural has ever seeu and whose size and flavor made and when out of the Thoroughfare
;i] l' 'ha:
nations, but to us, who must remain in
v<
<i, the furniture light and graceful. still linger in the memory.
Alas, we we found a light northerly wind prevailing.
the whirlpool and help stir the kettle of
In the spacious hall is a large fireplace were doomed to
disappointment. The Our course rvas laid to the windward of tish, it may prove anything but interwhere a cheerful blaze may l»e kindled cove was there, but live clams were not. Brimstone at first, but the wind hauled as
esting.
when logs gatherer lains descend to drive By hard digging we secured
enough for a we proceeded and again headed us on the
Before we can intelligently enter upon
the family and guests indoors.
As our chowder, but in size and plumpness they opposite tank.
When we were a little to the discussion of this
question there are
call v as made at a rather late hour we did fell far short of expectation.
Capt. Bar- leeward of Kimball's rock the wind died some preliminaries to be settled.
not have the pleasure of meeting Master ter Gild us later that the
fishing vessels out altogether and the ebb tide took us
That gold and silver, under free coinage
E. K. Harris, Jr., the pride of the housegenerally anchored off this cove and laud- down the bay in the direction of Saddle- and at the proposed ratio, will continue to
hold. who at the age of seven months lias ed there to dig bait. He recommended back. The lighthouse was coming out
circulate iu this country at par seems to
attained eight teeth. The lady to whom we
digging on the bar in the Thoroughfare, plainer and ulaiuer when it breezed again my mind so absurd as to be unworthy of
are indebted for this information further
but we did that on a former visit and did and we laid our course up the bay. Now
discussion; but as a large number of the
asserted that he could talk, but as this not find the clams
nearly as good as the the wind would favor us and then head leaders and speakers of the silver party
was questioned by others we leave it for old-time Kimball’s island bivalves.
us off, but not a tack was made until we
make that assertion, and a few seem to
future verilieati n. A photograph shows
Going ashore after dinner for a stroll we were this side of Turtle Head, having believe it, it will be necessary to take it
Master E. K. Harris, Jr., to be as robust encountered showers and
took refuge in made the run from Eagle Island to that into
consideration, as it not only cona youth as ever saw the
light on the rock- the store, where Capt. and Mrs. Barter point in just three hours. We were near- fronts us at the
beginning, but underlies
bound Maine coast, albeit his place of are
always ready to entertain visitors or ly that long in reaching the mooring from the whole question; for if one hundred
was
an
in
Florida.
nativity
orange grove
wait on customers.
It is the only store the Head, the wind blowing every way cent
gold dollars and fifty-three cent
A little sister shares with him toe homage here.
(. apt. Barter was well
acquainted but our way, and sometimes not at all, silver dollars can be made to circulate as
: visitors and the
delights of their island in Belfast in years past and had
many en- but about live o’clock the cruise ended money, without gold going to a premium,
home, and long may they and their par- quires to make
concerning old friends, ac- and three sunburnt men sought their re- why, then we are all silver men at once.
ents live to enjoy it.
quaintances and shipmates. Among those spective homes.
Right here let me ask my co-laborers iu
In addition t.» his new residence Mr.
with whom he had sailed were
Captains
the fields of agriculture, who of them, inHarris had built the past season a neat
F. E. Bramhall and E. E.
The New England
Pendleton, the
debted for a giveu number of bushels of
Democracy.
cottage for his resident superintendent latter a
relative of Mrs. Barter. The rain
farm produce, that potatoes worth fifty
and a
the
New
mmedious stable. There is much over we continued
Taking
England States together
our walk aud the
m

—

<

«

■

<

go< U laud or, the island and it will all be
brought under cultivation in time. To
get rid of the loose rocks and to drain the

swampy places large trenches have been
dug filled with rocks and covered. The
fine groves on the island of
spruce and
hard wood aie left undisturbed.

haily
astir

morning,

next

on

before any

shore, the Marjorie

was

one

was

headed

seaward and drifted into the
tide.

Here

a

dead calm

bay with the
prevailed, and a

fishing sloop bound for Castine had
sorted to

re-

an ‘*ash breeze.”
After a time
bieeze sprang up. and as usual it was
dead ahead. With light sails set the
yacht
a

headed

next

port

was

in the

shop

of Mr. A. J.

Turner,
Isle an Haul's artist in iron.
He had just
completed repairs ou a sewing machine
and was at work on a
bicycle. The job
would have been a simple one with hi
cycle repairs at hand, but Mr. Turner had
to replace several
parts aud it was necessary to make special tools to do the work.
We called the next
day expecting to find
that some one had
brought in a watch
minus a wheel and found that the
bicycle
had been
successfully repaired and that
two others had been
brought iD. Mr.
Turner has enlarged his shop since our

last visit and lias

more

room

in which to

the

it

is

safe

say that from lifteen to
cent, of the Democratic
voters have repudiated the Tillman
platform and Altgeld
ticket, and almost without exception these are tlie men who
have
been recognized as the
party leaders in
their respective localities.
They are men
who have done their own
thinking, who
have beeu Democrats because
they have
believed in Democratic principles and
who have exerted great influence because
they have had ability, have been considered honest and have contributed
freely of
their lime and money to
promote party
success.
I hey bolt now because the
party has been captured by Anarchists
and cranks and
fanatics, who have converted it into a Populist
organization and
pledged it to nearly everything that is
un-Democratic. [Manchester, X.
II.,
Mirror and Farmer.
to

twenty-five per

bay, with Islesboro display the many useful and ornamental
undei our lee. Standing
nearly over to articles he fashions from iron to adorn
Dark Harbor we tacked off
Bryan’s Woolly Theories.
shore, and summer homes or serve as souvenirs for
continuing this windward work we had the summer visitors. Nearby is the phoWhether the Tariff on wool has raised the
near views of about all the islands in
the
tographic studio of John Turner, where price of wool to the sheep grower above the
point it would have reached without a Tareastern bay.
The atmosphere was hazy, some excellent views of the island
may he iff, is a question which has been discussed
rather than settled.—Hon. Win. J.
obscuring distant objects, but those near | obtained.
Bryan.
at hand were
no.
The average price of AmeriThe fog disappeared
distinctly seen and the
during the night canOh,
wool
in
under
varied island scenery was
1891,
Protection, was
thoroughly en- and Friday dawned with clear skies and a 17 cents
per pound. In 1895, under Freejoyed. Butter Island was looked for with southerly wind, so after breakfast the
Trade, it was only 9 cents, a loss of 8
nterest as the new summer resort under Marjorie was
got underway and beat out cents on every pound of American wool
the name of Dirigo, the proposed home of
of the Thoroughfare with Carver’s Har- clipped by an American farmer from an
American sheep.
the New England Tent Club.
[American Economist.
Here and bor as the objective point.
We had not
there were tents but no signs of
any occugot out by Kimball s Island before we
You make no mistake when
you buy Dalpants, and we had only a view of the gable
found that the run was
SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC anil
likely to be any- ton’s
DALTON'S FAMILY pills.
oj the house on the island which is inEverybody says so,
thing but agreeable. The wind breezed and 'what
must be
everybody
was

across

says

true.”

per bushel or wheat worth one dollar per bushel would satisfy equally well,
would pay their debt iu wheat?

one-half of his honest indebted-

repudiation,

allism

and although, by this means,
you may be enabled to despoil your creditor of one-half his honest due, it by no
means

follows that

by so doing that you
enriched, as I shall

buying

by going into the
high premium.

at a

Instead of getting the bimetallism proclaimed we shall get only silver monometwith whatever evil

or

good

that

may bring, for although the gold standard nations float immense quantities of
silver

money, no silver standard nation
known to float gold; it is only
and sold as a commodity, it cannot

as

will be that amount

was

attempt to convince you later.

bought

Consider these facts! From 1702 until
1873 laws authorizing free coinage of both

be otherwise.

ever

We now have paper currency backed up by both gold and silver.
metals were on our statutes. The earliest Then w e shall have our whole
currency
coinage law in this country placed the with only a silver backing, thus contractratio at 15 to 1, but at that ratio gold ing our currency more than one half on
proved the most valuable and was sold its face value and to less than a third of
of the country, as bullion, as fast as
In 1834 the ratio was changed to

out

coined.

10 to 1, and at that ratio silver proved the
valuable, making the silver dollar

more

worth some two

three cents more than

or

gold dollar, causing but very little of
it to be presented for coinage, and what
was coined to
disappear as money and be
the

sold as bullion.

This

was

the state of the

in 1873 when the miscalled demone-

case

tization of silver took

its bullion

or

market value.

We shall be

obliged to go into the market and buy
gold at a high premium to meet our gold
obligations, both public and private.
What reasons are alleged for asking the
people to plunge this nation into a sea of
doubt and uncertainty?
First, and at all times, in season and out

J>r. H.

MEN OF SCIENCE

AVFP^span!!
L4 ly

in other points of more imporsame Constitution gets

dm. I

tance, where this

in their way, they propose to
sweep it
the face value stamped upon a coin does to one side without ceremony.
But let us see what the Constitution
not govern its marketable value, unless
its face value coincides with its bullion says in the matter.
In Article 1st, Section 8th and clause
value.
It also teaches the fact that when
coins of the
ent

to be

are

having the greatest bullion value will disappear from circulation and become only
a
commodity, even when the difference in
bullion values is small.
I might cite
dozens of instances in the world where
like tests have been made with like results, but what is the use? Where results and common
with the

political

coincide to such

sense

extent that it has

an

Statement of

oth, it says, “Congress shall have power
to coin money, regulate the value thereof,
coins and of foreign coin.” In Article 1st, Sec-

attempted
by side, that the

circulated side

A MEDICINE

face values but of differ-

same

bullion values

passed

into

axiom

an

economists of all civili-

zation it is useless to carry it farther.
lint even should the above conclusions
prove wrong in the end, yet it is so wide-

tion

10th and

clause 1st,

may not do, and among other
things that they may not do is to “make
anything but gold and silver coin a tender
in payment for debts.”
That is all the
Constitution lias to say in regard to coinIt does not proage, or gold and silver.
claim gold and silver as money, but

only

men

hurl this at the

it

one

of

was

the

ten

people

as

tried them Jill, is so thorough in
and effects so many perniaiif
Ay r’s Sarsaparilla."—Dr. 11. r
Augusta, Me.
:

that the

Another reason is their supreme
on election of an adindig- j
pledged to the free coinage nation at the miscalled demonetization of
of silver, doubt, distrust and uncertainty, silver in ls7z.
This they allege was
to an alarming extent, must surely follow.
brought about by fraud and bribery, and
Foreign as well as domestic [creditors so conducted that but few knew what they !
The truth of the matter
would press their claims to the extent of were voting for.
their abilities, uot only against the gov- shows nothing of the sort.
•Silver at that time, as 1 have previously
ernment, but agaiust their private debtshown, was not being coined into dollars,
ors. and as the financial sky would be
clouded by uncertainty, they would be except what the law required the govern- |
likely to do so wildly and unreasonably. ment to recoin from foreign silver money 1
All enterprise would cease, excepting iu coming into its possession, as the silver
the business of the sheriff and attorney,
for much I doubt if the strongest silver
fanatic would care to advance a

excepting

securing their
gold contracts,

Senator

as

Stewart and

other prominent silver men are said to
have already done; and debtors of every
class would be crushed to the wall.
So
strong is the apprehension iu the minds
of most business

of the disasters to

men

follow the free coinage of silver, that it
will take more than ordinary proof to disabuse them of their mistake iu the matter,
if mistake exists.
Should such

improbable tiling

an

the election of

occur

free coinage Administration, House and Senate, a year, at least,

as

must

and

a

dollar

was

worth. I

brought

more, than the face value of !
the dollar after coinage, and this had !
been the case for many years
previously : !

dollar,
purchase of silver mines,
would be fully occupied in so although
in
outstanding credits under statutes,

in the

and their time

bullion that went into

a

elapse before they can hope to enact
a law, and what a
year that would

a free
coinage law was on the
fact silver had been dennmetized for years, by reason that the silver
in the dollar was worth more than its

j
i

or price.
But the government has power
to say that fifty cents of silver in this
country shall be called a dollar, and thus
enable a person to pay a hundred cent

debt with

a

fifty

cent

dollar,

and thus

re-

coinage of silver
legalized.
This being the

—

^

force it.

that

l>ut should

complexion

an

administration of

chosen, yet be unable
to control both houses of Congress, then
be

this

uncertainty will be prolonged for an
period, which might prove infinitely worse for business interests than
a quick and
thorough lesson to the people
showing them the folly they had been led
into, and giving them a possible chance to
iudelinite

recover

themselves within

the

present

generation.
But suppose these silver men’s theories
wrong, and the teachings of generations are right? We shall not only meet
are

the same
but

we

with the

uncertainty portrayed

shall at once

certainty

the officers of

come

face to face

may declare upon the subject, the fact
will remain that gold has ceased to be
money and has become

a

commodity that

PER.

foundation.
“

It is

:

so w

i

L.

F.
Atwood s j
The}- make stomach j
gestion right, and thus ;
good material with w!
build. Y m will h ive
strong body in which t
if you use L. 1Y
35c.

a

bottle.

Avoid Inita

state of the case, when
the United States mint

made their report to

Congress, or the
Government, among other changes in
the coinage laws they recommended the
dropping of the silver dollar, and so make
the law conform to the then
existing fact.
This report went to the committees of
Congress, was debated in three sessions
and two dittereut t engrosses, in both
House and Senate, and was spread on the
pages of the Congressional Kecord (where
it can be found) throughout those three
years that it was under debate before

monetized,

silver dollars .-oilier

only amounted to SS,04.'>,S;In. while immediately thereafter, under the now coinage
laws, there were coined ■SiiT. Tl. 1 P .it subsidiary coins to replace the fractional -a
per currency, and $d(i,!k>'i,dJ4 of trade
dollars, and since that time, if nn memory serves, some hundreds of millions of
standard dollars that

are

to-day legal

I

.1

Summer Shirts,
Summer Neckwear,
Summer Underwear,
Boys' Shirt Waists,
Boys' Sweaters.
Hammocks & Spreaders

Brown Stiff Ha
Straw Hats-5
At

Greatly

ten-

der for ail debts and dues.
And this is demonetizing silver!

Reduced Prices

Otis 1). \Vn.so.\.

Searsinont,
Free

above,

that whatever the law

twelve days only.

TWENTY-FIVE

constructing a
you must beg,ii

at the ratio of Hi to 1 is

1 P. II1

1S90.

Coinage

in

a

Nutshell.

A tine ounce of gold is worth SJnalT
Sixteen ounces of silver are worth SI! JO.
Congress can legislate until it is black in
the face without making the ounce of gold
worth less or the sixteen ounces of silver
worth more. fXew York Press.

MIDSUMMER SMI (IF CLOTHING!
Owing to the dull business we will make this sale for

BUILDER

and in the same manner that
gold
will be demonetized the moment that free

m-

and the markets of the world, governed
by supply and demand, will fix the value,

I

face,

pasplane, and have had my incomings my judgment, should it eventually be
outgoings regulated by the bell and proved that coins of the same face value sage.
Iso much tor conspiracy ! Instead of dethe whistle), who of them, indebted for a hut of widely different bullion value can
monetizing silver it remonetized it: for
given number of days work, that either a he made to float side by side, without the
whereas during the time between 1 V.
day of ten hours, or a day of live hours, cheaper coin being made exchangeable by
when the t'nited States mint was e>ta
would till the demand, would pay their law into the higher priced coin, and a
lislied, and IsTn, when it is s iid to t.e
indebtedness with ten hour days? Now government, both willing and able to enall the

days when rive hour days will
do, then, possibly, we may hope to see a
one hundred cent
gold dollar and a fifty
cent silver dollar working in harness together in an even yoke, but not before.
Try to eliminate from your minds the
false idea that the government by stamping a piece of metal adds to its value. It
can only certify to its weight and fineness,

anil

.4 HEALTH

■

and

hour

Ayer’s Pills for lirer

ministration

and the

ten

Ayer's oS|Saisapa

that in the event ot

And again, let me ask my brother
chanics, (for I, too, have wielded the

tatoes answer the same purpose, and my
brother mechanics will pay their debts in

'

Admitted at the World’s ;■

I

“gold bugs” had broken, and
ly believed among business men, not consequently had inherited perdition
only iu this country but iu all others, therefor.

he, aud after its enactment at least another year would be required to clear
away the wreckage the previous oue
would make.
All this would happen, in

when my brother farmers will pay their
debts in dollar wheat when fifty-cent po-

treatment was of no avail, and
astonished at tin* results. N
medicine that 1 have ever us.*.l

j

if

commandments

Will Known |,

“Ayer’s Sarsaparilla i< with.,
blood-pm ili«-: and spring 1
cannot have praise enough, i a
its effects in chronic eases,

j

prohibits States from making anything |
else a tender for debts, yet these free

coinage

a

as a

it tells what

States

F. Merrill.

Results Aston kh

of season, is their great veneration and
love for the Constitution of their Fathers;

although

place.

Now what lesson does this inevitably
teach? It teaches two things; one is, that

such

me-

be obtained

only

can

market and

cents

saw

1

ness, but by so doing it does not add one
tithe to the real value of the coin by calling it a dollar, excepting as an agent of

We will give you

Masonic Temple, Belfa
FOR^^

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOI

—

an enormous cut

in prices

CENT.-—

MEN’S SUITS, BOYS’ SUITS and CHILDREN’S SUITS, MEN'S OVERCOATS,

***

Vests, Trousers, Outing Shirts, Underwear, Hats and Caps,———
Everything

we

have in

our

store.

We

business.

Call and

Positively twelve days’ sale on this basis. Do not neglect ill'
-^opportunity of finding bargains when yon can. Remember this sale is for twelve days only at tlie c
CHApVo°p“rELL’|WHITE STORE, 81 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.! CHAi^rMl
mean

see us.

Ilf-

,j|f

Livingston.

to

Belize
,i, r,

„rica»'

■

cnleuee of The

.Journal.]

Glatemala, .July 1st.
has left very little Atlan-

v

Guatemala.

Its

small

-amlwiohed between British
Auras, has but one port,
oou, in honor of the dis■

of

n
■\

Louisiana

whose

Said to be

introduced into Guate-

t>

good

as

’ime the town was found-

importance,

vonsiderable
the

United

Thursday

States

and

mail

boat

a

ugston up the Rio Dulce,
■wn 50 miles iu the interior,
and

nail-bags
if there

s

a

merchandise,
any, are trans-

are

ks of

>

mules, to begin a
journey to the Capital,

s

mention to make

tour

a

is more

public

Paciiie.

easily

ae-

But when

we

■•tiler side of the Isthmus
Guatemala

enter

speak,

;hough just
•'■luras, it

a

headed

uow

Be

steamship

wo

lines

ply

the United Mates and

cn

sending weekly

Belize,

ed

Puerto Cortez,

to

as

another Atlas

landward bluffs.
When Cortez was here
in 1525 he found a small
village perched
on these
cliffs, probably much like the

are

rpublie:

and then double

and

Livingston, mki-

—their old war-like character lost with

to

arse

hours,

ll takes twelve

vicinity

scattered all

present one, only in those golden days of
the Caribs no heartless
government compelled tlie wearing of clothes.
By and by a tug-boat came out to convey the passengers to slioie.
Nearing the
limestone cliff's we noticed that
covered with a wild

vines and creepers, and
palms of remarkable luxuriance.

ing

New

on a

of Livingston,
along the coast

close to shore

as

,■>

ill

v.

permit,

hundred

a

.s

I'here

see

heads

stops
can

round

be

of Brit-

more

or

Livingston has the reputation of hying
the hottest and wettest place on the coast,
but on this sunny July morning we did
not find it any hotter than many places in

short and
Their

the far North

cannon

drops

less inclined to “kink”

ei. although it would seem
pportunity is ottered to the
lie small planters are most-

to

20

below

The

is

temperature does

sometimes handsome
ans,

sickness runs away with you there

the bare

of

mailing
only. Address. World’s
Dispensary Medical Association, 663 Main
cost

—

j

A

^.young kadvj:

the ratio is

as

in

ex-

are

saw

|

one

small canoe, s
ipiarrel for precedence i
>

|

erwomen are

believed that any one
who touched the pole would suffer great
and it

men,

to

old

look

bodily

Tlie chief of the tribe had

harm.

woman.

a

beautiful

a

father’s tepee, embarked on the lake iu a
turned it bottom side |
canoe, seized the pole and gave it a vigorim and his fruit upon the
ous shaking with one hand, while with
nibs are as much at home the other she waved aloft a charm most
of it, and

out

nts

not

are

certainly potent for
impeded by Expecting

In less time than

iapery.

it, he had righted and

d

■at, dived for and reloadwhich were little the

wetting, and was again in
fhe fray, without having
ng for an instant; aud meant of his wrath had
forged

1

-posed of her fruit, with
ssed iu every stroke of her
ntly our British neighbors
fain

very high opinion of
f traders from the land of
a

The Belize gov-

Stripes.
and

nits

pays

inspectors,

to accompany every steamthe fruit-growers are fair-

>

"at

the proper count is given
of bananas underrated as to
is whispered in some quar-

ii
■

inspectors

are

above

not

’li sides of the question, and
n become
financially “flush”
Bananas are
•iger salaries.
♦os on
the steamers, each

h-light

its end.

on

A false

i -iced a foot or two above
i>'ther tier packed; and so on

1

I has her full cargo.
“l this coast are distinct

<
■>

tribes of Central America

special

mention.

discussion
"ve

it is

now

as

There

their ori-

to

generally

con-

'•y sprang from the Arrainoco, another branch of

'b

?

\;aucaniana—were the
'i

iivian Indians.

'■»ild
be
i
■

I

"

|

)

was

most

ances-

When the

discovered, these
important people on

boutli America and the issea which took their name,
the cannibals that Columbus

Most of them

perished

the

exorcising

to

arise and

see

some

with

flee

of evil spirits.
horrid monster

■*'

■■

surfeit of saloons and
but

of African blood.

Late in

W
tj

1",IIJUt

transported them to the isl:ili'tan. A few years later, when
struggle between Churcb and State

'e''111

Luatemala,

tbe Indians swarmed

semblance of

now
never

and then
have

countrie;” and a
gambling balls—

silver

lars of how you can
earn a solid oak

Soaps.

represented.

ers

I

narrow

1

strip

zone—a

of the Atlantic coast which

is exempt from duties.
A few miles to
the southward is Santo Tomas, where a
colony of Belgians was established with

It
great flourish of trumpets iu 184J
Chambers “Maker of Moons,” what was was a sad
failure, as all later attempts at
her astonishment when a beautiful youth
European colonization have been. There,
sprang into the canoe and dispelled her too, is Puerto Barrios, noted as the startfears with words of love! Together they
ing point of a projected railway, about
returned to her father’s tepee, and their
which so much was said some ten
sons

and

daughters

the founders of

were

Tlie sons inheritthe great Carib nation.
ed the turbulent spirit of their father, to-

gether
tlieir

with the adventurous courage of
mother, and soon migrated to the

a

years

Four miles of track were

ago.

laid,

when the

enterprise

and the roadbed is

now

was

actually

abandoned,

hidden in

an

im-

penetrable jungle.
Fannie Bkigiiam Ward.

where they killed all
and married tlie women;and that

neighboring islands,
the
is

men

the

why

ferent

to this

women

a

dif-

on

rue

day speak

language.

Alter

pleasant sailing
(lay
“American Mediterranean" we reached
I'ucrto

s

a

Cortez

rather

nightfall—or

at

Puerto Caballos (Port of Horses), as Cortez named it, because here a number of
his horses died.
the best

bor,

on

It has

a

beautiful har-

the whole eastern coast

of Central America, the water being deep
enough for large steamers to approach the
wharf.

With his usual

wisdom Cortez

the entrepot of New Spain,
and for more than two centuries it re-

selected it

as

mained the

principal port in these parts,
by and by the repeated ravages of

until

the buccaneers caused it to be deserted

by trade and O.moa, farther south

on

the

Puerto
Honduras coast, came into favor.
Cortez is also noted as the Atlantic termiof the great inter-oceanic railway, an
ignis fatuus that will never materialize,

nus

ijUT,000,000
though
building
was raised.
The railway was completed
about Z7 miles, (rather an expensive road
—a million dollars the mile!) to a place of
for its

alone

account, called San Pedro.

little

The

coaches and locomotives are of the most

antique pattern and the road is in
wretched condition of

disrepair;

so

ics,

on

other
there.

vermin

Central

Happily

and vile

American
we

did not

Salve.

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money

refunded.

Price

25

cents

For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

per box.

Fish and Game.
Hon. H. O. Stanley
of the fish commission, says that double
the quantity of fish will be put into Maine
rivers and lakes next October of that of
He estimates that
any previous season.
there will be between 300,000 and 400,000
of trout aud salmon.
“While this seems
a good many,” he added, “it doesn’t begin to fill the demand, for they’re after
us all over the State.
We do as much as
we can for each, but can’t satisfy them.”
“What hatcheries have you coming?”
was asked.
“There are two that the
commissioners have in view, one at Monmouth and the other at Bangor.
This
will be a great addition, and will, we
hope, be started next season.”.As yet
but two of the factories in Eastport have
done anything this spring.
Last year the
larger factories began can-making in
June, and at this date had thousands of
cases on hand, where to-day not a case
has been made; and even should tlie factories open during August, the employees
in other departments would have much
broken time, owing to the limited supply
of cans which it will be possible to produce.
___

a

which “the curtain of the dark” is

squalor,

Arnica

that

rung down to the music of vesper bells.
But I have no doubt that the usual tilth
and

Burklen’s

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

odors of

ports

prevail

land,

but pre-

served the beatific first impression by

Constipation

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
retains the digested food too long in the bowels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver, indl-

Hood’s

gestion,
tongue,
somnia,
cure

bad
sick
etc.

coated
headache, intaste,

Hood's

constipation and

Pills
all its

results, easily and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

and

strong

sense—

healthy by

drinking

gold.
[Thomas Bailey Aldrich.

“I wish we were rich, John, and could
do something for the world,” Mrs.
Clericus remarked, half devotedly, half
impatiently. “But, my dear, we can do
good in a quiet way now.” “Yes; but
no one will ever hear of it.”
[Tit-Bits.

dollar in

[

Brown:
“I see that over a hundred
doctors were added to the profession
last night.
*1 wonder what they will all
do?” Smith: “Get people excused from
the jury duty.”
[Brooklyn Life.
new

Besides

being healthful
and strengthening it is
pleasant and refreshing.
At the

not care whether the government
demonitized silver in 1873 or not, for at
Diner—“Waiter, there is a slight mistake.
that time they could get $1.02 for every 1 ordered a spring chicken and a buttle of
1884 Pommery.”
3711-4 grains of pure silver from other cusWaiter—“Yes, sir.”
Diner—“You have brought me some Pomtomers.
But as soon as the world’s proof last spring and a chicken of 1884.’’
duction of silver began to increase the mery
[Paris Messenger.
371 1-4 grains were not worth one dollar;
and then, for the first time, they began to
cry for the privilege that the government

You pay us after
you know by trial
that goods are all

system is
can make it

nervous

worn-out you

Save that of one low voice which not to
hear
Were death itself—be some sea-message
blown
Over the dim salt-marshes on the winds
At dusk, or when the red autumnal dawn
Turns all the pools and willow stems to

did

MSB

Repairs*

If your

So have 1 coastwise longings evermore.
May the last sound that lingers on my

Europe, so naturally they sold their goods
they could do the best; consequently the Government in 81 years only coined
8,045,838 standard silver dollars. They

Larkin

as

a

Of

caves.

fraction less than 10 to 1,

worth more than

In Need

this,
Strange, inarticulate sorrows of the sea,
Blithe rhythms upgatliered from the siren’s

where

Chautauqua
Desk Free,

Thousands
of
wise
housekeep-

was

Longings.

The first world sound that fell upon my ear
Was that of the great winds along the coast
Crushing the deep-sea beryl on the rocks—
The distant breakers’ sullen cannonade.
Against the spires and gables of the town
Tne white fog drifted, catching here and
there
At over-leaning cornice or peaked roof,
And hung—weird gonfalons. The garden
walks
Were choked with leaves, and on their ragged biers
Lay dead the sweets of summer—damask
rose,
Clove-pink, old-fashioned, loved New' England flowers.
Only keen salt sea-odors filled the air.
Sea-sounds, sea-odors, these were all my
world.

viz; 15,988.

you're

Druggist's

while

in town.

From the Grocer for you

home.

at

had

granted them for 81 years.
The production of silver has gradually
increased in the United States from $12,
000,000 in 1808 to over $82,000,000 in 1802

everywhere,

who know the advantage 01 using good soap ana the
economy of buying it direct from our factory
without paying tribute to storekeepers, buy a
whole box for their own home use.
From Kittery to Caribou are hundreds of
girls and youths who have earned, by a very
litt.e effort, one to a dozen of our premiums,
which they will possess all their lives long

and the 371 1-4
was

worth

grains

one

of pure silver that
dollar in 1874 is only

worth 53 cents

THU LARKIN SOAP MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. V.

to-day.
bought from 1873 to
508,000,000
($508,000,000)

The Government
1893

over

dollars worth of silver and coined and issued about 430,000,000 silver dollars, or
5:3 times

as many in twenty
years as were
coined under the free and unlimited coin-

age of our much talked of forefathers
for 81 years previous.
This is what the
government has done for the silver producers, and now they make'a bold stand
and demand that the government shall
make them
53
not

47 cents

platform adopted
limit it to the

even

they can mine;
Chicago does
products of the !
us to be a dump- !
at

Fiiom

a

either

pincushions,
or

Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH.
44tf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

RISKS

WRITTEN

on

ranck

Cm

buildings acceptable*

ntf

-toOctl

between both

ILLS OF CHILDHOOD

.

% Are often misunderstood hy even the best ph vsieians.
■ W orms are one of the most prolific causes of infant nii.r1 talit.v, and yet tiiey can be absolutely cured bv home

f

treatment.

employment by cooks to serve
a peculiar patty of oysters in, they have
given the name of ‘‘scolloped oysters”
to the dish, whether served in the shell

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

The great vegetable specific, is infallible in all worm
,n\
certain rt medy tor stomach disorders, costiveness.
.v,(;
I's.sl and praised for 13 years. :c.c. at all
i,\
a
valuable
(took
about
children
seat
free
to mothers
W'
Visa
worms <i s^nrialli/.
Particulars free. Dr. J. F. Till H A CO.. Vubuni. tie.
<

«.•

otherwise.

You and Your Grandfather
Are removed from each other by a span of
many years, lie travelled in a slow going
while you take the

lightning

ex-

the electric car. When he was sick
treated by old-fashioned methods
and given old fashioned medicines, but you
demand modern ideas in medicine as well
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
as in everything else.
It is prepared by
is the medicine of to-day.
modern methods and to its preparation are
skill
and
the
know'ledge of modern
brought
science. Hood’s Sarsaparilla acts promptly
upon the blood and by making pure, rich
blood it cures disease and establishes good
health.
press or
he was

Boston & Bangor 11 Bo. | Maine Central R. R,
TIME-TABLE.

Summer Service, 1896.
STEAMERS

CITY

OF

]

BANGOR and

;■

JJJSwrapper.

ton

wili

run as

follows:
FROM BELFAST.
AM

Belfast,

Early

Arrivals

ami

depart.

Departures. Citypoint..

Late

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.
...

Unity..
Burnham, arrive.

...

Clinton.
Benton.

7 no
*7 of,
*7 lf>
7 27
7 4"
7 4»‘>
7 .Vi
3 25
3 35
3 4'*

Bangor... 11 3"

Commencing Monday, June 29, 1896,

steamers

will leave Belfast
For Boston, via Northport, Camden and Rockland, daily except Sunday. .Mondays ai 3.3<> r.
m., other days at f> r. m.
For Searsport, Thursdays and Sundays.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily,
except Monday, upon arrival of steamer li"iu
Boston, due Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 7.30 a. ii., other days at 8.30 a. m.

RETURNING
5

14

2
2

35
2 45
2 55

to B A. M.

From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
Me n lays at 12 noon, other days, except Sunday s,
at 2 i-. m.

Searsport, Mondays and Saturdays.

C. E. JOHNSON, Acting Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, GenT Manager, Boston.

P M
3 45
t3 f»2
'4 !f>
-1 45

15 10
5 33
0,00
r. 25
■*; 40
Ml 53

0 3o

7 05

Waterville

3 03

Portland.

5

35

AM
1 40

0

2"

r> 5S

|E.l).
Boston, ,y D.
|
..

"
4
402

—

TO BELFAST.
PM

7 OO

K. D.
Boston. | w i,.
(

A M
S» 00
S3"
P

Portland..

«

■1

45
Warerville..
..7<
>

Benton.
Clinton...
Burnham, depart.
...

Unity

..

..

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.........
Waldo.

——

Citypomt.
Belfast, arrive..
Flag station.

A M
5 55

.7

o

<15
r. 50
7 25
7 40

s
S
s

17
55

Sco
s 25
IK 4o
'S 55

9 05

M
2«»

A M

A M

Bangor

:

From Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5 v. m.
From Rockland, daily, except Monday, at from

From

1- M

120
1 2f>
tl 35
1 45
1 57
2 05

M

A

A

M

9 o2
9 17
:• 29
'9 29
9 45

4

25

12

oo

I* M
4 42
4 57
5 d

5 27
5 2<s
5 44
5 5s
cos
td!S

0 25

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets t<» all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by K. E. Cuowi.rv
1’AYSON U ( KEK,
Ygent, Belfast.
Vice Pres, and (ien’l Manager.
Pass,
ami Ticket Agent.
(ien’l
F. E. Boothnv,
Portland, June 22, 1890.

Lovell
Diamond

Cycles.
We have on hand a fine stock of both ladies and gents’ 1896 pattern of the Lovell
Diamond Bicycles. This lot will he offered
to customers at $50 each.
Warranted for
one year.
These wheels may be seen at the

Hervey
Jew elry

fae-

On and after .June 22, 1 >95, trainsconnecting at
Burnham ami Waterville with through trams for
ami from Bangor. Waterville. Portland and Bos-

PENOBSCOT in Commission.

CASTORIA.
Biaile

RATES.

.^Correspondence solicited.

some uses

signature
of

Accident Inm

Assets.
Fire

made

needlebooks and many other things
made from them, hut they are too frail

stage-coach

CURRENT

and

..

LOANS NEGOTIATED.

from their

or

Insurttnce

tre

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.

that shells have been put to,
such as scrapers, scoops and dishes, yet
for

AT

TEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INMRANCK CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.

shells;
are

f

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5

I

use, such as
in one valve

($13,0(10JUKI)

Millions

Travelers Life

to makers of toilet and other articles for

Route.

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear.

Dl'JSIR ABLE

I

ladies’

Thirteen

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite S'i are Fii;i Inscran* i. t
Association of Philadelphia, Cappi-. *l Fill Inm iiamt. C
National Fire Insika.v k Co., Haktkorp, Conn/

The delicate shell has commended itself

Store to Let.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Over

Democrat.

The only portion of this handsome
bilvalve that is edible is the adductor
muscle, which closes the shells and corresponds to the “hard part” in the oyster,
often miscalled the “eye;” the rest of the
animal, being very soft, is called the rim
by the fishermen. The little village of
New Suffolk, on Great Peconic Bay,
which divides the eastern end of Long
Island into two long peninsulas, lives
Summer Arrangement—In Effect July 1,
mainly from the scallop fisheries, which
begin in September and end about the
18&6
first of May, and are only interfered with
STEAMER ( ASTIVE, on above (late by the freezing of the bay or by floating
jff' *‘
wind and weather permitting, will
ice, for the hardy fishermen seldom mind
run every w^eek daj in connection with B. & B.S.
the weather unless a gale should interfere
Co., as follows:
*
Leave West Brooksville at 0.30 a. m.; Castine, with the management of the boats, which
7.00; Hughes Point. 7.45; Ryder’s Cove, 8.00; are small sloops of five to fifteen tons burLime Kiln, 8.30; arriving at Belfast, 9.20.
den and are managed by two men—one at
♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur- the tiller and the other at the dredges.
days.
They use from one to six dredges, accordLeave Belfast at 10.00 a. m. for Rycer’s Cove
ing to the size of the boat. The scallop
and Castine. where connections wiil be made with
fleet of New Suffolk comprises twenty-six
steamer Cimbria for all landings from Islesboro
to Bar Harbor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturboats, and some few others of a smaller
days.
in the work. About
With steamer Tremont Mondays, Wednesdays class occasionally join
and Fridays.
seventy men dc the catching and carting,
Leave Castine 1.30 i*. m.. or on arrival of steam- while
twenty men, thirty women, and
er Cimbria and Tremont from Bar Harbor to Belchildren open and prepare the catch
fast direct, where connections are made with eighty
for
steamer's for Boston.
market; and as the population of the
for all landings on
Leave Belfast at 3 i\ m
place is only two hundred and seventyIslesboro, Castine and Brooksville.
it may be truly said that all—grocer,
Connections will be made at Castine with steam- five,
er C. P. Connors to and from Penebscot every
postmaster, and stage driver—live from
week day.
the catching of scallops.
Children stop
Excursion tickets wiil be sold at 50 cents for
on the way home from school and open a
round trip to parties desiring a pleasant sail
few quarts, and mothers oi'teh rock the
around the Bay.
AGENTS: 1L A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder, ! cradle w ith one foot while standing on the
Ryder’s Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J. other at work in the shops. [Fred Mather,
M. Vogel 1, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
in Appletons1 Popular Science Monthly
50tf
c. W. SMALLIDGE, Manager. for
August.

J. H. Fletcher, M. D.

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE ARB INSURANCE.

Scallops.

!

anjKastine

FBED

the j

That the Devil can quote scripture is
suggested by Bryan’s citation of Jefferson and
Jackson, both of whom would
have been as likely to commend murder and arson and burglary as to commend
the ( hicago platform.

AT LESS THAN GOST

Belfast,

SOLD EVERYWHERE

for every

United States, but leaves
iug ground for the silver mines of
world.

FURNITURE
NEW AND^—
DESIRABLE GOODS.

present of

cents worth of silver

and the

GREAT
CLOSING
OUT
SALE.

a

a

It lies in what is called the free

j

an

been

church within fifty
Such is the Livingston of to-day.

no

miles.

futile curses—a la

in their

entury the Caribs became so
""a in liiitisli
Honduras that the

and Germans, with

much credit to liis “aiu

one might walk the distance as fast as he
against can ride. Viewed from shipboard Puerto
i" 'bis.
Their last stronghold as Cortez—with its thatched and red-tiled
the island of St. Vincent,—on
houses, its background of lofty mounat slave ship was at one time
tains and fringe ot palm along the bay—
t the
negroes adopted into the is beautiful as a dream; a rapidly dissolv■Lis said to account for the oriing view in the brief twilight of the trop-

'sion

conducted

American—who could

determined resistance

\

work in the strong springs

glistening in the sun. There
shops
by negroes, French-

few

men

tradition had

for his

out

at

and wash-

soldiers;

black bodies

Aa\e

as

The barracks

from the hillside- -their bare

gush

that

was

daughter, (as what chief of
not*.*) and she determined to
>ts at her and pouring
j lid her people of the water sprite, though
1 dire threats
concerning i she perished in the attempt. Accordingi icii he promised to dis- ;
ly, one dark night she stole out of her
forgot

full of barefooted

1

Among

a

wizened

meal for the buzzards.

a

hearing act spot to which the mischievous sprite
iuug as he retired after troubling the children of

ha* -pt nny worth.
incidents we
a

been set up iu the water to mark the

1

the first

iiaggle

"

j

deliver the finit.

a

Sea

Hence is it that life languishes with me
Inland ; the valleys stifle me with gloom
And pent-up prospect; in their narrow
bound
Imagination flutters futile wings.
Vainly I seek the sloping pearl-white sands
And the mirage’s phantom citadels
Miraculous, a moment seen, then gone,
Bastion and turret crumbled into air!
Among the mountains I am ill at ease,
Missing the stretched horizon’s level line
And the illimitable restless blue.
The crag-torn sky is not the sky I love,
But One unbroken sapphire spanning all;
And nobler than the branches of a
pine
Aslant upon a precipice’s edge
Are the strained spars of some great battleship
Plowing across the the sunset. No bird’s
lilt
So takes me as the whistling of the gale
Among the shrouds. My cradle-song was

371 1-4 grains of pure silver; but during
most of this period that amount of pure

postal card request will bring
you full particuA

■

get

instruct-

fine cloth-bound !
From
1702 until 1873
the
silver
stamps extra to pay
the additional expense of this more hand- j producers or owners had the privilege
some and more durable binding.
of taking their products to the mint and
getting in return a silver dollar for every

Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
copy if you send ten

j

tliei

was

we got the ratio of 15 to 1: fifteen
grains of pure silver being equivalent to
one grain of pure gold.
These were the

>

a-

Mr. Morris

Hence

—

>

Robert Morris, the financier of

was

A great deal of sickness and a great many
doctors’ bills might be saved to any family
coinage weights from 1792 until 1834,
by keeping a copy of Dr. Pierce’s great
thousand-page free book “The Common when the weight of the gold dollar was
Sense Medical Adviser,” j reduced to 25.8
grains and changed to
at hand.
It gives valuaIn 1837 the fineness of the
ble recipes for curing j 899.225 fine:
the diseases that are
gold dollar was again changed to 900, and
curable without a doctoi
the silver dollar was reduced in weight to
and comprehensive in1
formation about anat412 1-2 grains and fineness changed to
and
only
physiology
with over three hundred i 900.
This, however, did not alter the
illustrations.
A paper- |
pure silver in a dollar, but reduced the
bound copy sent free 1
on receipt of twenty-one | pure gold in a dollar to 23.22 grains,
one-cent stamps to pay
which is the law at the present time, and

Combination
Box of The

where the

of

Journal:

by Congress to prepare a report on the
foreign coins then in circulation in the
United States; accompanying this report
was a plan for American
coinage, and it
was mainly through his
efforts, with the
help of Thomas Jefferson and Alexander
Hamilton, that a mint was established.
It was agreed that a silver dollar should
contain 410 grains of silver; fineness
892.4; equivalent to 371 1-4 grains of
pure silver, with 43 3 4 grains alloy of
pure copper, and that the gold should be
27 grains to the dollar; fineness 910 2-3;
equivalent to 24 3-4 grains of pure gold.

Corpulent people gain power and vitality
through the “Golden Medical Discovery”
without gaining any superfluous flesh.

the

not

ject

The

of

who first introduced the suba National mint for the United

ed

is because the blood is wrong. It lacks
the building-up elements. The digestive
powers are feeble and fail to get full nutrition out of the food.
There is nothing in the world so good to
correct this state of affairs as Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery. It puts a new
It fills it with the
element into the blood.
life-giving red corpuscles. It gives powei
to the digestive apparatus to get nutrition
It purifies, enriches and
out of the food.
vitalizes the circulation so that every organ
of the body is strengthened and built up.
'It tones and invigorates the nerves.
II
makes hard, healthy, muscular flesh.
It
fat
like
useless
cod
does not make
liver oil.

on

and, like other Indithey do the hardest work while their
One of their noticeable situated at the mouth of one of the finest
lords play hero.
negroes, who each have a peculiarities is that the hands of most of rivers in Central America, needs only
■i bananas and a few dozen
the men are speckled like the backs of Anglo-Saxon energy to develop its unwhen the steamer makes brook trout—clearly defined spots of rivalled commercial facilities.
The town
nds.
On account of shallow black and white displacing the original is set on top of a high hill, on the seaward
east two or three miles reddish-brown.
Some say it is a disease edge of which is the Custom House and
igh no green oasis in the akin to leprosy, and others attribute it to Consul’s office.
Many tourists have prodining sand, or break in the the gathering of sarsaparilla roots. An- nouueed it the most picturesque port in
"f palms and mangrove other of their oddities is that the men and Spanish America
viewed from a judiitos a settlement, the earwomen speak a different language, the cious distance. The streets are irregular,
"i the whistle has
hardly men, when together, considering it deep unpaved and horribly muddy in wet
a fleet <>t rafts,
pitpaus disgrace to use the language of the weather; its one-story houses with walls
"lit from shore.
The women ; and if one of them inadvertantly of adobe, or wattle-work covered with
da\ I he vessel is due, lets fall a word of “woman’s talk,” lie is
mud-plaster, whitewashed outside, with
r
it.
In a moment the
at unmercifully by his companions.
roofs of thatch or tile.
jeered
Steep-pitched
j
aided with men. women: This
peculiarity m explained by a Carib There are neither sidewalks nor fences;
la muring crowd, with j
tradition, which runs as follows: Away cows and pigs perambulate the streets,
ugh among them to back in the early days, when their auees- and black children of all ages, stark nakj tors lived
ue persou, all gesticulaalong the Orinoco river, there ed, roll unrebuked in the mud. No vehiiv.
let loose and chattering 1 was a lake near one of their
settlements, j cles or horses are to be seen, but here and
he * ari l.i tong ue.
As the ! (was it
Maracaibo*.*) which was greatly there a miserable mule, which one hopes
i'
is
i.
-as -•..>d
as
a ! worried
by a water-sprite. A pole had! will soon end its sufferings by furnishing
■

When

to be no stopping it.. You lose
strength and weight and vitality and ambition. Everything seems to go at once.
This is what is called running down.” It

seems

few

vary much from
year to year and people know what to
prepare for. The climate of eastern Guatemala is not unhealthful, and Livingston,

to

man

the revolution.

a

zero

Editor

the

The

States

b>- selling among
perhaps ten of
your
neighbors J
the contents of
i
one ?io.oo
Ml

the thermometer

advantage
tropical countries,

side of these

ac-

where

degrees

months later.

black and abundant

the admixture of negro blood.
The women have a queenly gait and are

cording

we came

of Guatemala.

balls, and look
complexion the color of

as

unbreakable;
old mahogany; hair

few extensive

are

are

are

and muscular.

erect

as

that fruit and

industry

coast

me

<

and

bananas

to

easy

reefs

as

figure they

In

ernment.

squat, but

point

a

Round-

suddenly in sight of
the town and the
gaping mouth of the
Rio Dulce— “Sweet
River;” and a moment later, by' means of a wharf unexpectedly good for this part of the world,
we found ourselves within the
Republic

un-

which, making its regu-

they are
tangle of
topped by cocoa

completely

their tribal autonomy and now peaceble
cumstances, to go from almost to
<
abjeetuess.
)nly in recent
0
Cortez, aud hall' that
years have they worn any clothing at all
w the Guatemalan port.
—not until compelled to do so by the gov-

-sage from Belize

his

on

forming the harbor stretches
chain of low cays, covered with
feathery
cocoanute; in front, the shore, here marked by a tong limestone
cliff, crowned by
arib huts, thatched and
palm-shaded.
The yellow waters of a
great river (Rio
lJulce), wash the vessel’s sides; but no
break to give it egress is visible in the

back again, taking sides against the clerical party.
More than a thousand of them
are

the clouds

a

AYUIU

they

upholding

the eastward

on

settled in the

changes on
However, the

broad shoulders; and dim in the central
distance the Santa Cruz mountains. To

uas, the port where eonmade with the only rail-

To

few

morning
satisfy anybody.
picturesque hills

j

the World?

sees

Honduras, and yet farther
back a ragged line of blue
against the
horizon indicates the Coxcomb
range. On
the south stands
majestic San Gil, like

substitutes.
Ask for SANFORD’S
(»IXO KB, iiiui lo.,k for‘‘Owl" trademarkon the wrapper. Sold everywhere. Pot
ii 1:-j. Coup., Sole
teg Dun; m
Props., Boston.

in

wrought

sun, is fine enough to
Far to the north lise the
of British

Al/nm

in British Hon-

Here the traveler

this border of Gautemala.
objects aforesaid are at their very best,
and the scene, glorified in
the

steamers

tiie other every third
Y’o?k.
In both cases the

-■■ms,

at

centuries have

Health is too
}'our guard.
precious to be trilled with. The
best is none too good. In the hour
of danger SANFORD’S GINGER
is the best in the world.

the ]>art
;.'it this bit of Guatemala
seems

Question,

Why Should Ibis Government lose 47 cents on
every 371 1-4 Grains of Pure Silver mined In

exactly what the early Spaniards saw—
earth, sky, sea, and little more; for four

FRAUDS

the

long
Livings-

uey oveiland to

.:

by

it would be

of shallow water.

Are cheap, worthless,
and dangerous

of

accent, because the best

A Democrat on the Silver

Gulf of

SANFORD’S

mails and merchandise

ioi

sailing away in the darkness across the
Amatique.
Morning found us anchored in front of
Liringston, but far from shore on account

HUMBUG
GINGERS

British Honduras In a Mru
l.ualemala’s AlUntlc Seaport.

i.hi'I of

C. H.

nONROE,
Manager.
Belfast, July 2, 1896.—26tf

•*—•

«

To let

ing,

by the day

or

h<

ur

at my lar cl-

north side of the steamnoat wharf.

O. R. WEBSTER.
Belfast, May 21, 1896.—2m21

not been

Hepubltcau Journal.

capital.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 13, 1896.

can

ed

Journal Pub. Co.

REPUBLICAN

Money is the transferer of
hayrack and horse is a trans-

lot of it.

a

capital,

as a

hay. More hayrack will never
make more hay, but more hay will require
more hayracks, and is sure to get them.”

}

ManTgkr

NOMINATIONS.

given in a signed editorial
published Aug. Oth, in which he says:
“All questions relating to the tariff have
become insignificant for the time being,
in view of the possibility, however slight,
that the abhorrent principles of the Chicago platform may prevail. The duty and
necessity to compass the final overthrow
of that platform by assisting in the defeat
of William J. Bryan are most imperative
and solemn.
This may most certainly be
accomplished by voting for the electors
pledged to the support of William McKinley." Harper's Weekly is also championing the sound money cause with much
earnestness and vigor and says the duty
of every patriotic sound money Democrat
is to support McKinley.

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio.
FOR VICE

campaign

PRESIDENT,

GARRET A. HOBART of New J ersey
For Governor

Llewellyn

Powers

Houlton,

Of

PRESIDENTIAL
For electors at

JOHN F. HILL of

ELECTORS.

large:

Augusta.

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

PAYSON.
Second District. .A. R. NICKERSON.
First District.EDWIN

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.
Fourth District.ALBERT H.

SAWYER.

This article

SENATOR.

FOR JUDGE OF

JEREMIAH I).

PROBATE,
PROBATE,

FOR COUNTY

ALFRED

string attached to our Mayor also. How
buoyantly he floated over to Waterville,
but before reaching the altitude of the

ATTORNEY,

BriWDEN.

FI.LELY

Wiuterport.

-...

Gubernatorial nomination the string

TREASURER,

SMALT.Belfast.

A.

CUSHMAN.Montville.

FOR RE I RESENTATIVE TO

WILLIAM L.

LEGISLATURE,

LITTLEFIELD.Belfast.
APPOINTMENTS.

REPUBLICAN
Senator

IHE

heard of more.

speak

Free speech denied to
What’s this?
honest money men out in Montana? Is
it necessary for the safety of the white
metal that it should have the co-operation
of a Ku klux? [Boston Herald.

Windermere Park

at

Unity. Aug. 26th. in the afternoon.
Il"ii Sc;h L. Mil'.ikon will speak at Brooks
Aug.
2-J.I; Sears] ort the 24th Swanville it. the afterHc*< n :oi(i Fiankfor.
in the evening of the 25th.
V.'inteipoit the 26th; Prospect the 27th; Searsiio.ur the 2s*r]
Lincolnville Centre Aug. 29th.
Hon Harold Sewall will speak at Monroe Town

speech is denied to honest money
men in Maine also.
Hon. W. II. Clifford
of Portland was not only denied a hearFree

John S. Sherman of New York and Co’.
( lark E. ( arrof Illinois will
speak in this county
early in September, but have not been assigned.
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New 5 ork World tells the

legend

the magpie.
The moral is the best
part of it, and here it is: “If some folks
would only keep their mouths shut what

of

credit

they might get

for what

know.

mention last week of
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not

having

the list at hand

when

magnetism

eloquence

of another would draw

a china egg.
The
combined misinformation of this galaxy

of

and statesmen
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in

equivalent
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is
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if
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embodied in book form would not leave
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at

shelf in the national

library
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kindergarten m Belfast.
from an Augusta correBoston Herald, who says

Hanson

runs

a

silver kinder-

writing, the county attorney was
iu Belfast and has
omitted.
Mr. Bowden has proved an ex- garten up
cellent official and

The

setting lien from

a

they don't ing

Republican county contention and

with

who come within sound of his voice.
dulcet
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permeated

so

draw the nails from the boots of all

as to

source

In the editorial
the

slight evil
proposed to

a

local contemporary is a formidable
Of one of the speakers it is said

oue.

and she is the more interested in
having that dollar an honest one.

is

that which it is

to

indict upon the rural districts of Waldo
county in the guise of “boy orators.”
The list of these speakers published in

to

1 his is wise. As a rule a woman
lias t(. do more work to earn a dollar than

by

parties.

This, however,

county.

compared

our

women

that will be resented

A short time ago the army worm was
reported to have invaded Cumberland

•John L?
The

one

the decent citizens of all

they give

gained him
purported to

consideration in wliat

filiations of those who made up the majority of this body their treatment of Mr.

Hon. John II. Sullivan will have
charge
the Democratic campaign in Massachu-

setts.

and

be, but evidently was not, a Democratic
convention. But whatever the political af-

Arthur- Sewall went fishing the other
day !»ad caught a silver hake. Next November lie will get a flounder.

>'

reviled aud scoffed

some

country.
rain

was

Democratic cause would have

Ellery Bowden, Esq., County Attorney, will
speak in several places in the county, not yet assigned.

Sunday’s

Democratic

Waterville, but
and fairly booted

Oue would suppose that Mr. Clifford’s antecedents and
his record as a life-long worker for the

lb.n

so

so-called

State convention in

hissed out of the hall.

Opera House. Aug. 28th, in the afternoon.

resigned: and

the recent

at

ing

Hall, Aug. 27th, at 7.3<>.
H'*n. Hem e Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts and
Hon J. SI..at Fa.ssett of New York in Belfast

Hoke Smith Las

a

lot

of

young men who come to him for “points”
and “knock-outs” for the other side.
If

of the kindergartners gets knocked
himself lie goes straight back to the
school to be braced up and made ready
for the next round.
One can imagine the
oue

Senator

Frye will address the citizens
of Belfast, Aug.
25th, instead of Aug.
27th, as first announced.
The change

out

was made because the later
date conflicted with other engagements.
Mr. Frye is
always welcomed in Belfast and is assured

Democratic
men

who

ol

and

whose

large audience.

a

Robert E.

Wright

has

resigned

as

chair-

delight

and interest

(?)

with which the

veterans of

were

Waldo county,
born and bred in the faith,

creed

has

always

included

honest money, will listen to frenzied ap-

peals for a dishonest dollar that will rob
man of tlie Democratic
State Committee
the laboring man, the pensioner, the peoof Pennsylvania.
In his letter, which is
and dishonor the Nation
lengthy, he says of the Chicago platform: ple generally,
that
of these old-school Democrats
“Opposition

ity

this platform means fidelto
Democracy and to country, to lib-

many

to

erty, to progress, to all that is worth preserving in American civilization.”

helped to

save.

We fear that

Mayor

Hanson's defeat at

due to his indiscretion in

Waterville is

Republican
Republican meeting only
before tae assembling of the
ability
that stepped upon his Guberhas been manifested while in the Speak- convention
natorial aspirations. In these days, when
er’s chair, and we know that he is a maspolitical ties are loosened, when Demoter in sarcasm and invective; but his cammoved bv patriotic impulse, are
crats,
paign speeches are appeals to reason,
their backs by scores on the Chicalm and logical, and his words will have turning
candidates and platform and rallying
cago
weight where less temperate utterances for honest
money under the Republican
would
irritate rather than convince.
sudden eonveisions cause little
standard,
Maine is proud of Mr. Reed, and has reaThe day of the Waldo
or no surprise.
son to be.
county Republican convention, Aug. 4th,
The kindergartners may aduress the a conference of the Republican town comopen air with impunity but should be mittees was called for 1.30 ij. m. Mayor
caiefu! when they appear in print.
One Hanson was not only present during the
of them unwisely took Mr. Powers to whole session but offered the use of lists
He attended
task through the columns of the Age for of voters in his possession.
saying that under free coinage Europe the meeting at the Opera House, and
and Asia w ould send their silver bullion probably not noticing that Mr. Powers
here to he coined, and gave as a reason had the floor was making quite a speech
The two

speeches made by Hon. Thos.
Reed thus far in the
campaign have
added to his fame.
His executive
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the Portland Press steps up and reminds
the kindergartner that the Indian and
French mints

coinage

are

both closed to the free

attending
speaking
two days

at
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speech

Reed said:

at

“I

Alfred Hon. Thomas
was

told in 1800, by
as well as the

two of the most sincere

ablest silver men, that the purchase of
ounces a month would raise sil-

4,500,000

to par; and when we did buy it silver
went down like lead.
Silver men have

ver

iu

rear

a

of the hall when he

was

called

by a Union veteran near by,
evidently preferred to listen to the

down

Governor of
man

who
next

Maine rather than to the

position.
participations

who would like to hold that

Whether rumors of these
in Republican doings reached Waterville
was

In his

conference and

a

and arrested the Hanson avalanche which

of silver.
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expected

to overwhelm the

we
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Lucy A. Oreutt of Roekport is visitfriends and relatives here,

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Baker of Boston
at the Roadside cottage.

are

Mr. Hudson Elwell of Lynn, Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Elwell.
Mr. Charles Bird left Saturday for New
Haven, Ct., to fill a position he had held on

able to work

and Mrs.

H.

O.

visit

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

the nerves upon pure blood.
of That Tired Feeling by restoring
strength. Send for book of cures by

WE Guarantee it

Hood’s

and Mrs. George Worth and daughter
Freedom returned home Saturday from a
very plea9ant visit to Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Mr.

of

Sarsaparilla

Packard.
was

with sadness that the friends and

To C. I. flood &

neighbors of Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Black
learned last Saturday morning of the death
of their infant daughter, of about 12 days
old, of summer complaint. It was a dear

■

Mr. P. G. Hurd

at

F. A.
Mr. Wig-

first appearance here. He is a young
man of unusual
ability as a lecturer and a
test medium and at once won the
applause
and the hearts of his audience by his clear
logic and his plain common sense view of
the things he presents for the enlightenment of his hearers.
He hews close to the
line and the chips of truth fall thick and
fast around every mind, to be gathered up
sooner or later by every soul who listens to
his plain practical utterances. His tests are
gin

s

remarkable and among the many he gave all
correct and convincing. Altogether
the first two days of the meeting were a
grand success, not only in attendance but in
the selection of the speakers that occupied
the rostrum on those days and there is no
doubt but the days there are to follow to the
end will bring still greater results and
were

greater benefits to the society, as well as to
the public in general. Young’s quartett
furnished fine vocal and instrumental music

meeting and the reputation these
gentlemen have won always draw's an appreciative audience, and this year they seem
better than ever. To-day (Thursday) and
the remainder of the week Mr. F. A. Wigat

every

gin, the wonderful test medium and admirable lecturer, will occupy the rostrum. Today he will follow Mrs. Yeaw at the close of
her lecture with tests. Friday forenoon he

lecture and also Saturday morning.
Sunday afternoon he will give the closing
lecture. All of his lectures are followed by
will

which are remarkable of their
and the undisputable evidence
of their genuineness. As a speaker he is
clear and forcible aud commands the closest
attention of his hearers.
It is an opportunity that should not be lost by anyone. Every
meeting he has spoken at large audiences
w'ere present, and
the remainder of the
meetings will shovT no exception to the rule
that whenever he speaks large crowds are
sure to follow.
a

test

seance

correctness

■

guest

Dexter

spent

last week

An addition lias been made to the Stevens
cottage on Park Row the past week.

Toot baker and wife of Dixmont
are stopping at the Stevens cottage on Park
Row.
W.

H.

I. H. Holt of Morrill arrived Monday
three weeks’ stay at the Morrill society

Rev.

for

a

cottage.

Byron Know]ton of Chelsea is spending
the week with his family at the Cainj
Ground.
Mrs. Homestead and family of Bangor are
spending the month of August at the D. C.
cottage.

j

Steamer Gov. Bodwell brought a large excursion party from Rockland and Camden

Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Pool and Mrs. E. W.
Loveland of Bangor are at the large W liar ft

day

Mrs. F. D. Knowlton of Worcester, Mass.,
at the Burbank cottage for the remainel er of the season.

is

Charles

Sawtelle, Charles Getchell and
Benjamin Kimball of Bangor are at the
Wh ite
Mrs.

Rock cottage.
Grant’s

new

cottage

on

nearly linished and is
handsomest on the grounds.
nue

is

Clinton
oue of

ave-

the

Mrs. Geo. W. Frisbee and son Sumner
to Thomaston last Thursday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Peabody.

went

Several

New York summer visitor here recently bought a lot and will build a $1,500 cottage to be ready for use next season.
A

A. C. Ferguson and wife of Dixmont arrived Friday morning and will spend the remainder of August at their cottage on Bay
street.
Dr.

M.

T.

Dodge

Harding and Mr.
Troy are stopping

family, Miss Lula
Rodney Whittaker of
and

in

a

cottage

on

Main

street.
W. M. Bean of Old Town has bought a
half interest in the stable here.
Several
horses have been added to the livery stock

recently.
The following party is stopping at the
small Wharff cottage: Mr. and Mrs. Matliersou, Misses Trask, Miss B. Cunningham and
Mr. B. Black of Bangor.

Capt. Robert and Mr. Augustus Emery of
Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived last week to spend
a few days with the captain's family in their
cottage on Bay View Park.

Adrienne
H. P.

of the

Smith,

owner,

entertained a party of
Mrs. Fred
twelve at her cottage, corner of George aud
Main streets, last Thursday evening. Refreshments were served aud a very pleasant
Lull
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The Society is arranging for a series of entertainments which cannot fail to prove of
interest.
Harry Oarletou gave a musical
Aug. 18th, ami will, if arrangements can he
made, give Rip Van Winkle and a reading
from Dh kens. The Neljesmenette Quartette
is booked for Aug. 17th. The Appolio Quartette will be here Saturday, Sunday and
Monday, Aug. loth, l»»th, and 17th. A
course of illustrated
lectures will begin
Aug 22,1.

Rev. J. J. Lewis. He will give illustrated
addresses upon “The Paths of the Pilgrims,”
and will use a powerful stereopticon. Following this opening service there will be
sunrise meetings, uoonsessions, four o’clock
gatherings and evening assemblies. The

have it and want to

TH E FI N EsT N E \V N I \ E OF

EVER SHOWN IN BELFAST.

point. Since then the board has taken
parties to Camden, Pitcher’s Poi.ul, Searsport, Temple Heights and several other
points. Mr. Hills also keeps a few good
teams to let. ami has a good patronage.

Among the guests registered at the Northport Hotel the past week were Sheriff A. R
Brown. Bangor: R. A. Whitten and Mrs.
D. Sutherland, Bueksport; Misses Edna and
Lilia Liuueli. Wakefield, Mass.; Miss Alice
Anthes, Malden, Mass., Miss Mabel Allen,
Dorchester, Mass.; Miss Rosie Frank,
Messrs. Chas. and Julius Frank. Bangor;
Whit Sawyer, Boston; A. C. Quirnby and
wife. Bangor; E. P. Boynton, Boston; < >. E.
Wasgatt, Bangor; H. J. Cohn and wife,
Somerville, Mass.; E. Kelley and wife,
FairHeld; Chas. L. Dakin, Bangor: A. R.
Kelley, Boston: F. S. Palfrey, Salem; H. B.
White and Mrs. Preston, Boston: John M.
Oak a.id wife, Bangor: VV. II. Cogg.u and
Henry Bestou, Boston ; Ella E. Burr and E.
N. Soule, Bangor; H. Steele and lady. Searsport; W. Whittah, Chicago.

or

BED I

Oscar Hills’ buckboard is kept pretty busy
this season.
One day last week they took a
party to the French duck farm at Saudy-

A course of three superbly illustrated
lectures ^ ill be given by Rev. J. J. Lewis
of Boston as follows: Saturday, Aug. 22 l.
8 p. m.
Subject, either “Our Canadian Cousins. their Dominion and Wonderland" or
“Old England." Single tickets 2.3 cts. Sunday. Aug. 23d, 8 p. m. Subject, “A New
Version of the Passion Play of Oberammergau." Admission by silver collection at the
door from those uot holding a course ticket.
Monday. Aug. 24th, 8 p. in. Subject, “Paths
of the Pilgrims." Single admission 2.7 cts.
Tickets for the course 50 cts.

^
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n

HORSE OWNERS.

You ought to have a Bell Odometer p.
It rings a bell
every mile and keeps an accurc
record of the distance traveled.

carriage.
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SAMUEL ADAMS

JEWELER TO THE PEOPLE
NEW

STORE, NEW GC

lights have been put up on
The annual camp meeting will begin on
the streets the past week and the grounds
Monday, August 24. and will continue
are now well lighted every night
through Saturday, jthe 2*Jth. Rev. J. M.
Frost, of Grace Methodist church, Bangor,
Mrs. Clias. H. Williams and Miss Carrie
has charge of the camp meeting arrangeA. Williams of Worcester are stopping at
ments.
The camp meeting will open on
the Northport Hotel for the season.
Monday with a lecture in the auditorium by
new

Griffin streets.

To cleanse, purify, and beautify the skin,
scalp, and hair, to allay itching and irritation, to
heal chafing*, excoriations, and ulcerative weaknesses, to speedily cure the first symptoms of
torturing, disfiguring skin and scalp humors,
nothing so pure, so sweet, so wholesome, so
speedily effective as warm baths with Cuticura
Soap, and gentle applications of Cuticura
(ointment), the great skin cure.

street

Cheapest *• Place

DINING

the old road, crossing
Oak and George streets, between Maple
street and Bay View Park. A portion of the
laud east of Oak street is to be cleared for a
park, and the noble old oak trees left standing.

Bay

represented

different States.

Andrew, Ulysses, Lura aud Rosa Mudgett, Daisy Grant, Belle Putnam and ,T. E.
Putnam of Jackson are having an outing
with Miss Lowe at the corner of George and

Relieved bv

to be made in
two streets extending

Accommodations for visitors to the cauipC. B. Pote and daughter Louise o ^ I meeting will he what they should be.
Messrs. Chapman & Thompson, of the hotel,
Bangor are at the White Rock cottage for a are conducting an excellent house and will
few weeks.
have a good deal of room ready for the coming ot the guests for the week. Besides the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sargent and daughhotel accommodations Supt. ,J. R. Mears of
ter of Brewer are stopping at their cottage
Morrill, who has charge of the grouuds, will
offer special facilities for tenting, for living
on Bay street.
in boarding houses and for lodging in the
Mrs. Joel Hopkins and Mrs. Arthur Hop- chapels about the grounds. The steamboats
kins of Brewer are stopping at the ir cottage on the river offer half rates for the week
and the Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamboat
on Broadway.
Co. will run excursions daily as it is now
A party on a yachting trip from the Camp
planned, from Bangor to Northport, returning at night, at very low rates of fare.
Ground one
last week
six

Eastern Yacht
aud friends
on board arrived here Aug. Oth, and the
party registered at the North port Hotel.

Instantly

are

b,.y

PARLOR,

Among the improvements
future

!

IF THERE IS ANYTHING YOU
NEED EITHER FOR Til

Campmeeting week, to one of the leading
resort villages of the Maine coast.

summer

near

*

I!|

j

FURNITURE
R. H. COOMBS & SON’S

to

T. B. Hunter of Brewer is spending his
thirtieth season at the Camp Ground. He
has seen the place grow from a few frames
for stretching teuts, only used through

the

WOOD OF ALL

#

Mrs.

Yacht

SKIN

The

The Cougregationalist Sunday'school of
the Head of the Tide, Belfast, to the number
of 25 or more, made an excursion to the Camp
Ground, Saturday. The smaller children
with their teachers came iu a hay-rack.
They fouud the place a very pleasant’ one at
which to spend a day.

cottage.

Club, with

THE

i

Among the late arrivals at White Rock
Cottage are Beuj. Kimball, Chas. Napkins,
Chas. Sawtelie. Chas. Getchell of Bangor;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Berry and son Stillman
Mr. and Mrs. Simpson and daughter of
of White Sulphur Springs, Montana Mrs.
Carmel are at their cottage on Maple street. Chas. Pote and daughter of Bangor; Mrs. C.
M. Webster and Miss Ruth Berry of Unity;
Helene G. Nutter, Boston, arrived at
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Poole and tw<» daughthe Northport Hotel last week for the sea- ters, Marion and Hazel of Lynn, Mass.
son.

ein
^

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and
delivery
(kir~8pectal attention given to delivery outside city limits.

H. F. Gibbous and family of Old Town
are occupying their cottage for ten days.

W. A. Clark’s boat went adrift from the
North Shore one night last week, taking the
mooring with her. She was picked up by
Will Bray below the South Shore.

DISTRESSING
IRRITATIONS
OF

a

with friends at the Camp Ground.

very

was

Woods of Boston is

Harry Hail of

p. m. Mrs. Annie Morse spoke to a large
audience in her usual characteristic manner
and her remarks were highly appreciated
by
all. Sunday, the second day, opened

to Mr.

CUMBERLAND COAL

Among the recent arrivals at the Ocean
House are F. A. Story, Woonsocket, R. I.;
A1 ice R. Fairbanks, Royalstou, Mass.; Mr.
ami Mrs. F. P. Burgess, Allston, Mass.;
Mrs. J. G. Damon, Belfast; O. E. Wasgatt,
Bangor; E. C. Whitney, Needham, Mass.

from

The Guinevere took a large party from
South Shore to Belfast Saturday.

the auditorium. It was merely an informal gathering in a social way. But remarks were made by Mrs. Abbie Morse,
Mrs. Wing, Mr. Edgerly and others, and an
hour or two were very pleasantly spent. At 2

was occupied to listen
Wiggin of Salem, Mass. This

were

Mrs. Harry Carletou.

of

in

seat

on

Bunker and daughter of Waterviile
here for a short visit.

Mrs. Estella

average attendance on an
opening day. The sun burst through the
think fog of the morning in al! its glory, aud
at 10 o’clock, a goodly number were present,

hands would be useless and we would
simply say to those who have never heard
her that one of the grandest
opportunities of
their lives will be lost if they neglect to hear
this gifted lady.
In the afternoon
every

Fred Harriman and wife of Bangor
Brown's last week.

are

an

our

their cottage

Mrs.

Repre-

auspiciously, clear, warm and beautiful.
The social meeting before the jegular services was well attended and participated in
by many present. At 10 o’clock Mrs. Juliette
Yeaw of Leominister, Mass., delivered an
inspirational discourse that was truly grand,
holding the closest attention of the audience
for over an hour not only by the truths she
uttered but by the masterly manner she
handled her subject. Mrs. Yeaw has frequently spoken at -this place and so well
known has she become that any praise at

GROUND.

at

are

O. T. Brown of Old Town has bought the
Tibbetts cottage.

The Spiritualists camp meeting at Temple
Heights opened Saturday morning with
than

are the best after-dinner
pills, aid digestion. 25c.

Broadway.

money question; therefore, every Republican, and every Democrat, for that matter,
who believes in one hundred cents for an
American dollar should be on hand election
day and do their level best to secure the
as our

rlllS

NORTHPORT CAMP

nominated by the Republicans to represent their class as Representative to the Legislature.
Mr. Hurd is
well known aud highly respected young
man, honest and upright in all his business
relations, and lias won the esteem of his
townsmen. Last year he served on the
board of selectmen and proved a very valuable officer.
He is a Republican to the
backbone, and consequently sound on the

Mr. P. G. Hurd
sentative to the Legislature.

Co.. Proprietors, Lowell. Mass.

The Leach family

was

of

,

ifOOU S

little babe and the father and mother feel
the absence of the little one keenly, but
amid their sorrow they will kimw that in a
fairer land than this their little darling is
free forever from the ills of the flesh.

election

walk for weeks.

feeding

The ladies connected with the Good Templars society will hold their fair at Union
hall, Thursday evening, Aug. 20th.

It

Delivered and put in, (in barrels) .... $5*75
“
in Hump Carts,.
<5.60
Price sat Wharf,.5. .‘Hi

Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and
Cures

\

Stove and Chestnut.

which cause and sustain the disease.

Cummings closed
here last Saturday
their very enjoyable
aud have returned to Boston.
Mr.

or

F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth

1

Cures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities

barge.

conven-

cannot say.
But, however that
may be, the delegates “franked” the
We
Portland candidate for Salt River.
hardly expect that Mayor Hanson will
embrace the Republican faith, despite the
indications of Aug. 4th, but are inclined
to think he will gravitate to the Populist
camp, where he rightfully belongs.

tion

Prove the merit of Hood's Sarsaparilla
positive, perfect, permanent Cures.
like
severest
forms,
ill
of
Cures
scrofula
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in the eyes.
Cures Of Salt Khetim. with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures of Boils, Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood.
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
Cures Of Kheumatism,where patients were un-

stopping

a

WINTERTcoTl

BUY YOUR

Cures

the

are

Mrs.
ng

more

Frye will speak in Belfast Aug. 25th, in

the evening.
Senator Hale will

was

pulled and he came to earth again. After
the practical politicians have had all the
fun they want out of this plaything they
will cut the string and the Hanson balloon
will go floating off into space, never to be

I'olf COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

FRANK A.

certain altitude its further

a

The
progress is arrested by a string.
string is not always visible but is sure to
There is a
be attached to the balloon.
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but

wind,

of the

wings

the

on

attaining

on

JOHNSON.Belfast.

FOR REGISTER OF

aloft

soars

FOR SHERIFF,
NORTON. Belfast.

G1 DUCK K.

is com-

very thin, rubber and inIt is gaudy in color always
flated by gas.
and sometimes
luridly decorated. It

ADONIRAM J. BILI.INGS. Freedom.

SAMI KL

balloon.

toy

a

people know

most

as

is

career

of thin,

posed

WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.

DR

of

strongly suggestive

..

FOR

political

Mayor Hanson's

Second District.NELSON DINGLEY, JR.
Third District.
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fourth District...
CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

Mrs. E. Sleeper and son Eaton
guests of Mrs. O. vV. Chapman.

was

FOR C ONGRESSM EN
First District.THOMAS B. REED.

NEWS.

Mr. Nat. Elwell of Boston is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Julia Elwell.

present political

York Sun in the

New

NORTHPORT

of Charles A. Dana of the

position

The

FOR PRESIDENT,

FOR

Money

in the past. What

money, but more
always comes with capimore

ferer of

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

Hon.

is not

We have money now, more than we
We have just exportuse, lying idle.

tal.

PUBLISHED I '. EKY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican

good prophets

want

we

Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

a

Specialty.

Lowest Prices

Eleven A ears

Experience

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MA Hi
Store

75

formerly occupied by

\V.

V.

Marshall.

uieir

meetings under competent instruction
and leadership. There will be a chapel service daily at 8 o’clock iu the morning and
again at b o’clock in the afternoon. The open
air sessions will be held iu Ruggles park.
The love-feast will take place
Thursday forenoon, and will be held by the
venerable Rev. Seth H. Beale of Camden.
The sunrise meetings will be iu charge
of Rev. J. H. Irvine of Clinton.
Rev.
H. E. Foss, of Pine street M. E. church
of Bangor, will take entire charge of the four
o’clock sessions, daily. Mr. Foss will introduce Bible readings, meetings of Epworth
league members, testimonies and various
novel exercises which will make the affairs
under his charge some of the most attractive
of the entire week. The regular one o’clock
open air meetings will be in charge of Rev.
C. W. Bradley of Rockland. Rev. C. VV.
Banghart of Damariscotta, the State president of the Junior Epworth League, will
have the leadership of the children’s meetings which will occur daily also at 1 o’clock.
The music for the week will he supplied by
a chorus of 100 voices under the instruction
of Rev. T. F. Joues of Orono, and directed
by Evangelist Frank Joues, of the famous
Bailey’s praying baud. Besides the Maine
men who will be present at the meetings,
there will be two of the most noted Methodists of tiie country—Rev. Dr. Rees of Cincinnati and Rev. T. 1). Neely, D. D.. of Philaown

delphia.

Transfers

in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded iu Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week eliding Aug. 12, 1S‘.N>: Geo. W.
Carver, Lincoluville, to E. M. Coleman, do.;
laud in Lincoluville. Geo. P. Dutton, Ellsworth, to Sarah Hall, do.; laud and buildings in Belfast. Susan W. Marriner, Belmont, to John W. Morse, do.; laud iu Belmont. John A. Wade, Northport, to Win.
H. Rositer, Northport, laud and buildings
in Northport.
Charles Durham, Boston, to
Frank Chandler, Belmont, Mass.; land in
Islesboro. Geo. W. Nickels, Unity, to Geo.
A. Nichols, do.; land and buildings in Unity
and Freedom.
James Fuller, Searsuiont, to
Robert S. Keene, Appleton; laud in Searsmout and Appleton. C. A. Lara, Detroit, to
Emma E. Batchelder, Boston; laud iu
Northport. Hiram Bli&, Jr., Washington, to
Horace M. Nash, Liberty ; laud and buildiugs
iu Liberty.
Ralph A. Barter, Burnham, to
Geo. W. Bickford et als., do.; laud and

evening passed.
The steamer Sedgwick brought a party of
100 from Bangor Aug. 4th. While the Bangoreans were enjoying the day here a party
nearly as large went by the Sedgwick to
Castine and had a very enjoyable excursion.
The Sunday services here by Rev. W. J.
Wilson are largely attended. He preaches
buildiugs in Burnham.
at 10 30 a. m.; holds a Sunday school at 12;
News of the Granges.
preaches at the Wood schoolliouse in the
western part of the town at 2 p. m.; and
The next meeting of Waldo County
holds another service here at 7 p. m.
The following guests are stopping at the Grange will be held with Stockton Grange
of Stockton Springs, Aug. IHtli.
The adWaquoit for the season: Mary E. Cattery, dress of welcome will be by Lillian Staples
Charlestown, Mass.; Mrs. Geo. E. Keyo, and the response by J. G. Harding. The
Dorchester, Mass.; Fred aud Edw. Marshall, topic, to he opened by Howard Murphy, will
be, “What is the matter with the farmer?”
New York; E. Bingham and Miss Marcia, and the sisters’
topic will he, “If women
Boston.
shall they pay a poll tax?”
A.
B.
vote
Clary,
Clinton,

EAST MAIN

OPTICIAN.
Having

studied with one of the best
Oculis's in Boston l ant prepared
to Jit glasses for all errors of re-

fraction.
ments,
have a
the

Conference *$e

I have modern

use

ins'rumodern methods anti

BUCKS POi

especially tilted for
work.
room

REV, A F, CHASE

ZrEXA MIXA TIOX FREE.

GEO. R. POOR.
Jeweler and
Bel f as t,

May US. 1S it*;.

—

I *»*«'!•*i«

Optician.
t f

£-
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Fall Term

Opportunity of
Before

a

Very Desirable Real

taking stock I shall sell

Spring Tooth Harrows, #0.50 and upw ards.
Disc harrows. #10.00 and upwards.
Plow Sulky, with Evener, #15.50.
Pendulum Churns. $2.00 and $2 50.
4t33
SL-Jr^Write for what you want,
is better call and

see

or

the

Opens

FOR SALE

Life Time.

Small Furrow Plows, #2.25 to #2.75.
Plowsfor Stubble and Sod. #4.50 to #o 00. Complete with wheel ami cutter. Iron ami wood
beam.

t

i*

KOI! < V I \i

SK\ I>

Plows"" Harrows.
An

f

Large
street;

two

story

house

one two stora

an

'■*,

.,

>

also st«':y and one ii;*!t
Cedar street,
vll the ii»--

stret t;
4

1

two.minutes’ walk of Cost otti.
jamkso

rrcKKi

Of MRS OL l\ K>
lm30*

what

North}*'

1

goods.

FRKD ATWOOD, Winterport, >1e

Blast National Bant
Belfast.

Maine.

1 shall he at my ortiee in 'h
m
every day from 1()a. m. to I
until August 15.
All persons u
themselves
their taxes

<»f

the disrouiit

must

<.t

1

pay h\ Aim's;
II. F. >l.\SO>

Belfast, July 30, isjn;.

Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From
A

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

very desirable front office
Enquire of
POOR & SON B

Blook.
14tf

$
\

f

j

I

I

BELFAST.

OF
,,f
i,u

rvv>

gypsies encamped
Northport avenue last

Mears.
The construction train arrived Tuesday
night to set the semaphore at the Belfast
yard limit and do some carpenter work

bought the Andrew

has

in which

mout avenue,

{•

about the station.

finishing off a room
goods store fora mil-

:«*
v

It pays to advertise in The Journal. A
seventy-five cent advertisement in last
week’s issue brought a valuable gold watch
and chain to its owner.

excursion to White
.therine. advertised for
doiied on account of
.leaking out at White
i

■

I

E. Freeman inspected six cows of
the herd of James H. Cunningham Saturday.
Dr. F.

I

the Maine Division,
,u Wheelmen, will be held
Day. Monday, Sept. 7th.
will be sold by boat or

Dre.

the County Cominis>pen in this city next
\-.ung bills and attending to
of

a

The Belfast Democrats have opened a
Bryan and Sewall club room in the store on
High street recently occupied by Horatio

on

-ss as

may

legally

be-

come

They were found to be all right and
shipped to Boston Monday.
There will be

of Hon. Llewellyn

visit

nt
a

dinner

was

given by

F.

ch Hon. S. L. Millikeu,
and Hon. Win B. Swan

_i

no

W.

The Baptist Sunday school have under
consideration an excursion to Good Will
Farm, and the M. C. R. R. have offered tickets for adults for seventy-tive and children

forty

cents

round trip.

Maude E. Barker entertained

a

party

the Pines, i^uantabacook, recently which
included the following: Mr. and Mrs. MacMulien, Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
at

There

The sloop yachts Mollie
R.,of and from
Boston, and the Banneret, of and from Providence, made a harbor here Thursday. The
latter was bound for
Bangor and the former

meeting will be held at Windermere Park,
Unity, Wednesday afternoon,
Aug. 2(ith, to be addressed by Hon. Eugene
Hale. Round trip tickets will be sold on
the
mass

one

fare.

List of unclaimed letters
remaining in the
Belfast post othee for the week

ending Aug.

8, 1890: Ladies—Lona Bennett, Katie Lowe.
Gentlemen—Mr. H. B. Cammett, E. [vers
Iverson, Mr. W. H. Sprague.

pec^le

of

Sunday.
The Unitarian Church will continue ser- j
vices for two Sundays more, then be closed

er

is

The rehearsal of the Baptist chorus will
be held at the church to-morrow, Friday,

evening.
There will be an adjourned meeting of the
North Church parish next Monday evening
at 7 30.
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts exchanged pulpits
with Rev. W. A. Atchley of Bath last Sunday. Mr. Atchley formerly occupied the
pulpit in Islesboro which is at present in
charge of Mr. Tufts.
Rev. G.

the

Islesboro will enjoy a rare treat next Sunday in having their
pulpit filled by Rev. Geo. V. Howard, D. D.,
of Melrose Highlands, Mass. The pastor is
at Georgetown where Mrs. Boyd is
very
sick.

W/A'. Lever Bros., Ltd.,
Hudson
gj^.

A

Harrison

to

Hon. S. L. Milliken spoke in Clinton Tuesday, and despite the hot weather he had a
large and attentive audience.
A handsome landscape in oil from the
brush of Miss Laura H. Jones of Brooksville
is on exhibition at Carle & Jones' store.

A new piece called “J. H. Q. March” was
played by the Belfast Baud at the lawn
party last evening. It was composed by
Mr. R. P. Chase of this city and dedicated to
Mr. John H. Quimhy.

|

the H. A. Perkins
: i. ustreet, and are carryc o -cry business.... Henry
the Jones S. l>avis
! on Washington street and
must-shoeing and general
msiness
..Frank B. Jackie
interest .*f his partners.
Taken

I
j

aid Henry W
):!<• C-c and is to

Dunton,

inu

i\••

on

airy

Messrs
yet derided

■hi stand.

in

the

Healey
on

their

mis.

Tent Club, with invited
i11g a delightful season of
property :n Penobscot bay,
m
was made in an issue of
iml

;i

montiis ago.
tin- firm of

■f

J.

Emery

Harrimau

managers of the euterharge of the party and
«t
on
yachts, boats, tennis
11ks. ball grounds and splendid
>■

m.

in

g.

an
m
•m

tiny are enjoying life
Industrial Journal.
of this Journal know Diring.

atnl

■

the charts. Mention
i-sing glimpse of the place in
1 c second page, “At Isle ail
mi

Slack of London and Mrs. Katherine Lente
Stevenson, National Secretary, will speak
at the orniug State convention. No one who
attend should miss hearing these bright

can

women,

[e.

f. m.

The seventh annual reunion of the Hatch

Family Association will be held at the
Hatch homestead in Moutville, Wednesday,
Aug. loth. If very stormy, the next fair day.
Many new faces are expected from remote
branches of the family. An earnest invitation is extended to all Hatches, or descendants of Hatches, to he present and help
make our next gathering the best yet.
[E.
Judsou Hatch, Secretary, Sabatisville, Me.
Rev. G. G. Winslow and a
Outings.
party of friends went to Swan Lake Monday
for a two days* stay at the Condon-Ham cotI W. Parker and a party of friends
tage.
took a buekboard ride to Camden Tuesday
by one of the Belfast Livery Co.’s buckboards, and had a picuie dinner on the
...

shore of the Lake-Ben D. Field and a
party of a dozen friends went to Bicknell &

Hopkins’ camp at Northport Monday evenby Centner's buekboard and enjoyed a
lobster broil.
.The
Methodist
Sunday
school went to Northport Camp Ground yessteamer Governor Bodwell
terday for its annual outing. Fred N. Sai- *n
Siiudav from Viualvery took 42 children in a big hay-rack at
ind Camden to Xorthport
one load.
Others went by buckboards and
o fi Belfast.
About a hunprivate conveyances.
•nt the day at the Camp
Belfast Voters. The Board of Registrait came to Belfast to bring
tion ciosed their preliminary sessions last
and Mr. F. L Tapley. The
Saturday. They struck off from the voting
ng fr»m Vinalhaven to Madiing

<•

Castine made a excurfrom Belfast and Northport
Uyder s C"\e, taking about

•teanier

Among tim Belfasters were
oilmen, who made a run to
and
beyond, returning to
r
partake of an excellent dinThe shower
Isii-sborough.
'ie boat was nearly across to
mi
«•

the return, but as tlie
accommodations all
When they landed in Belon

mm

the
g« nt

rain

room

■ig

failing in torboat, H. A. Greer,

was

the

<

and

all

were

pro-

cnf.-rtable quarters until the
■

he Field. The adthe Democrats last Thurs‘Slilted n another complicaHMOND in

-»f

dready mixed relations of the
«ad Populists.
At the first cau-.1
evening previous a motion
endorse Capt. Fletcher, the
uiinee for Representative to the
it a motion to adjourn
prevailPopulist element was defeated
the Democrats present
At the adjourned cau•pt one
'v as a little larger
attendance.
■ig consultation of a few of the
to

all

corner, the caucus was
rder. L. H. Murch moved the
>■ of
Charles E. White for Reprei»y acclamation, and after a long
one seconded it and it was so
h. White was called upon and
•Tiy. thanking the caucus and
d to do his best in the position.
F.
in behalf of the Belfast Band,
services of the Band for recepduring the campaign, and the
■

;s, in

a

timed.

Items.

Sch. Thomas B. GarAug. 8th for Suffolk, Va., with
Belfast Ice Co....Solis. Fannie
oid S. L. Davis were in port the
lumber laden, Bangor for New
ii. James Holmes arrived Suui’ -ston with general cargo.... Sch.
arrived Sunday from Portland
>r Ginn & Field.
She will load
Hangor for Boston-Sch. Volant
"ks from Vickery Bros, for Rock.Sell. Maria Webster sailed
lay
oh the goods, teams, etc., of Syl)
nney, who is building a road at
11 nit-Sch. P. M. Bonnie has reVinalhaven packet business and
lay with hay from A. M. Carter’s,
:.ai merchandise... .The Belfast Ice
tbr.jtch. Cox & Green under charter
! »r
Washington, D. C., and sch. B. L.
,n to load for Nantucket.
The latter
re Aug. 11th....Sch. A. W. Ellis
tuled out on the marine railway at
1 for
repairs and painting-Sch.

The Belfast Baud will make

an

The hot wave 'which swept over the country reached here Monday and still holds.
The average temperature, according to Mr.
L. II. March's record, was 70° Monday and

Tuesday, aud the highest 82° and 84°,
respectively. In other places iu the city
the mercury ran up to 00° or beyond. Wednesday morning opened at 74', aud at noon
it stood at 80°. The air was close and sultry
during the three days, making it very un-

March, Sound Off,
Sousa
Overture, Bohemian Girl,
Balfe
Love’s
Lenz
Serenade,
Longing,
Boccherini
| a. Minuett,
( 1). Gypsy's Moonlight Dance,
Kraeger
Selection, Maritana,
Wallace
Pettee
“Miralda,”
Waltz, Wine, Women and Song,
Strauss
A

Amusement. The favorite
Mora is at the Belfast Opera House

Week

actress

of

this week, supported by

au

excellent

com-

names

of

persons who have died

or

pany.

o

attempted

for

to tow to

City point

load of spool wood, but colthe draw of the bridge and gave
attempt after getting through. She
again going down. The vessel was
d slightly and some of the timbers
'! 1
dge were wrenched. The bridge
’■aired at a cost of about $5. The ves*d at, once for Bangor. The
spool
•**
got out by Alonzo Holmes and is to
1"
Bangor on or before Saturday next
■ut on board a steamer for
Glasgow,
'u*d.
.Sell. Alula loaded staves, hoop*t«\, at Citypoiutand sailed Monday
kland.
■

a

Rev. (j. G. McCullv’s lecture, “A Suuday
close at-

Sunday
evening. The people have heard Mr. McCully with much interest aud have enjoyed
his

sermons

and lectures very much.

at

State

Truly,

Eben L. won in the 3-minute
Dictator Chief second.

2 25 1-2
L. T. Carleton.

NO HOUSEKEEPER USING A

Ohio, City of Toledo, »
'ss<
Lucas County.
j
Frank
Cheney makes oath that he is the
enior partner of the firm of F.,1. Cheney & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and

Mr. A. Clement
the Seaside Inn and in short cruises in
neighboring waters. They had hut one foggy
day, although the nights were decidedly
foggy. They fished but little, but with fair
success for the time spent on the grounds.

State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of Catarrh that cannot l>e cured by the
use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.

North Belfast. The Sunday School, together with a goodly number of our citizens,

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence. this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886/

SKAL.j
(

A. V. GLEASON.
Xotary Public.

—•

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J- CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
4w30
B3T"Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Good

Arrangements
meeting

RANGE
Will be bothered to know whether the oven
is hot enough or too hot. The THERMOMETER on the oven door tells the
exact heat, and when the oven is just right
to cook Meat, Bread,
Cakes and Pies

perfectly.

prominent cities and towns
throughout New England.
MADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.
Solti in all

Secret

j
I

History

of

Amusements,

Mighty,Monster,Magnificent Moral Show
Boxers, Skaters, Bicyclists. Equilibrists.
IF YOU

The sole

AFFORD .TO VISIT
THIS IS SURELY

CAN

surviving big

25 cent show that has withstood the late business
tilts season lugger ami better than
evei before.

400 Hen and Women,
100 Actors and Musicians,
8

BUT ONE SHOW
THE ONE.

A

YEAR,

.lepressiou and

ernes out

200 Horses.
60 Acts,

Big Tents,

3 Bands of ."lusic.

15 Gilded Cages,
3 Golden Tableaux in Parade.
20 Beautiful Ladies,

5

Open Dens in Parade.
20 Petite Ponies,
20 Strange and Curious People.

LARGEST ELEPHANT in the WORLD.
-A-

Family of
BORN

Cute little

things.

Small

enough

ON
to

Batoy Lions,

CHRISTMAS

handle and

EVE.

play with.

Bring the children

to

them

-ce

se-CRAND FREE STREET PARADE AT 12 O’CLOCK N00N.«~
Cent Ticket Admits:

One

TWO

Templars.

GRAND
Doors

NOVEL

AND

Open

to

All.

PERFORMANCES

DAILY.

Tournament at 'i and V.

at 1 anti 7.

completed for the
Waldo District Lodge next Sat-

of

%■

are

now

s
u
I
T

CLARION
fRange

Stove

or

E
Y
r
WARRANTED.
E
Think of the thousands R
use and ask your dealer Y
about them, if lie does not B
to the
have them write
0
manufacturers.
THE HOLD DLAKiUN.
g
D
8 “SS5i“T«*SU WOOD & BISHOP C0„ Bangor, Maine, Y
is

Si is sold that is not

n

XJ

1 Is i! One
.OF OUR...

^

FIVE' STOCK PATTERNS
I hat

__

|Ig

is

DRESDEN

THE

g

readily Matched

Gilded stot*k I’ltr

HOPPEN.'

rmtiv m^iwi

-m.

at any Time.

Crockery at Wholesale and Retail.
LARGEST LINE.

LOWEST

PRICES.^^^^^

^CARLE &
g:21 Main

JONES,

Street,

Belfast,

Now is the time to

per, and

we

pawill send you free a

First

book, "Mrs. Pupkins’ Thanksgirby one of the most popular/
(I
1 humorous writers of the day.
Houle Co., Syracuse. X. Y.

^^ing,”
y

^

Maine.**

buy your Winter’s Coal.

Quality, Thoroughly

Prepared

COAL.

^Merrell

ROOM PAPERS

Prices at
Wharf.

-FOB-

—►FALL TRADE.

Societies.

We received last week some new patterns
in ceiling papers that are very pretty and
cheap. We have a very large line of papers
to

ing.
1

in the

grocer.
Send your address, naming this

The regular meeting of Phoenix Lodge, F.
and A. M., will be held next Monday even-

*

Triumph

urday at Islesboro. One fare for the round
trip will be charged on the railroad to Belfast and 50 cents for the round trip by

house, being filled with the glad faces of the
children of the best families iu town. Of
course the wonderful circus, menagerie and
aerial performances have something to do in
drawing the best people to the show, but
the guarantee of comfort, protection and
freedom from all objectionable features is a
great factor. This year the show is simply
immense, the display of animals—trained
and wild—the greatest ever seen.
The new
street parade will be found to be a revelation
also. It will be here on Aug. 19.

GLENWOOD

A

of

persons who would second his efforts in
making the circus a resort for children and
ladies. The result has been that the reserved seats iu this Scribner show present an
appearance like the orchestra at an opera

class.

A Grand

Next

Sunday there will be no preaching or Sunday School. In the evening at 7.15 o’clock
there will be a Missionary meeting. Several
interesting papers on the various phases of
“Home Evangelization” will be presented.
These Missionary meetings have proved
very interesting and profitable and this will
be kept up to standard. Prayer meeting
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock.

When
^
Company Comes

your

BIGGEST 25 CENT SHOW ON EARTH, EXCEPTING NONE.

Rodney.

in Florence,” was listened to with
tention at the North church last

The

■•

*>

“Calvary,”

steamer from Belfast to Islesboro. Sea Isle
opening piece, Monday evening,
Lodge will furnish dinner. Grand Chief
Wedding Bells.
moved away, and changed 110 names in the was “Dad’s Girl,” and although it was preTemplar Grant Rogers, Past Grand Counwards. They will be in session a few days sented entirely without music, gave excelsellor
U. A. Cain and International SuKxowltox-Whitten. One of the pleaslent satisfaction
Tuesday evening in the antest occasions of the season occurred at preme Lecturer F. W. Go wen are to be
prior to the September election to make
further changes and add new names. It is comedy drama “Pretty Poll,” Mora took six the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson A. Whit- present.
ten, Vinalhaveu, Me., when their only
thought that the final revision will show an distinct parts. The repertoire for the re- ter, Minnie A. Whitten, was united indaughLodge Deputy Leforest L. Robbins, assistmared by Jesse Webber and Miss Bertha
increase of nearly a hundred names over mainder of the week is announced as fol- riage to Alonzo J. Knowlton of Swanville,
us Marshals, installed the followKuovvlton
lows;
X
on
at
Roads: Me.,
Wednesday, Cannys
Thursday, Aug. fitli,
high noon.
the list as made up for the municipal elecing officers m Belfast
Monday evenThursday, A Pretty Hoiden; Friday, The As the rooms resounded with the beautiful ing: C. T., Addison Lodge
tion in March.
Pendleton: V. T.,
strains of the wedding march the bridal
Danites; Saturday matinee, Velvet & Rags: party entered the
Stella
Ida
Deering:
Chap.,
Whitcomb;
Sec.,
parlor preceded by two Annie
Tow Boat at Belfast.
F. S., Lora Maxay; T., Mrs.
Capt. Smith of Saturday Night, Rhodv.
charming little girls in white, Miss Mamie E. L. Shiite;
A.
Brackett:
S
Grace
Hammons;
Matinicus arrived here Sunday from VinalGreen as maid of honor carrying a basket of
S. J. T., Lilbe Hammons; M., George BlodNew Advertisements.
See advt. of W. flowers in which was embeded the
golden
liaven with the steamer Jessie, in which he
D. M., Mrs. Mabel Webber: G., Flora
gett;
circlet.
Miss
Hillma
was
T.
McClintock
Coyle,
bridesmaid,
Colburn,
Block, High street,
will run from Belfast to the Camp Ground
followed by Miss Ella J. Cleveland of Rock- Webber; S., Luther Hammons. One candiBelfast. Ladies’ shoes formerly sold at $1.25
and Temple Heights as long as business will
land,bridesmaid. and Mr. Gardner L.Tolman date was initiated.
are marked down to 85 cents to close out....
groomsman, and lastly the beaming bridal
warrant. The steamer leaves Lewis wharf
Resolutions of Respect
This is the last week of the midsummer sale pair. The ring ceremony was performed iu
on arrival of trains, and leaves the Camp
a very impressive manner by Rev. J. D.
of clothing at the White Store, 81 Main St.,
PayGround to connect with out-going trains.
To the Memory of Mrs. Sarah A. Place of Liberty.
son of Guilford, Me. The bride looked charmCharles O’Connell, proprietor. See his advt.
ing in a light novelty adorned with bride’s
She will also run in connection with the
Whereas, In accordance with the divine
on the second page.
Henry H. Cook of roses, and the happy groom was attired in a law our sister has been removed from our
and
dances Tuesday, Thursday
Saturday
Prince
Miss
Albert
suit.
Cleveland
stood
midst
to the higher life, therefore,
Liberty publishes a caution notice... .Before
iu her stylish light gown and Mr. !
evenings. Betweeu trips the steamer is preResolved, That John Weston Clark R. C.
stock Fred Atwood, Winterport, will gracefully
taking
Tolmau
in
was
the usual dress suit. The bride ! has suffered an irreparable loss in a constant
pared to do towing in the harbor or make
offer plows ami barrows at prices that will has fora number of years been one of Viual- ! attendant, a wise counsellor and ever
ready
short excursion trips.
That the community has lost a recommand the prompt attention of buyers. haven’s most popular and successful teach- helper
ers and one of the most enthusiastic helpers
The Cup Shoot. The thirteenth shoot of Pendulum
and
valued
member
who
was alspected
and
for
$2
Write
churns,
$2.50.
in the church, where she will be greatly
ways willing to answer the call for help in
the Belfast Gun Club resulted as follows:
what you want or call and see the goods_ missed. The
groom is a graduate of Castine times of sickness, trouble or sorrow. That
Score. Points. Total.
Carle & Jones, Main street, Belfast, have in Normal School and of Bridgewater Normal the family must mourn the loss of a sympa0
37
Coombs.22
School, and now holds a position in Plain- thizing companion and a loving mother.
a line of wall papers for the fall trade, in1
32
L)ecrow.16
field, New Jersey, as Professor of the science
Resolved, That this memorial be entered
4
24
Howes.21
cluding new patterns iu ceiling paper that work in the High School and he superintends on the pages of our records and copies sent
3
26
Carter.18
are pretty and cheap.
Call and examine the that work in all the schools of that place. for publication to the Belfast Age, Repub2
26
Pendleton.17
toilet sets they are offering for only $1.98_ The parlor was prettily decorated with lican and Lewiston Journals and to the be3
21
Healey.18
ferns, sweet peas,| roses, pond lilies reaved family.
See notice of office hours of E. H. Durgin, and
unknown
at
10
The
shoot
birds,
A. S. Moody,
practice
potted plants. One of the noticeable
Committee
I
M. D., Searsport.
features of the decorations was an old shoe
Lizzie Knowlton, <
on
follows:
resulted
as
6;
Healey,
tangles,
tied with white ribbon and suspended over
J. S. Ayer.
(
Resolutions
Howes, 9; Carter, 7; Decrow, 7 ; Pendleton,
Horse Talk. At the trot in Union Satur- the door through which the bridal party en7; Coombs, 7. The shoots are hereafter, day, first and second money iu the 2 25 trot tered. Directly after the ceremony a delicious wedding breakfast was served, and
until further notice, to be held Wednesday was won
by Belfast horses. The first heat then amid showers of old boots the happy
evenings.
was won by Walter West’s horse, Arthur
party departed for a short tour through the
Fish Facts. W. F. Bean returned Satur- B., and the next three heats by L. L. Gent- country and will be at home in Plainfield,
N.
J., after Sept. fith. The presents were
day from a sojourn at Criehaven, Matinicus, uer’s trotter, Haroldson, giving Haroldson
many and beautiful, consisting mostly of
where he had some very successful fishing
first
and
B. second money. One silver.
Arthur
trips, the catch including halibut and a 60unexpectedly the housewife
pound cod. An occasional mackerel is taken of the heats was trotted iu 2.25.
Circus Courtesy.
in the nets but none had been caught with a The
is often puzzled as to what
following Belfast horses, Haroldson,
hook....Hon. L. T Carlecon, fish commisMaud
Pitcher
and
Arthur
B.
were
J to get for dinner. Then time
sioner, has a record this season of 103 trout,
How It Wins Patrons for Scribner «& Smith.
is doubly precious. If when.
averaging over three pounds each, caught at entered iu the Fairfield races Tuesday and
There is oue thing connected with ScribMaranoeook-Albert C. Wells and frieud, the Pittsfield races to-morrow, Friday....
so caught she only has
aj
new
ner
&
united
enormous
Smith’s
Capt. Lemley of Washington, went to Unity Six trotting horses put up at the Phoenix shows
that is so conspicuously an element
of
package
pond Tuesday, fishing. They caught 30
black and white perch, the largest string House stable Sunday on their way from conducting to the success of the institution,
taken
this
season.Augustine C >1- j Union to Fairfield. They were C. H. Nel- that it should be mentioned, as it is not to
be found with any other show, and that is
burn caught another large trout at Swan
son, 2.40, owned by Burgess of Rockport;
the universal courtesy and politem ss of the
Lake Monday.Representative W. L.
2
Pilot
owned
Allen
attaches. The rule holds good from the
Newbert
Wilkes,
35,
by
Littlefield of Belfast, who takes great
proprietor to the lowest employe of the
interest in fish and game, has received the of Rockland ; Little Nell, 2 35, owned by Dr.
show.
All are naturally inclined to treat
following communication from 1.. T. Carle- Farnham of Rockland; St. Patrick, 2.24 1-2, the
patrons politely ami furnish information ;
ton, Chairman of the Fish and Game Comowned by Woodman of Rockland; Bertha but were the fact otherwise, they would be
for
in
to
an
trout
mission,
reply
application
in her pantry she can, in a few
E., 2.35 1-2, owned by Burrows of Rockland, compelled to do so, owing to the inflexible
fry for Swan Lake:
minutes, prepare the best of all
and rigid rules of the institution. A,t an enaud Nelson, Jr., 2.20 14, owned by Charles tertainment
Winthrop, July 27,1896.
desserts—good mince pie. Think
such as Scribner &, Smith preMy Dear Sir:
No peeling, chopping, seeding, ;
Stimpson of Thomaston. They trotted at sent, thousands ami thousands of ladies and
j?ofit.
In
will
Your favor received.
reply
say
^picking and mixing. A package ofi
children daily visit it, more especially iu the
that you shall have your share of fish. You Union Saturday, Fairfield Tuesday, ami are
NoneSuch,
costing only 10 cts., will
afternoon, and Mr. Scribner years ago rechave excellent waters and it pays to plant entered at Fairfield, to-morrow, Friday.
make two large pies. Makes perfect
ognized the importance from a business
fish in them. Calls are much more numer- Haroldson won in the 2 20 class at Fairfield
and
Fruit Pudding also.
Fruitcake
point of throwing around the patrons every
ous than we can supply, but you shall have
Get a package to-day from your
in three straight heats.
Best time possible safeguard, and engaging only those
Tuesday,
Take no substitute.
full share.
lists

Indian Warriors and Free Horse Fair.

Chorus.

made their animal excursion to Nortliport
Camp Ground last Saturday-Rev. M. A.
Farren, who has supplied our church pulpit
the past twelve weeks, finished his work last
Sunday and with Mrs. Farren went to
New Haven, Ct., Tuesday for a vacation of
two weeks before returning to Bangor Seminary-Mr. and Mrs. E. L. White of Lynn,
Mass., are spending their vacation with his
father, Mr. G. U. White-Mr. and Mrs.
Fred R. Downs returned to Boston last
week-Miss Helen Wiley returned to her
employment in Lawrence, Maas., Tuesday.
-Mr. Stanley Gurney of Montana is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Gurney.

program:

Menagerie, Marvelous Museum, Royal
Pageant, Hyppodrome, Wild West, Mexican Arielists,
Arabian Athletes, Japanese Wonders, Rare Beasts,

our

Mrs. Pitcher.

at

Band Concert.
There will be a band
concert on the common to-morrowr, Friday,
evening at 7.30, with the following request

to

Solo,

pleasantly spent asguests of

comfortable.

Monster Circus, Mammoth

EVENING,

Island and Deer Island Thoroughfares to
Seal Harbor, where two days was very

70-

BIG 25 GENT SHOW OF THE WORLO!

Nobleboro

Selection,

car-

they
Cape Rozier and report very little
rain there. They sailed from Belfast Monday afternoon, Aug. 3d. and went to Rockland, from whence they passed through Fox
were

& * SMITH’S

Hearts, and Abide.”
Macy.
Anthem, “The Lord is my Light.” Holden,
“Come

Frank J. Starrett and friends returned
Monday morning from a six days’ cruise in
the sloop yacht Jennette. Sunday night

Poor & Son's.

*

MORNING.

A large party gathered at the home of Dr.
C. H. Thurston at the Head of the Tide last
Monday evening to witness the opening of a
Four blossoms
night-blooming ceretts.
opened. Sunday evening there was a like
event at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Morison in this city.

excursion

SCRIBNER

Selection,

Mrs, Geo. T. Stockham was turning
her carriage in Beaver street yesterday afternoon the horse ran backward and
she,
As

Tuesday, Aug. 18th, on steamer Catherine,
leaving North port Camp Ground at G.30 and
Lewis wharf, Belfast, at 7 o’clock. They
will make landiugs at Little Deer Isle,
Herrick’s Landing, Sargeutville, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, Brookliu and Bar Harbor. Fare
for the round trip $1.00. Tickets for sale at

Coming tills Year.

Services will be held as usual at the BapThe following
tist church next Sunday.
music is announced:

-•

fearing an overturn, jumped from the
riage, spraiuing her ancle.

•THE ONLY BIG SHOW*-

Another Christian Alliance convention
has closed on the Old Orchard campground
and it has proved the grandest of them all.
It has been a marvelous gathering of Christian workers. Great crowds have been
addressed by able speakers; interest has
has been
been at white heat; $100,000
raised to support and extend the foreigu
mission work of the Alliance; 100 have
volunteered as foreign missionaries; 30 have
been baptized and 150 were annointed in
full faith of Christ’s healing power. These
are just a few of the great things of the convention. [Old Orchard Sea Shell Aug. 10.

furnishing

goods.

■

in

Right Spirit/’ Text, Psalm,
School at 12 m. Epworth
Topic, “Christ’s Reproof to
Judas, the Betrayer.’’ Leader, Miss Myrtle
Mitchell. Song aud prayer seryice at 7.15.
Tuesday evening, prayer meeting, Thursday
evening, class meetings.

Sts., IT T.

their usual full line of

was

“A Prayer for a
51: 10.
Sunday
League, at 0.15,

Staples & Cottrell have fur coats, in addition

Winslow

Services at the Methodist Episcopal
Church next Sunday will be a? follows:
Sermon by the pastor at 10 45 a. m. Theme,

Makes homes brighter
Makes hearts lighter

North

G.

yesterday attending the meeting of the
Knox, Lincoln & Sagadahoc Sunday School
Association, of which he is President. The
speakers were Rev. Dr. Pepper, and Revs.
Woods, Evans, McCormick and Parshley.

comfort.

At Belfast,
Wednesday,

October.

until

soap of
washes
clothes
and
soaps
with less labor and greatwhich

The McKinley Club.
A Republican
club will be organized in Peirce’s Parlor
Theatre this, Thursday, evening at seven
o’clock and all interested are requested to
attend promptly at the specified hour.
The

are

Sunlight
Soap

cruising.
A

Rev. G. G. Winslow, Methodist, and Rev.
J. F. Tilton, Baptist, exchanged pulpits last

soaps and soaps
but only one

Stockham, Kansas City, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
sts.
W. C. Thompson, New York; Miss Bertha
t:
I Tracy Waller of WagSmith. New York; Mrs. Hart, Brooklyu;
es' t;i street New York, were
W C. Crawford, Boston; Miss Annie Dorr,
The third annual reunion of the Herrick
'wrk looking over the route
Waterville; F. T. Chase, Frank Woodcock, family will he held Wednesday,
August
Bangor. Hampden & Win- Geo. A. aud Lizzie Quiinby of Belfast.
20th, at Mrs. J. A. Wilson’s, Belfast, If
wav.
The route will he
A boy 10 years of age took a team from in stormy the next fair day.
All relatives are
xpert and it is expected front of an office on High street Monday
cordially invited to be present. Mount
il!t soon.
afternoon aud had a two-hours ride. He Desert papers please copy.
-d to the advertisement of was interviewed in the evening at his home
The game of base ball announced for next
t-****
College, Portland and by the City Marshal, but no more serious Saturday between the Stocktons and Belpptaring in another col- punishment than a little wholesome advice fasts is indefinitely postponed, on account
is conducted between
was given him.
Boys should know that of the unexpected absence of some of the
: isis by mail and common
“borrowing" a team or boat without the Stockton men. The Belfast Juniors and
ipa’. Prof. Shaw, has been consent of the owner is a.serious offense and Camdens will play in this city Saturday.
;si ness college work in
is liable to send them to the Reform School.
J. S. Harrimau, Esq
lias at his office iu
•cghteen years, the longest
W. C. T. U.
If any county superintendOdd Fellows block, for distribution some
an\
one now engaged in
ent has not forwarded her report to the
large aud fine portraits of McKinley and
ttalogue containing many State superintendent, please do so at once.
Hobart. They will be given to those who
T*-d at the college will be
They need these reports, not only for the call for them until the
supply is exhausted.
.ippiicatiou.
State convention, jlmt in season to send to
He also has some excellent campaign docuw.
new firm. Bunker
National
Miss
Agnes ments.
the.
Superintendent.

tv

Churches.

The

“My Early Recollections" will be continued in next week’s Journal. The manuscript was not received in season for this
issue.

Maine Central for

meeting of the Belfast
C. T. Alliance this week,
but all members and friends are requested
to be present Friday niglitt the 21st.
Nou-partisau

Miss
>

were

B. H. Chase has been
appointed postmasWhite’s Corner.

ter at

select from this fall and

them

are

selling

cheap.
NICE PAPERS, 6 CTS.
9 IN. BORDERS, 2

The August number of The Popular Odd
Fellow of Concord, N. H.,has biographical
sketches and cuts of Grand Representatives
Reuel Robinson of Camden aud Samuel

CARLE &

Adams of Belfast.
t

BELFAST,

JONES,
MAINE.

Chestnut Coal,
“
Stowe

Egg

“

Furnace

“

Delivered in
Dump Cart.

Delivered
and put in.

$5.35

$5.50

....

5.35

5.50

5.75

....

5.10

5.25

....

5.10

5.25

5.50
5.50

....

$5,75

PROMPT DELIVERY.
CORRECT WEIGHT,
CAREFUL DELIVERY.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,
HU, Ho Sc 37 Front St., Bolinwt.

..m:!-’

Telephone

-4-2

Some

of the Causes of the
Unrest.

Present

the UnitedStates mint with less than
dollars worth of silver and bring away
eighteen dollars in coin is to make it
possible for the silver owner to rob the
Government of over eight dollars, which
is nothing less than robbing the people,
and how these people who do not own any
silver can believe that they can become
richer by being thus robbed is a worse
enigma to solve than any the Sphinx ever
The lower the condition of a race
gave.
the poorer their money, so we advance
from savagery, with its cowrie shell currency, all the way up through iron and
bronze to gold.
I deeply sympathize with the poor farmers of our
great prairies. Thousands of
them reached their land with hardly
enough to pay the freight on their household goods.
In some cases they had to
leave part of their furniture to pay for the
carriage. Thousands are living to-day on
flour, milk and a few eggs. Their wants
are many and could they he satisfied would
make every industry start afresh, but
should they have their way that which
they now sutler would be intensified beyond precedent in this country. On the
other hand, should honest money become
victorious untold millions lie over the
water ready to be invested in this newworld. That would do more for our prosperity than any other one tiling. Let confidence be restored and the silver and the
gold shall be ours, but, better than all,
we shall have a clear conscience.
[The

CANT HELP TELLING.

to

ten

over

liY KEY. \V.

G.

ri DDEFOOT.

One of the causes of the present dullness of trade is a lack of cuntidence. This |
has caused every one to be more careful ;
in expenditures. An average of fifty cents J
a week saved by cautious people means J
many millions of dollars a week drawn
from trade.
The man who was going to
sliiugle his house now patches it, he who
would paint under ordinary circumstances
lets it go another year, men wear their
clothes longer and the boots are repaired
that were formerly given to the tiamp.
Carry out this economy in all departments
of life and we have a difference in the
business of seventy millions of people
that amounts to hundreds of millions of
dollars, so that the result of hard times
makes times harder.
We are living in a most anomalous con- I
dition.
Israel cried out tor lack ot corn
and goes to Egypt, but here is a people
eryingjout because of fullness of bread.
What would Malthus say it he were alive?
Here we have a nation getting rich at the
rate of seven million dollars a clay, shipping on an average eight hundred million
dollars worth of products a year and having over a million bushels of wheat on
hand of last years crop that it cannot
consume, and making a cry of haul times i
before the whole world! (rood old times
are myths.
Our newspapers allude to
them .for political effect, but read the Congregationalist.
file of papers for years back you will find
f Written for The Republican Journal. J
the same cry, the same unrest, the same
The Cottage on the Hill.
epidemic ot crime, suicide, etc. Lu fact,
certain things have become so stereotyped
I can #ee in fancy stiil
that the type might be kept standing. I
The white cottage on the hill,
do not deny that times are hard, but I
have seen them much worse anti i know Tlie honeysuckle blooming by the door,
that long before my time they were as
Where t lie early beams of morn
much worse as one could imagine. Before
tVake the roses on the lawn
the advent of steam whole communities
And softly crept along the kitchen floor.
literally starved when others had more
than they could use, but had no means for
There were Mowers of every hue
saving what they had and no way of disSparkling in the morning dew.
tribution.
The railway, the steamship I hear
drowsy humming of the bees,
and tlm telegraph have stopped those i
And I see the robins throng
troubles* but, alas, they have brought a
With a merry trill and song,
new train of iils.
id iact, it is tiie constant ana
rapid I To pluck the ripening cherries from the trees.
change oi economic conditions that has
Whistling down the grassy lane
brought the present crisis upon us. The
Goes the farmer boy again
farmer especially cries out to-day at the
low juices he gets for his juoduce.
The To drive the patient kine to pastures green.
consumer cries because oi the high ju ices.
With a heart so light and gay
Both consumer and producer are amazed,
Sowing fancies all the way
for never was there a greater contrast beIn after years for memory’s hand to glean.
tween the first costand the last juice—the
low price of wheat and the high price of
Down the quiet, sheltered nook,
bread. In other lands the bread is weighStill the little babbling brook
ed, and if not up to the four pounds a So
softly sings its soothing lullaby—
piece is cut from another loaf until it is
Fringed with willows hanging o’er
made good.
But the loaf handed out for
Where we lingered on the shore,
ten cents to-day is no
larger than when When
sunset hues were fading from the sky.
wheat was two dollars a bushel.
The
farmer sighs as he sees his fat steers
Still the sunlight brightly falls
driven off for a lew cents a pound, the
On the time-worn cottage walls,
consumer wonders when the butchei asks
him twenty-live cents a pound, knowing The honeysuckle lingers by the door.
that the cost of carnage has been reduced
But a sad voice in the breeze,
to a minimum.
'Hie consumer is stiii j
Softly echoed by the trees,
more surprised if he
goes to England and Is whispering, “They will come again no
iinds juime beef Irom Kansas cattle from
more.”
ove to ten cents less
per pound than he can
buy it in Boston, and hour made in MinDear old cottage on the hill!
ueaj>uiis cheaper in Liverpool than New
Art thou waiting, watching still,
York.
Now. in order to understand the present With longing for some dear familiar face?
Do the far-off early scenes
conditions, ie, us review a lew of the ;
Shed a halo o'er thy dreams,
causes that produce ! them.
Take the I
farmer at the beginning ol the
century; | Au afterglow that time can ne'er erase ?
ms tods are
jdows, hoes, rakes, sickles
Tideless time! thy cruel wave
ami flails.
1’Iie whole season is full from
Morning skies no more can lave,
*»pling plowing to the winter threshing.
Now mark the changes: first, the sickle But toward the unknown sea is flowing still.
gi\es way to the ciadie; the cradle has
Rolling backward nevermore
haidly become common when a mowing
To youth's magic, sunny shore,
ana
leaping machine apj.ears: then the ! And lonely, silent
cottage on the hill.
combined machine: then a machine that;
S. J. Stevens.
binds.
But t great strife is gendered be- 1
tween the makers of twine and
wire; this
Written
lor
The
I
Republican Journal.]
hauls to tli. :n\eniion of a machine which
j
makes its own bands out of the straw that
£ Campaign Song.
is catling.
The old plow gives way to
(Tun.-, "Rallying Round the Flag.")
i he gang plow supersede.-*
'l!jky plow.
We arc forming into line,
tliJcslung iii.i nine luu.-bies in a As we've
f«iriued so "It. before,
f« '• hours what once look the
winter.
T<> battle for the honor of the nation.
in the
manuiacturing world machines! The party of the people
nao been made one of which
will do the Roes into the fight once more,
work oi I.UOU men!
men | Battling for the honor of the nation.
Evidently,
must go elsewhere.
A ton ot merchan<Hours.
;
oisc i> canied a mile for less than
a cent.
Hurrah for McKinley,
Iiijde compound engines are made for the
The man who will save
gu-at steamships, so that the adding of
The honor of the nation
iuoi a page ol this
From the anarchist ami knave;
paj.er to the furnace
file win carry a ton oi
Oil we're fighting for the flag
goods a mile on
As we fought in sixty-one,
tiie ocean. From the
plowman, therefore,
Striving now as then to save the nation.
uj> to tiie thresher on the farm, and from
the carrier in his cumbrous
wagon to the j Oh the anarchists and knaves,
transatlantic steamer, revolutions have And repudiaters all,
Have formed into a Popocratic party ;
been made that have
completely upset all 1 It’s a brand new western
product
previous conditions. In shorp we have ! It
will take an awful fall,
>-da\ in the steam
power, which includes ; Tins wild ami wooly Popocratic party.
ad olliers ujj to date, a jjroducer
prolific !
enough to supply two worlds. The supply i Tliis silver agitation
is too great lor the demand.
1 do not say | About the crime of seventy-three,
About which they’re trying to fool the peothat the supply is too
great for the need, j
!i some great mind could show how
the : Is a big hallucination
millions ol' needy in the world could i»et And a
humbug don't you see;
in an honest
way some of the great sur- They can’t succeed in fooling half the peoit
would hasten the millennium.
jbius
ple.
One thing, however, is sure.
The way When we earn one hundred dollars
is not that advocated
to-day by so many If we get but fifty-three;
in the West and South.
The cry for free The cheap, dishonest, cheating, ‘silver dolsilver is with millions an honest delusion.
lar ;
The
men
catch
at
Drowning
straws, but no Just workingman will forfeit
you see;
man was ever saved from
drowning in that That'sforty-seven,
the beauty of the silver dollar.
way, and the thousands who are sinking
to-day will only go deeper into poverty We want an honest dollar
should they obtain their desires.
There Not a dollar that is meaut
To cheat the laborer who works for wages;
cannot be free silver any more than free
The
will never get
gold. There is only one really free thing Just workingman
forty-seven per cent.
on earth and that is
air, anel even that is Of the dollar that is his by rightful wages.
sometimes adulterated.
This Wilson-Gormau tariff
in my travels m the South and West
on us a heavy load;
nothing lias surprised me so much as the Puts
We’ll do away with that at next election ;
abundance of silver, and where
they cry We want to see the farmer
tlie loudest ior free silver is where
you are Have the middle of the road,
given the most silver in exchange for your We’re going to vote for that at next elechill.
So intense is the desire for unlimittion.
ed coinage of silver that
strangers would For the interests of the people
open a conversation with me upon the We are
striving as of old,
subject in the most direct, and often rude, We want to see all kinds of labor prosper.
way.
you read Coin’s Financial When McKinley we’ve elected,
School?” would he thrown at me almost And our tariff laws are told,
savagely. 1 bought t life hook and was Then will every kind of labor prosper.
more surprised than ever how such
Geo. C. Howard.
superficial arguments could bewitch an otherThe
Journal
and
The Tribune.
wise wide-awake people
how people
could he made to believe that in a room
Last year The Republican Journal Pul>iu England two or three men could buy
h.-liing Company had a six months’ contract
up the United States Senate.
Our newspapers, with few exceptions, with the publishers of the New York Weekof both parties are responsible for such a
ly Tribune by which the two papers were
condition of mind. The state of confusion
furnished to new subscribers at $2, and to
was not confined to the poor farmer anti
old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
laborer, but ministers above all others Another contract has been made on even
seemed to be as deluded as any.
I asked
more liberal terms, as set forth in our adone prominent minister how was it
possible for a Christian mar to countenance vertising columns. New and old subscribers
such a fraud, lie replied, to my astonish- are now placed on an equal footing and all
ment, “Do you think free silver would who pay for The Journal one }ear in adhurt you Easteru people any more than vance can have The New York Weekly
Tribune without extra charge. In remit1 said, “Why
your gold is hurting us?”
ting it should he stated that the Tribune is
don't you go back to tlie cowrie shells?”
wanted, as it will not he sent unless the reAfter taikiug with all sorts and conditions quest is made.
The New York Weekly
of men both iu the East and the West I Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
the
rival
as
am sure of one
leading Republican paper of tbe
thing—that there is a proday. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
fund ignorance on the silver question on
tlie part of millions of misguided men, all the news of the world, while its different
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
and a deptli of depravity and wicked make
a most valuable paper to all.
The
avariciousness on the part of some who Tribune is
very cheap at $1.00 per year,
know better that is hard to match in all which is its price. The Republic an Journal
history, it seems to me little short of a will he maintained at its present standard,
crime for tlie Secretary of tlie Treasury witli special attention to local and State
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
to begin coming silver at the rate of
$3,000,000 a mouth when there are hundreds
Condensed Testimony.
of millions already iu the mints that canClias. B. Hood, Broker and Manufacturer’s
not be got into circulation.
The tampering with principles for the sake of parti- Agent, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that Dr.
King’s New Discovery has no equal as a
sanship is a curse that must be shaken off. Cough
remedy. J. D. Brown, Prop., St.
The conditions of the West and South,
James Hotel, Ft. Wayne, Ind., testifies that
and to some extent the East, are tlie he w as cured of a
Cough of two years standnatural and inevitable outcome of placing ing, caused by La
Grippe, by Dr. King’s
policy above principle. Had the church New Discovery. B. F. Merrill, Baldvvinsbeen as active in sending the gospel to the ville, Mass., says that he has used and reeWest as she lias been in placing invest- ommeuded it and never knew it to fail and
w'ould rather have it than any doctor, bements of an earthly nature there, we
cause it always cures.
Mr. Hemming, 222
should not be so troubled to-day on quesE. 25th St., Chic,ago, always keeps it at
tions which are matters of honesty.
hand and has no fear of Croup, because it
Men ought surely to know that to make instantly relieves. Free Trial Bottles at
it possible for men who own silver to go Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.

|

|

“Have

—

No village so small.
No city so la rge.
From the Atlantic to the Pacific
names known for all that is truthful,
all that is reliable, are attached to the
most thankful letters.
They come to Lydia F. Pinkham, and

tell the

one

story of physical salvation

gained through
ble Compound.

the aid of her

Vegeta-

The horrors born of displacement
or ulceration of the womb:
Uackache. bearing-down, dizziness,
fear of coming calamity, distrust of
best friends.
All. all—sorrows and sufferings of
the past.
The famed “Vegetable
*’
Compound
bearing the illustrious
name, IMnkham. ha.-> brought them out
of 'lie valley of suffering to that <*1
happiness and usefulness

Literary

News and Notes.

something new under the sun,
Ideas, published monthly in
Philadelphia at 00 cents a year, will tell
It is a unique publicayou all about it.
tion and well worth its modest subscription price.
Golden
Days for August (monthly
part) has been received from the publisher, James Elverson, Philadelphia.
There is
and New

The least that

can

be said is that this

en-

tertaining periodical for boys and gills
maintains its usual high standard of inter-

est and value.
The

Magazine war still rages, but the
Cosmopolitan Magazine has not yet had

occasion to lower its colors to the 5-eent
the higher priced monthlies.
It has a
large and increasing constituency of its
own creation, and merits the liberal patThe August number,
ronage it receives.
just issued, is of more than average interest and, as usual, is fully illustrated.
or

An inventory of the estate of the late
Eugene Field has been tiled and approved
in the Probate Court at Chicago.
The

value of the estate cannot be estimated
as the royalties coming from copyrights
of the deceased author cannot yet be ascertained. There is no real estate belonging to the estate, but there is an equity of
$1,000 in the house and lot of Buena
Park, which is worth $11,500. The cash
belonging to the estate amounts to $100;
goods, furniture and books, $0,505; royalties received, $3,808. Among the household effects are a Gladstone axe and a
Jefferson Davis chair.

Outing for August is as wholesome
refreshing as a breeze from the sea.

and
The
contents are as follows:
“A Bout with
the Bluefish,” by Ed. W. Sandys; “Plain
John Miller,” by C. P. Burton; “Through
Virginia Awheel,” by J. B. Carrington,
“The Half-Haters,” by K. B. Burchard;
Canoeing on Pamedomcook,” by \Y. A.
Brooks; “A Fogy on Foot,” by A. \V.
Quimby; Kinging A Malayese Tiger,” by
Dr. J. 11. Porter; “Two Handicaps,” by
Caroline Shelley; “An Episode of Trout
Fishing,” by J. K. Mumford; “Benz’s
World
Tour
Awheel;” “A Western
Brook,” by ('. B. Going; “The Naval
Militia,” by W. II. Stayton, and the
usual editorials, poems and records.
The Institutional Church is something
of great interest and great importance in
our modern American religious
life, and
it is evidently something which has come
to stay.
It is much talked about in the
religious newspapers and other newspapers, but we think that it lias never
been made the subject of such careful
and thorough treatment as by Kev. George
Willis Cooke in tlie August number of
the New England Magazine.
He traces
the origin and development of the idea,
and gives an account of the leading institutional churches, so-called, in New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago and other
cities.
His article is fully illustrated by
pictures of churches and portraits of the
leading ministers indentified with this
movement, and will be read earnestly in
all church circles.

As befits these sultry summer (lays, the
What Frank Jones Thinks.
number of The Art Amateur
I have been chairman of the New
and bright throughout, and is
more than
usually rich iu pictorial illus- Hampshire delegation to the National
tration. Of course the sale of the Sir Democratic Convention for twenty-four
I never cut or scratched a ticket
J ulian Goldsmid pictures is the chief sub- years.
ject of comment iu The Note Book, and in my life, but if the actions, the proceedthe editor relates some little-known inci- ings, the platform ami the candidates of
dents iu connection with the late Baron. that convention at Chicago are DemocratA portrait of Gilbert Staurt and a picture ic, then I have been dreaming and voting
of his birthplace at Narragansett Pier will wrong all my life.
If I was the only man
interest many, and there are two charac- in New Hampshire to do so, I would vote
teristic specimens of the work of Sir against that ticket of ruin and repudiaDavid Wilkie and Thomas Webster; a tion. I cannot see what the laboring men
thrilling account of an adventure in the are thinking of to be carried away with
life of De Goya; the Spanish painter, and this silver fallacy. They complain of low
some
interesting studies by Joseph Car- wages now. God help them if the craze
raud, from what may be called the light- is successful. New Hampshire Demoer part of the
magazine, which is as rich crats took no part in the nominations at
as usual in its more practical sections.
Chicago. They will take no part in helpEspecially useful to teachers of drawing ing elect them. 1 hope Democrats will
is a paper by Ernest Knaufft in connection not be so foolish as to waste their votes
with a series of “Diagrams of How to on a third ticket, which will only help
There is only one way to crush
Observe” to be giveu as monthly supple- Bryan.
ments.
Studies of tiowers appropriate to this silver nightmare. All other issues,
the season are given, and the articles on all party affiliations, all personal feelings
figure painting, etc., are continued. In must be put out of sight in one united
the china painting section the series of effort to save the honor of this country
It is not
portraits of Noted American China Paint- which can but be triumphant.
ers is
continued, and along with other enough to defeat it. It must h- buried.
-f
is
a
matter
there
practical
tantalizing
description of snow scenes for an ice
Obituary.
cream set.
wood
carvers
Embroiderers,
The death of Mrs. Fanny W. Staples at
and pyrographers are, as usual, supplied
with some excellent practical working de- Castine Saturday morning, July 25th, was a
source of sorrow to
She
many friends.
signs. The color studies are a remarkable was such a sweet andher
lovable soul, so patient
head of a College Atlielete, by G. A. and
in
and
had such a
sunny
disposition,
Brackenbury, and portraits of Martha wide circle of those who prized her, that her
Washington and the ladies of her time, by j *°ss will be deeply felt. She was only a
Joseph Lauber. Price Joe. or 81.00 per little over 21 years old, and had been marannum.
Montague Marks, Publisher, 23 I ried but a year. Last fall she suffered from
the grippe and had been taken to California
Union Square, New York.
to protect her through the winter from weakness of lungs—but her
stay there did not
A Flood of Silver.
help her, and she returned home—and slowly faded like a lily; and while loving friends
A Portland Concern olves its Employes a Lesson.
to her and did for her all that
symI clung
Fifty-Cent .Mexican Dollars Paid out. What the pathy and kindness may, she knew the end
was
near.
She was a graduate of the CasLesson Teaches.
and
On Saturday evening a well-known tine High school, in the class of
studied a year iu the normal school. The
business concern in Portland gave its em- funeral services
were held at her father’s
ployes a lesson in finance, in view of the home on Monday afternoon, the pastor of
approaching conflict over the silver ques- the Unitariau church officiating, while the
tion.
They had sent for a large supply of Rev. J. P. Cushman spoke in behalf of the
Mexican silver dollars, which have in young people of his church. The kindness
them several more grains of silver than shown to her by friends and neighbors is
remembered by the family. Sweet
there are in the American dollar.
With gratefully
hymns were sung and beautiful flowers were
these dollars they paid of their help, giv- sent
as a testimony to the
brightness and
ing them two Mexican dollars for every beauty of the dear life passed
on to the
one
American dollar due them.
Each peace ami rest of the eternal world.
employe received with his pay this state- And .just because such are so dear, we hold it true
ment:
they never die,
That they in comfort must be near, and watch
TO OUR EMPLOYES.
o’er us from yonder sky !
The company pays your wages this
week in Mexican silver dollars. We bought
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
them in the open market at a cost of 55
cents each.
We pay them to you at the
SHIPS.
rate of two for one of the United States
Abner Coburn, J P Butnain, arrived at
When
come
to
money.
you
pay your bills Yokahaina July 14 from New York.
with these dollars, you will have a good
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
illustration of the real value and actual Francisco July 21 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at New
purchasing power of the 420 grains of silYork Aug 1 from Iloilo.
ver contained therein.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Singapore June
The United
States
dollar contains
Id for Hong Kong.
412 1-2 grains of silver, which is worth,
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Monwhen melted into bullion, a fraction less tevideo
May 29 from New York for San
than 50 cents.
Our silver friends propose Francisco.
to allow the whole world to
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
bring its silver to the
United States mint, have it New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
El Capitan, A L. Carver, sailed from New
coined free of charge into pieces of
412 1-2 grains each, stamped “One Dol- York March 27 for Shanghae; spoken Mav
lat 25 S, Ion 27 W.
lar.”
“in God We Trust,” and make 10,
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
them a legal tender for all debts public from
New Y’ork June 20 for Shanghae.
and private.
They claim that what this
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
country neetfs is a rise in prices. If this Kong June 21 for New York.
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at Melplan prevails, there is likely to be one.
IIovv long do you think the purchasing bourne Juue 7 from New Y'ork.
B Hyde, Phiueas Pendleton, sailHenry
power of such a dollar would be greater
than its actual value? IIovv long before ed from New York Juue 27 for San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Shanghae July M
it would drive all other money out of cirfor New York.
culation? Will wages and salaries rise as
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
fast and as much in proportion as the from Manila March Ml for Delaware Breakthings that have to be purchased with water; passed St Helena June 22.
them?
May Flint., E I) P Nichols,sailed from New
Have you any money on deposit in a 1 ork July 21 for San Francisc >.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from Philsavings bank'.' if so, you will be paid in adelphia
April 2 for lliogo.
silver, if that becomes the standard of
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from New Y'ork
value.
If you hold a life insurance policy J illy 2 for
Anjer.
or a
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
membership in some benetit associa1
do
York
22 for Hong Kong,
wish
June
tion,
you
your family to receive
the amount thereof in -TO-cent dollars?
Sachem, J1 T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
j! June
24 from Samarawg.
It rests with you and the other people
& D Carleton, An is bury, sailed from New
of the United States to determine at the |
York April 2M for Shanghai:; spoken Mav 2b,
|
coming national election whether the iat 10 S, loll M4 W.
present gold standard of value shall he
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
maintained, and the dollar which you re- Pliiladelphia July Mb for San Francisco.
ceive be worth 11X1 cents all over the
State el Maine, 11 (i Curtis, arrived at New
world, or whether we shall enter upon a York July 20 from Hiogo.
Til
E Starbuck. Eben Curtis, sailed
career of folly,
repudiation and dishon- from lit;
Honolulu July 21 for New York.
esty, the disastrous ami ruinous conseWm H Macy, Aiusbury, sailed from Hiogo
quences of which cannot now be foretold.
March 2b for New York.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, at
The men found the silver very bulky Shanghae July M for New York.
and had to carry it to the banks and self
W J Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed
it.
There the dollars did not bring quite from Vladivostock, Siberia, May 20 for Hong
TO cents each, so that the company will Kong.
BARKS.
probably make the difference up. They
Adam W Spies, C N JYleyers, sailed from
did not wish their employes to lose, but
York April 1M for Anjer.
only wished to give them an object lesson. New
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
It is understood that Mexican dollars
Bridgewater, X S, May 20 for Buenos Ayres:
are being used for this
purpose in many spoken June 2b, lat 4 N, Ion 27 W.
portions of the country, particularly the
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
South.
New York Aug 1 for Charleston, S C.
Of course the only reason why the
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at MonAmerican dollar, which lias' several grains tevideo June M0 from Baltimore.
Edward May, sailed from Boston July 5
less silver than the Mexican,
buys 100 for Honolulu.
cents worth where the Mexican
buys only
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from BosTO cents worth, is because the United ton
Aug 4 for Montevideo.
States government lias made it a
policy
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Mollendo
practically to redeem the silver dollar in May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
gold, when required.
Bryan and Sewall want to do away with from New Y'ork March 4 for San Jose, Gnat
spoken
this policy.
April 18, lat 20 S, Ion M8 W.
[Portland Press.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Bruns-

August
is light

“The Making of Cannon Projectiles'”
is the title of
an article
by Franklin
Matthews in Harper’s Hound Table for
August 4th. To the same number Juliana Conover contributes a
story entitled
“How Braddy’s Brother Carried the
News”—a bright tale of college life dealing with an intercollegiate baseball game.
There is an excellent out door entertainment by Emma J. 1 Bay, entitled “The
Picnic,” and also a strong story by Paul
Hull entitled “Held Captive by Savages,”
The Two serial stories, “A Virginia Cavalier,” by Mollie Elliot Seawell, and
Eugene Fields Home.
“Crossing the Xuaeaxella,” by captain
Charles A. Curtis, sustain the interest;
flls Many Queer llochs and His Library of Bare
and with the regular departments on
Books.
Bicycling, Interscholastic Sport, Stamps,
One should not always judge a man
Photography, the many short stories,
by
humor, poetry, etc., it is a very good his house, says a writer in St. Nicholas,
but in the ease of Eugene Field it seemed
number.
as if his house was a part of him.
It is
Eastport, Maine, is in a region of great an old-fashioned, two-story farmhouse
whither
resort
in
beauty,
many people
with a wide porch, to which has been
these summer days.
It is also a place added a
large circular wing with an outwhich has had an unusual history, and side
chimney such as the southerners love.
one of the most remarkable chapters of
As you enter the hall, you notice an
that history is told by Mr. William Henry
elaborately ornamented old English tall
Kilby in he August number of the New clock, of the kind usually known in this
England Magazine, entitled “A New Eng- country as “Grandfather’s clock.” It is
land Town Under Foreign Martial Law.” one of three
such clocks in the house; a
It is the st jry of Eastport in the critical second stands
on a stair landing, after the
the
time succeeding
Devolution, when as manner of Longfellow’s “Old Clock on the
the
had
not
setyet
high powers
exactly
Stair,” and a third was in Eugene Field’s
tled where the boundary line w as to run,
sleeping room. The last one has a gong
and whether Eastport was to belong to in
it, like a country dinner bell, and clangs
the United States or England.
of
Many
the hour with a loud metallic ring.
the places indentified with the events of
lu the same room he had a “freakthat time aie still pointed out, and views
clock,” made entirely of wood, that ticks
of them are included among the illustra- like a
hammer striking hard wood.
In
tions of Mr. Kilby’s excellent paper. The the
library there is a quaint little one
paper will be read not only by the men made with a see-saw—a wee
and
boy
girl
and women of Eastport and their summer
sitting upon a log to regulate the
friends, but bj many others who have a lum. This is a very well-behavedpendulittle
taste for curious bits of history.
Warren
piece of mechanism, as it makes no noise
F. Kellogg, .1 Park Square, Boston, Mass. and is
really pretty. Contrasted with it
A small work of uncommon interest standing near Field's writing table, is a
and value is The Living Topics Cyclope- plain New England kitchen clock, such as
dia, which now costs, complete to date, our grandmothers used in their light, airy
It is a medium-sized affair of
the small sum of $1.00.
It is a unique kitchens.
publication, and its free specimen pages mahogany with a glass door, on the lower
half
of
which
are painted impossible red
are worth sending for.
Its latest issue
gives the most important facts, “up to roses and forget-me-nots, it is a good
date,” concerning, among hundreds of old domestic clock, and went on faithfulother important subjects, such titles as ly ticking away when the others were
Cuba, Currency (a “living topic,” indeed). cranky and would not keep the ti me regDebts, national and foreign, East Africa, ularly.
As you enter the house, the library is
Egypt, Elect!icity, England, Engineering,
F’rance, German Empire, Gold, Greece, on the left hand. All around the walls of
the
room are bookcases. Suppose we look
also concerning the State
Delaware,
Florida and Georgia.
In general, the at the case beyond the window, which
object of the work is to answer the ques- might he called the family corner. Here
tions you would seek to solve by consult- are gathered books of fairy lore from all
ing you cyclopedia, were it “up to date,” parts of the world, for there was hardly
which no cyclopedia is or possibly can be, an old bookstore in London, Paris or
because of its magnitude and costs.
The Berlin which Mr. Field did not know well.
Living Topics, being a small work, and In this wonderful fairy corner are Costreating only of “living” topics, is con- sack fairy tales, eastern fairy tales, legtinually in process of revision, a new edi- ends of the French provinces, legends of
tion being published every month. After Ireland, Norway, Germany, Spain, New
you have paid for one edition you are England and all the modern English fairy
allowed to purchase later ones, within stories.
a
year thereafter, at about one-third
CASTORIA.
price, and thus keep your knowledge
“up to date” at trifling cost. .Address The f»tlimils
the publisher, John B. Alden, 10 and 12
J* ®*
llgutara
Vandewater St., New York.
TOppOfc
I
(f

j

wick, Ga, Aug

2 for

Sapelo.

Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York Juue 2b for Brunswick, (fa.
lolani, McClure, arrived at Honolulu July
15 from New Y’ork.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong June 2 for New Y’ork.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, at Boston
Aug 3 repairing.
Matanzas, sailed from New Y'ork July 8
for Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Adelaide prior to July 20 from New Y'ork.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Hamburg May

28

for Rio

Janeiro; passed

Deal J uue 7.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Barbadoes July 22 for Tampa.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June b for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, sailed from Port Spain
July 20 for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhu, cleared
from Parrsboro, N S, July 2 for Buenos

I

THAT
FAC-SIMILE
AVege table Preparation for As-

SIGNATURE

similating theFoodandRegula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

-OF-

Promotes Digestion CheerfuI
and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphinc nor Mineral
Not Narcotic.
ness

WRAPPER

Outfit of Old RrSAMUEL PITCHER
Pumpkin Seed

)

Alx. Scrum
ftochtllt Salts
Anise Sud

OF EYEEY

Jippcmiint

>

Hi Carbonate Soda

I

fiarmSced
Clarifie d Sugar

huilcryrien

BOTTLE OI
)

Flavor

\

A perfect Remedy for Const i
pa
I tion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

CAST

Worms .Convulsions Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP
Signature

Fac Simile

of

NEW YORK.

Castorii :s put tp in ni-size b.*ttl
is net sold in
I 't allow a: •.
7nQ anything el: e cn the plea or pris “jnst as good" and "will answt-r
See that you get C-A-S- !
pose."
..

ThsfacEXACT C0»Y OF

WRAPPER,

Watches,

Fresh, Salt
t

Pickled Fish

and

af .til kinds- and that I

handling Fresh Cod
Haddock, Hake, Halibut. Salmon. Blue-Fish, But
Sword-Fish, Mackerel. Ale wives, Cun
ners, Lobsters, Clams and Oysters, and all other
tisli in their season. Having one of the largest,
refrigerators in the city, I am prepared to furnish
peddlers anti jobbers at market prices. All goods
am

ter=Fish.

JOHN STEPHE.N50N, wlio was w *r 1 Mr. Knowlnine years, continues w i: u i,.*..
The patronage of the pub.n- i- respect!uliy solicited, and no ell'orts will be -pared
piea-e
O "Remember tl:e
CUStoUlt-l'S.
pi.

July

9 from Port Royal.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland |
July 21 from Philadelphia.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
Norfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at Beverly
Aug 4 from New York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, at Tampico July 12 for

Pensacola and New York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Belfast July 29 for Somes Sound to load for
New York.
For Over

Fifty Tears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup lias been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr4b
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CREAM BALM
Cleanses the
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Protects tli<'
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WILL CURE.
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Price ”>«• eents at Druggists
ELY BIB>Tlir.K>.
oh Warren Street, New York
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and is agreeable.
by mail.
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Drive It Home,

LOOK QNTHIS PICTURE

A

In the* name of pity if you know of any
relief from pain, tell me. I tear Bright's
disease, as one doctor said that 1 had it con:
plicated with heart dis .i-e.
Yours truly. Mrs. 51. A, Hafford.
New Bedford 5Iass., Aug. 21,1895.

d

\ ert

must !>e

foil-

n

a

others that
ami

ON THIS.boxes
THEN
After taking only

j;et

of BIKERS
KIDNEY PILLS I urn strong and well.I suffered so mu-h for the pu-r ten year- that I aril
willing to do all in my p-»wer t-\aid any <mo
to recover their Imaltli and will cheerfully
answer anyone who mo> write w.
With deep regard. I remain.
Yours truly. 5Ir>. 51. A. Haflor<L
New Bedford, 5Iass., Get.1895.
w

Dr. Bilker will an-wer questions and give advice free
of charge. Write us for valuable book. Pills 50c at,
th3 druggists, or mailed post-paid on receipt of price.
Baker 2*ill CoBangor, Jle.

to
the

the
de-

sult.s.

FOR SAL!
Seicintj Machines for Clot hir
Shoe Man a fad it any
1»> I' 12. Wheeler A Wilson 1‘iavc
Tlicse machines have raised base, km c ;
lifter, and transit itter in h--a«l ot ma
are the last pattern, with all impro\» n
i-enches toi lAmerican Tool Co.
These benches should 1m- >een to he
as they have all the improvements lor
One Wheeler A Wilson Automatic i:
Machine
This machine nits ami ii .nholes automatically and works ver\ <(
One Wheeler A- Wilson /m /.at: M
>

Painless, Pleasant,

SAPPY

and Healing. Cures
in three to five days
without danger of
stricture or the least
unpleasant effect.

URE!
!

PEED

PRIVATE DISEASES
MEN AND WOMEN.

pattern.

One Rouble Stitching Machine alPress Machines, includin': Ka.i Ih-.ol
The above machinery with the t-\
Rouble Stitch and U I*. Press ansome of them have not been used at al
H. M. COOK, Newcast

Or lb Linden Place. Brookline. Hass.

FARM FOR SA 1:

SCHOONERS.

Aug 2 from Belfast.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New !
York July 27 from Belfast.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from New
York July 29 for Boston.
Mary A Hall,M Veazie, arrived at Boston

■

delivered it :rains or steamers, or■ an> pan ot the
city, free --i cliarge. Orders 1»\ mail or express
attended to at ■ice. and prompt 1\ tilled at lowest market rate.-.
Liberal »li-e.unit to hoarding
houses and hotels. Tee
1 milk a! ua> s on hand.

Market Opp.

|

Silver
Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen.
Silver Gold Belts. I
Shirt Waist Sets]

Sterling

Having bought tlie market formerly conducted
by M. K. Knowlton,! wish to announce i<> lit* people of Belfast and vicinity that it will continue to
he headquarters for

Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, cleared
from Portland April 18 for Buenos Ayres;
spoken May 14, lat 23 N, Ion 30 W.

gor

Clocks,

..MARKET..

Ayres.

Georgia Gilkey, W It Gilkey, arrived at
Buenos Ayres July 20 from Portland.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, arrived |
at Boston July 27 from Rosario.
Hattie MeG Buck, H F Sprowl, sailed j
from New York Aug 4 for Bangor.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Boston July 1 from Port Royal.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from j
Wiscasset July 21 for Fortress Monroe.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Ban-

THE

Sent

charges prepaid to any address on reof price. Complete outfit. 81. We
guarantee to cure or r*'tund money.

ceipt
will

Home treatment book free to any address
on receipt of 10 cents in stamps for postage.

YIP-SIP CO., P. 0. Drawer 5331, Boston, Mass.

TOILET ARTICLES

AT

A

BAUGAI>

Situated in Searspmt, a! »tl U in i It'S 11
t**ns ■•}
containing 1BO aeies. cut
.'in ;irri> pasture, wateico I»>
-pm
IF.ii
w*uul lain!, near saw millwit li I. a ml shed
Ihii n 4< >\ ~'s. w
riage house. 8.t»i*0 gallon ct-i.-tn .no
orchards gi.ifled with <le>i a Me t m u
bearing. IFui.-e mo.ieru fi111-h* <i.
I inOwner to reside in » aldornia.
I M
he sold at about one-hall n*<t
cash, or one-halt cash, balance on mo
>•

in

1 ormat

ion. address

For hot Weather!
A NKW IM 1 *0RTVA) POWDER.

—

“LA SEDUISANTE/’ only 25c.,
equal in quality
or

any 35

to

50

New* Odors
just

come

in.

to

La

cents

*
A

Blanche, Saunders,
powders.

and * Atomizers
nice

atomizer for

35c.

POOR «£ SON,
PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated anil Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
Dr. Williams’
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by diuggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
‘WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy4t5

1

u

ItKb \TV>
WinJet p

The ART AM ATE
Best mill

Largest Practical Art Magu

The onlv Art l'eriodieal awarded a M.
World s Fair.
In raf tia/ih to all trim n tsit to mala tla
art or to wak< I la ir homrs bra
we will send to an\
A
FOR Iflp
I 1/M
IUo. men t
toning this pit Id 4 I
cation a specimen copy, with supe^i III
color plates for copying or framing
1 V
and 8 supplementary pages of desig'

|

FOR
run

in'r
IUU.

'Vr

w,!;

-‘Painting for beginners
JJONTAtilK HARKS, T\ I nloit Square. \

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer■!
I*. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE

^jjuOlOl'S
>1

THOUGHT.

sitihohs by Kmlnent Clergymen
4I{ p,.nominations.

l'P|,tllin

ip around the world will

■:

\

pessimistic thoughts.
Methodist, Asbury

i,m.

■

mid.

»

man

k

i.

on

The past has a
is the man who
his track. [Rev.

soopalian, Waltham,
f

Boat Rowers
Bicycle Riders
Baseball Runners

Would Endorse

j!

The great muscle nervine produces an increase of
vital activity in the parts, and hv its electric energy
gives them the power to throw off all soreness.

JoMson's Anodyne Liniieat

I have used your Anodyne Liniment with much
satisfaction. Baseball players should all use it. In
fact, after anv lively spurt it will prevent sore mus"WM. E'VINCt,
cles and stiff joint*.'
Manager and Captain New York Ball Club.

Liver Pill Made.”

.location is not comiiination at school.
It
is endless as eternity

Mackay, Episcopalian,

lr

Human.

uj

There

to occupy a
c study.
We don’t need
■dug. [Rev. J. H. Miller,

h

sburg.
__

The churches are realn cause, the welfare of
in moil enemy, sin; one
: hrist.
[Rev. Walter
Enfield, N. H.

[
1

j

Narrow-minded people
tppy from the fact that
.ihead and search for the
life broadly and you
happier. [Rev. E. M.
Allegheny, Pa.
The

Methodist Church
one out of every
one out of every five
:ic out of
every three
members is a Metlio-

day

Thompson, Methodist,
ft
The supreme obto show that we can
aid busy; that we can
■s
while standing down
me mg tilings that are
*i ville, Presbvteriau,
K.

->

■

V.

Positively cure biliousness and sick headache*
liver and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
•sing them. Price 25 cts.; five $1.00. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON <fc CO.. 22 Custom House buBostoa.
am no

[Rev.

longer

free to believe the contrary.
F. H. Wall, Catholic, New York.

Love.
Love—self-renouncing love—is
religion, and nothing else can be worthy
of the name; love, that is blind to self
and that sees others only; love, that
knows each true life lives for all and all
for each; love, that mounts to heaven
by
stooping to the lowliest need of earth.
[Rev. T. lb Johnson, Baptist, Lynn,
Mass.
Outside the Church.
The Christian
outside the Church is in an unnatural position.
lie is always liable to topple over.
He is trying to get on without all the advantages that Christ and all the apostles
enjoyed and needed. He is deprived of
much that Cod had planned for the help
of the human soul.
[Rev. Wallace Nut-

ting, Congregationalist, Providence.

The Cross.
The cross raises itself
above all Christians, whether they
recognize it or not.
The cross is a symbol today to which all point as the basis of their
hope, because upon it was sacrificed the
son of tlie
living Cod, who came down
from Ids place in heaven beside Ids eternal Father to redeem fallen men.
[Bishop
E. J. Dunne, Catholic, Dallas, Tex.
Environment.

m

Pills

are

hi one man

e"

P“Best
arsons’

iue education. Ilappy
u ve in our heart of

redity

Environment and

he-

something, it may be conceded that they are much. But history shows
that they are not masterful in life. Neither
are

perpetual discipline >tratford- on- A von nor his
ancestry made
Perfection of character
nor can Abraham Lincoln's
i-'.'.
LRev. J. tV. ( liurcli- Shakspeare,
be
accounted
for
greatness
by his birth or
1'ist. Nashua. X. H.
the
>

T

environment of his

ino.

Suffering

is part-

.'in, partly of ignorance.
<'nection ami perfec-

:

■

ts

nun

intellectually,

sn.very. invention and
_Rev. .1. H. f runi,
Terre Haute, hid.

I

■

(’hrist showed that
be lived any where—in
el. palace: in the midst

temptations, poverties
;
..

;
c

(•

the method of ( hrist
hr. Webb, Independ-

r- Snow,

youth. [Kev. J.
Universalist, Haverhill, Mass.

To-day and To morrow.
We should
live each day as though it was our last.
Eternal issues may be packed into a single
moment; there are vast possibilities in
small compass.
To-day is the parent of
to-morrow.
Every day is a critical period, every hour contains the spirits; of moments unborn.
No moment liveth unto
itself. The days are sacred in each other’s
This is the day of opportunity.
eyes.
Kev. E. I). Burr, Baptist, Boston.
Bn

Boupfc* lockr*B

Northport

McKinley.

notlTl^ro.- or* Third

[Correspondence

Party.

Bourke Cockran, the
silver-tongued orator
the Democracy, has
just returned from
and
the New York Sun has
Europe,
publislied
the
;
following interview with him :
°f
°Pini0U
the pre8ent
as

I
I|

long-gaited

was

betwLn
them dewithin
the
limits
pr£perty
oMtt'V0
■P^*f.ct 1 he movement launched
if its jurisdiction.
18

frvhvn?’

a“

a«cmpt

to

paralyze indus-

S
frytik
a. Hle P°wers of government
to take
property from the hands of those
11 and I’lace it
the hands of
T '?
is
question of
moral, 1*,° wel1
“If lLof Th'8
politics. No political
'"

in

a

as

valid license to comagainst morality, and I decline
to follow Mr.
in
a crusade
Bryan
against
*
honesty aud the rights of labor.
Q. Do you mean that you will actively
ojipose the Democratic party or refrain from
active support of it?
A.
In a contest for the existence of
civilization, no man can remain neutral. Whoever does hot
support the forces of order
aids the forces of disorder. If I can
do anything to thwart the silver movement, the
success of which I
regard as a calamity I
shall certainly do it.
Q. What do you think of Tammany’s action in endorsing the ticket?
A. I simply cannot understand it.
They
strongly opposed the platform at Chicago on
the ground that it was an assault on
the integrity of the natiou. They decline to ratify
it even now. which shows that
they have not
changed their opinion of it. But they have
endorsed the candidate who stands
upon it
ami whose election will mean that the
platform which they have themselves
denounced
as a singular combination of
lunacy and villaiiy shall be incorporated into the statute
law of this country.
Q. Will you support Maj. McKinley outnght, or do you favor the nomination of another Democratic ticket ?
a.
ueueve that all Democrats who are
so thoroughly in favor of sound
money that
they [dace the defeat of Bryan above the
interests of any organization or
party should
meet in convention for the
purpose of considering the form and method by which
they can give the greatest edicienev to their
opposition. For my part, I do not believe
tile nomination of any other candidate for
President and Vice-President, however eminent and deserving they might be
personally or politically, would serve any useful
purpose.
Nobody believes they could be
elected, and any Democrat whose hostility
to silver would not allow him to
support
either Bryan or McKinley could show his
opposition to both by remaining at home on
election day quite as well as by
voting for a
third ticket. It would he more convenient
to himself individually and would not create a visible separation between himself and
bis party organization.
Nevertheless, it is very important in a
movement of this character that men intending to rupture the party ties of a lifetime
should be sustained bv a sense of association among themselves. That end could he
attained by the adoption of a platform declaring for sound money; against extravagant appropriations ; in favor of economical
administration of every department of the
government; taiiff for revenue only and
ample enough for that purpose; against the
paternalism of the Republican party, and
the populistic socialism of both the Chicago
and St. Louis conventions, and in favor of
that American liberty which can he maintained only by so limiting the power of the
government that it can never interfere with
the daily concerns of the law-abiding citizens.
Tlie plank of pressing importance in
such a platform is, of course, the
currency
cau 188ue a

She tod mat suite”.
When you are thirsty a glass of
Williams’ Root Beer, so sparkling
and full of life, touches the right
spot. You can drink all you wish
without harm. Being made from
choicest roots and herbs,it aids digestion and promotes health. Don’t be induced to accept any other kind called
“
I nsist on having
j ust as good.

Monte
CARLETON CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

WILLIAMS

&

MFRS.

NERVE-LIFE
THE

7 Great

RESTORER

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
/g> Restores the
/r-*’ entire nervous
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and
restores refreshing
sleep. Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
development to all parts ot the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
r~_

lino.

ARNESSES,

ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
HATS,

-£*-

i:

know

a

big,
good

land. Such a side trip we made
yesterday
to the Northport Camp
Ground, where
later on the Methodists of nomadic tastes
will gather by the thousands to
praise the
Lord and drink in the salt air of Penobscot bay. Just now it is
pretty well populated with summer dwellers who
occupy
half
of
the
fifteen
perhaps
hundred cottages which lie upon the magnificent slope
that twists in and out in wooded
bays
and sandy gullies, and commands a
superb
outlook upon the glittering salt
water,
with its green islands and
purple hills.
Some of these little ranches are comical
enough; a good many consists of mere
skeletons of boards and
light timbers,
over which canvas is to be
thrown later
on.
Some of the cottages are
very pretentious with hideous embattlements and
gew-gaws of pine stuck all over them.
There is one large
hotel, which is well
spoken of. A little way to the south is a
tract that caused us a mild thrill of
recognition when we saw its
title, “Shore
Acres.
It might furnish actual
scenery
for good old James A. Herne’s
delightful
play, so true to the text is it. Little lots
are
staked
and
the
already
Boston
off,
syndicate that owns it expect great things
from their property.
Alas! there’s no
Uncle Nat to prevent it, this time.

J&L

TRUNKS,

"Judgment 11

The farmer’s wife, of keen
tongue, nimble wit and shrewd business
sense, is alan
ways
entertaining companion, and
such a woman furnished amusement for
our
camp-meeting party by her lively
conversation and happy-go-lucky shots
at everything and
everybody, 'it was
perfectly amazing, the familiarity she had
with the history of every
family along the
road for ten miles.
Here was the house
where the three rich old maids
lived;
there the first tavern in Waldo
county, a
building 125 years old; further along
somebody’s “folly,” in which thousands
of dollars had been sunk in iiue barns and
It was “Hallo, Tom,” “Howpoor laud.
do, Oranpa,” and “Ah there. Bill,” all
along the route, and the intermissions,
were filled with
quaint and witty observations on life and bright anecdotes of
people. So far as I can recall, no character
of exactly this type has appeared in the
drama, and there is certainly room for
her.

The umpire now decides that
BATTLE AXn is not only
decidedly bigger in size than any

other 5

cent

quality

is the finest he

piece of tobacco, but the

the flavor delicious.

The time of breaking camp is
always a
of sorrow, and ours came with
special disinclination because it meant a
transition from the idling of Stony Point
to the treadmill of
city life. There is
considerable manual labor connected with
tiie ceremony, too, which
may account in
part for the general woe. The heavy
boat has to be hauled into the house, the
place thoroughly washed, swept and put
in order, the shutters of all the windows
closed and hooked, the Hag hauled down
and the grounds raked up.
Then the
traps are loaded on the big backboard
from Belfast, and the cavalcade moves
up
through the rough forest road to the highway at Higgins’, where farewells are said
to the numerous individuals of that
name,
including the Angora cats. There is a rewail
from
the youngsters on both
gretful
sides, which old Josephus Sherman cuts
short by a vigorous cut on the backs of
the stalwart horses, and on we dash
up
hill and down, our canine w
ildly careering
on ahead and
paying no attention to the
various rushes of other dogs along the
way. Of course he remarks “en passant” :
“Just wait till I come around these parts
again, and am not in a hurry,” for he is
that kind of a dog.
Belfast reached, and I
the steamer gained, the last tie is
snapped
and the days at Stony Point on beautiful
Lake Quantabacook become but a
memory,

Da, MOTTS
hebveuw

PILLS

rI he great rmneey for

nervous prostration ami all nervous
<*f t:ie generative
organ- <>• .-iilit-r sex, such as
Nervous Pros:ration. FVnr.i-; -r !.•
Maniood, Impotency,
"\uutlifi;
F.: *•.
Nighti\ Emissions,
Mental W’orrv, excessive iis.■ of I ibacco i-r Opiutii. w! i• i. b-.ul to
('onsumption an Insanity. \\ ith • very y.-">
w«. eivt- a written
guarantee to cure or rebind tin* u m y
^1,00
per box, 0 boxes for $5.00.

diseases

■
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MOODY. BELFAST. MAINE.

PREPARATIONS FOR

THE

GREAT
BATTLE

j

OF NOVEMBER

3 ARE ALREADY WELL UNDER WAY.

A NEW

President of the United States
TO BE

IS

ELECTED,

AND

THE

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
will,

always, be found in the thickest of the baht, battling vigorSOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will
bring

as

ously

for

PROSPERITY

TO THE NATION.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not
only the leveling
Republican paper of the country, but is PRE-EMINENTLY A
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.

_

Trimmer

Its campaign
citizen.

1

v-

never

e

Harnesses.

Robbins,
Carriage

You will

RF^TflilEn

ETC.,

F. A,

saw, and

nco 8 unco

WHIPS,

Custom

ever

know just how good it is until
you try it.
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■

”

u

season

The wheel is welcome beNERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
ause it democratizes the
people like the
KALAMAZOO. MICH?
It brings all classes toi'he American press has ; public school.
gether. You can tell the rich by their
tact.»r—an immeasur;akc a bad politician and equipages—the Vanderbilts, the Goulds
and Astors by their turnouts—but you
l'oss the watei they call
can not teli the social
position of a bicycle plank.
rates,yet we have 1,-">00,- rider. It levels
the mere election of McKinley will
society. It is a demo- beNow,
:nd periodicals,
liev. II.
the defeat of the free silver movement.
cratic vehicle, and harmonizes with our
SUCCKSSOR TO
list, Brooklyn.
The
obvious
policy, then, would he to enspirit of American institutions. [Rev. 1). dorse the
and
thus
seMcKinley
electors,
15. Griegg, Presbyterian, Baltimore.
cure the immediate success of the main
Stevens &
\.\.
The subjection of
feature of the platform.
The Democrats
isband iu the family is
\ ices of the Age.
The
will
have
secured
the
of
their
finanprevalent
victory
'Kin question.
Manufacturer and Dealer in
The unit
vices of our time are hastening to be rich, cial ideas, but can begin opposition to the
luab either man or woRepublican party the day after election.
ied pair.
Man was cre- extravagant living, riskful and ruinous What is
needed, therefore, is not a new
ivested with dominion. speculations, undue crowding into profes- ticket, but a new
platform, which will desional life, pressing from the country into
clare
in
Boston.
unmistakable language the carPresbyterian,
the cities, striving after public office, gen- dinal
features of the party faith, and which,
eral impatience and restlessness, willing- while
ai».
There are no short
endorsing McKinley electors, will proness to put on false show in unsolid buildvide for a really Democratic opposition to
no royal road to knowlthe McKinley administration
in paste jewelry, in
,
ings.
during the
veneering gen>ung men rely upon their
erally. [Rev. H. \Y. llallentiue, (,'ongre- period of its existence.
rs on their wealth or social
What
is
of
Q.
the ultimate
your opinion
*
gationalist, Philadelphia.
1
> sf without
earnest, faith
outlook ?
•f bring success,
A.
on the manner in
Everything
[liev. C.
depends
Sacrilege!
Strength.
History is the record of the which this campaign is waged. To my mind
crsalist, Spencer, Mass.
persistent conquest of the weak over the There is but one test of prosperity which can
The following sentiment from the New
Civilization does indeed qualify he applied to a country, and that is the rate
York Sun will appeal to the good sense of
We should be careful strong.
and
the character of strength, so ol wages paid to labor. There can be no
sane men the country over:
ETC.
The parading
ur religious
profession that modify
tile powerful of one period are not prosperity where low wages are paid. There
of across decorated with a crown of thorns
-in coming to holy comcan lie no distress where the rate of
the
hall
the
in
through
wages
another.
during
Brute
FINE LINE OF
necessarily powerful
attempt to
is high.
ply or being demonstra- force
It can easily he demonstrated that
stampede the Populists for Bryan, is perhaps
is
undone by intellect, this
whole free silver movement is a conparade of religion while and even constantly
the most revolting incident in the history of
intellect must bow to the liner
t what
they ought to be. and nobler influences of the heart and spiracy against wages, and if the campaign
political conventions. It should bring'the
is fought on this line, 1 have no doubt that
blood to the cheeks of the man in whose inbrns Episcopalian, Nevvspirit. [Rev. G. \V. F. Douglas. Episco- every northern State—that is to say, every
terest the shameful spectacle was devised.
ALSO SUCCESSOR TO
State of the Union in which it is practicable
palian. New Haven.
to hold a free election—will he carried by
It is actual merit that has
Cm;a.
It is not right
given Hood’s
Soi
Hunger. When the body is hun- the intelligence and morality of the Ameri*
*
Sarsaparilla the first place among medicines.
should massacre the Arcan people against the monstrous
proposiit
craves
that
which it can not itself
It is the One True Blood Purifier and nerve
gry,
’"‘Vcrs of the world should
tions submitted to them by the committee
tonic.
when it is thirsty, it wants some- which nominated Mr.
t.
It is not right that supply;
Bryan for the presi*
The dency.
Mrs. Farmer:
“You say you was a sol.'h patriots in Cuba, and thing which it can not itself satisfy.
soul thirsty, looks, longs for something it
dier in the late war /" Truthful Tompkins.
ild send forth an army
Harness repairing in all its branches and
can not produce.
This
I
wuz
killed
at Antietam."
and
“Yes’m;
Mrs.
The
Southern
Exhibit
at
craving
it.
Bangor.
[liev. Dr. Thomas, unrest of the soul show avery
carriage trimming done promptly to
Farmer: “Killed:"
Truthful Tompkins:
state of dependiiicago.
order at the most reasonable rates.
“Theoretically killed, ma’am; I wuz never
ence on some higher power.
Tlie Southern States will have an exhibit
The human
[Judge.
All persons having unsettled accounts with the heard of afterward.”
with all its passions and selfishness, of the products and curiosities of that secki.ioion.
Let us bring on soul,
tion
of
the
the
Union
at
Eastern
Maine
If the hair has been made to grow a naturFair, late firm are requested to call and settle with the
of our churches once or thirsts for something beyond itself. [Rev.
to 29th. This exhibit
Bangor,
25th,
August
al
color
on
bald
heads
in thousands of cases,
at the old stand.
14tf
G. F. Kenngott, Unitarian, Lowell, Mass.
will be a novel sigiit to the large majority of undersigned
ripe fruits of our Chrisby using Hali’s Hair Renew’er, why will it
New Englanders, for but few of them have
Kid saved from the streets,
C. E. STEV ENS,
not in your case?
Fighters Wanted.
We need more had the opportunity to visit “Dixie Laud”
•< ial
hells, a naked, starv“Are you for free silver, Mrs. Cash
Luther was a lighter, and hence aud see the growing cotton, rice, peanuts
So 59 Maiii Street, Belfast Me
hed and fed.
This would fighters.
“No: I believe in women carrying the purse
the reformation; Washington was a fight- and other odd products of that section. We
c.
[Rev. K. A. White, Uniand letting their husbands having a quarter
er, and hence our own beloved country; understand that the display will consist of
i.ago.
only at long, safe intervals.”
[Chicago
.tiie.
Grant was a fighter, and we have a united more than rive thousand distinct specimens,
News.
the
matured
cotton
arranged to
free from slavery. Give us more including
people
The devil is very wicked,
a field of cotton just as it grows
represent
It You Will Use a Little Reasoning
lighters for the truth, temperance, indus- down South. The process of working the
tic. The extent of his
power
and not be influenced by the claim that caGive us more iron in cotton into shape for market is shown
is not known.
He has a try, righteousness.
by
tarrh
is
a blood disease, you can easily
prove
He can not be conceived as the blood, more sand iD the character, to colored people brought from the South, and
that catarrh is climatic. Have you not the
the end that more may lay hold on the as they work they sing their old plantation
uence.
He goes to church
severest catarrhal attacks during winter and
in
their
but
melodious
eternal
life.
peculiar
brogue.
[Rev. A. V. Newton, Con- songs
'.self upon the company of
spring, and ha\ e you but little evidence of
The process of distilling turpentine from
JOBBERS OF
catarrh during the summer ? Yes. Well, this
v. I. F.
the products of the long leaf pine is shown,
King, Methodist, gregationalist, Brooklyn.
proves it is a climatic disorder, inflaming
aiso all the implements that are used in this
The Church in Politics.
the membrane of the nasal passages.
The time
It is a
Au interesting
great Southern industry.
waste of time and money to invest in blood
is coming when the church will demand feature to
and
young and old, especially the vetLove.
If
the
remedies. The proper treatment is a local
;
Hod were but a study of that ail the chief places in the city govern- erans of the late war and their families* will
application, and the most prompt to cure is
ment shall be filled with men whose perbe the collection of war relics as gathered
>sitions, we could master
that popular remedy, Ely’s Cream Balm.
from
the
of
battle-fields
the South. Altosonal character does command high reSEEDS and
'bug the. intellect, but while
Not Recorded in the Minutes—There was
It is high time to cease tolerating gether the Southern Exhibit is said to be a
spect.
increase
our
faith
we
ay
a momentary lull in the noise at the great
the presence of any man as a city official wonderful sight, and the Bangor people are
ve in our hearts before we
to be congratulated in securing a feature
GROCERIES. convention
hall. “What is it?” breathlesswho
is
himself
hand
and
glove with that that is sure to draw thousands of people to
d and perfect knowledge,
ly asked one of the meu standing on the outwhich is most degrading. The democratic the fair. The exhibit is to be made under
Importers ot Salt.
I side. “I judge,” answered a solemn policebiker, Episcopalian, Prince- Christian church
lias a right to make de- the auspices of the Southern Inter-State Inman
stationed near the main entrance.
mands and to enforce them.
dustrial Association, and will be in charge
Dealers ia the finest quality of
have stopped a few' minutes to let
[Kev. E. M. of
I “they
Mr. J. T. Patrick of
N. C.,
Pinebluffe,
X.
Y.
Fairchild,
Unitarian,
somebody
Troy,
weep.” [Chicago Tribune.
While the seasons must
j
of
Mr.
the
Association.
Patrick
is
Secretary
»
beings must pass from in
the Southerner who lias induced so many
*
■
Christ the Architect.
The people
»1. from manhood to old
from the North to go down South.
that Jesus was a carpenter of people
■nan
friendship become a thought
barns and houses, and not Christ the carMast, while society must go
Papers and Periodicals.
of the world.
Cheops built the
b'kea kaleidoscope, nations penter
BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
For Infants and Children.
ad one era of civilization he pyramid 480 feet high, Christ the HimaThe July number of the New Eugland
feet high; De I.esseps scooped
another, Jesus Christ will layas gS.OttO
33,
35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
Tourist lias on its first page a line view on
out the Suez Canal, Christ made the valThe fas,/?
inging and unchangeable,
for tile seas; ltoebling built the the Kennebec river. It contains illustrated
If
TELEPHONE 4-2,
harbour, Baptist, Columbus, leys
Brooklyn bridge, uniting New York and articles on Newport and Lisbon, N. FI., SorBrooklyn, Jesus Christ built the bridge rento and Casco Bay, Maine, Nantucket,
of salvation, stretching from heaven to The
n.
The aim of civilization
Weirs, etc.
Fred—He seems bent on matrimony.”
earth.
[Rev. Dr. Clvmer, Methodist,
The August number of the Maine Central
ace, and the most potent
Arthur—“Well, if lie marries her she'll
bzation has been religion, Troy, X. Y.
gives some fine views of Sorrento and of the
straighten him out.”
m and
Mohammedan agree
Kellel In Six Hours.
The Duty of the State.
It is the steamers Frank Joues and Sappho. This is
me
everlasting and true < iod,
Distressing Kidney ami Bladder diseases
of tile State to throw its protecting a very meritorious publication and it is doing
I
•"isliip, whose laws we dis- duty
in
six hours hy the “New Great
relieved
arms about the humblest and the
poorest; a good work in making known to the outside
peril. [Rev. J. T. Rose, to
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
the
weak
from
the
to
of
the
Piue
protect
world
the
attractions
Tree
State.
<
strong;
azenovia, N. Y.
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
see that each one has the
right to labor
The latest revised list of bolting Demoexceeding promptness in relieving pain in
and to enjoy the fruits of his labor, prothe bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
Heath is a process of life.
has
reached
cratic newspapers
200.
nearly
vided always that his efforts be put forth
the urinary passages in male or female. It
ms of life do not die. They
that notwithstanding the al_
relieves retention of water and paiu in passwith due regard to the rights of others; to It is significant
multiply. There are forms of
silver sentiment in the
If you want
ing it almost immediately.
leged
widespread
from
starvation
those who are menat are hundreds of
millions keep
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
or
unable to work; to West, there have been no defections of any
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, BelImmortality is their natu- tally thephysically
individual in the possession of consequence from the Republican press to
Beath was introduced into guard
fast, Me.
ly27
his natural rights—life, liberty, property the other side.
flis as a
process of life.
[Rev. and
“Ethel,” lie whispered, “will you marry
Z.
S.
reputation.
[Rev.
Holbrook,
mtu. Presbyterian, Chicago.
me?” I don’t know, Charles,” she replied
Highest grade of instruction.
Did You Ever
Congregationalism Chicago.
Lowest rates of tuition.
“Well, when you rind out,” he
coyly.”
Bitters as a remedy for your
Electric
Try
Beat
rooms,Bank,etc.
|sm.
equipped
IIow can patriotism be
|
said, rising, “send me word, will you? I
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
Open from Sept.to July. For catalogue and
Cold and Haughty Mrs. Sewall,
shall he at Mabel Hicks’ until ten o’clock.
Preach
love of country;
full particulars—Address
relief. This medicine has been found to be
ij
If I don’t hear from you by ten, I’m going
Hie schools and in the colleges,
peculiarly adapted to the relief aud cure of
_H.A.Howard,Rockland,Maine,
said the cold and haughty Mrs.
to ask her.
“This,”
g float from
cola
school,
all
Female
wonderevery
Complaints, exerting
Arthur Sewall, referriug to the aotiou.of the
institution and from all the
ful direct influence in giving strength aud
English Spavin Liniment removes all
Populist convention in turning down the t<»ne to the organs. If you have Loss of
Each church should possess a mau
ApHard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemfrom Maine, “is no more than can be
Constipation, Headache,
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
at it on public occasions.
expected of the common herd.” Then she petite, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Fainting
Excitable,
Splints, Sweeney, Tiiug-Bone, Stifles,
Wylie, Presbyterian, New breathed on her lobster salad to make it Spells,
or troubled witli Dizzy Spells,
Melancholy
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
colder, and dipped a tinger lightly into her Electric Bitters is the medicine you need.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted
glass of water to freeze it. [" Atchison Health aud Strength are guaranteed
the most wonderful
Blemish Cure ever
by its
m i: or- Reason.
No church, Globe.
use.
Fifty cents and §1.00 at Kilgore &
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., DrugNo. 340 Newbury St.,
Wilson’s City Drug Store.
"'d, can coerce my intellect or
gists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27
CASTOniA.
believe things which my reasou
(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)
“Papa, what makes this cheese smell so?”
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
me absurd.
There is no such
...
is os
BOSTON,
MASS, “The process by which it was cured, I pre!lis world as
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
liberty of thought.
erety
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only sume.” “Papa, what would it smell like if
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
reason tells me a thing is true, I
wrapper.
it*hadn’t been cured?”
Oct., 1895.—Iyr45*
vi

Erskine,

»

horse—they

equine down here—and driving off some
ten or fifteen miles to
get the lay of the

gravest in the history

Jh,‘

Traveler.]

rest will come upon even the most satisfied of campers, and the inevitable result
is the chartering of some farmer’s

oVlsIio'y,TiXCeedlUg-imP°r*'Unce the

crisis
s?ce89lon movement
W
ttempt 40 dlvide this country
tween two
governments, each of

Quantabacook.

of tiie Boston

Stony Point Camp, Lake Quantabacook, Me. Now and then a feeling of un-

I of

I Po?i-ticIuuU8ioyn°"r
! nf'ri,1 regapd it

and

and discussions wil

news

interest every

Vmeri-

can

All the

of the

day. Foreign Correspondence. Agri ultuval
Reports. Short Stories complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descriptions, and a variety of items of household interest, nukes up AN
news

Department,

Market

IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.
We furnish “The
Tribune'

Republican
(both papers).

Journal" and “New York

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY

Weekly

$2.00,

CASH IN ADVANCE.

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.,

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO,

<

CRAIN,

your name and address on a pastal card, send it fc Geo. W. Best.
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mailed to you.

Write

FEED.

COLUMBIA
HARTFORD
BICYCLES

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

LOcllSi

Mr.

Uutklnnfr

;

j.-

?,

GEO, FRAMES, Ml B D.S
The Nose and Throat,

Hi,

I am agent for these well known
wheels, and have all colors in

CASTORIA

enamel.
1)
tires

1 :

Hi
a

sundries

ycie
I

and

i/,i tig

(lone in all their Brandies. I lo ep a supply ol (iAHDKN IKhi
189(5 Hartford Hicyele has Been reduced to the followin'* prices:

The

Patterns Nos.

1

and 2, from

$80,

to

$65.

Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6, from $50 to $45.
*

f
lp/A
VJCU.

I'

1

i/4

.

IVCdU,

an

»«TRnss,«>
when you

can

Sketching.

get

French colors for

china-painting,

canvas on

stretchers, academy board, palettes, porcelain plaques, easels for same, picture and

retouching varnish, sable, camel-hair and
bristle brushes.

a

Water-Pad!
Cool and easy

^

Just received, a complete assortment of ar
tists' materials—oil colors, water colors,

step into

POOR 4 SOR'S DROC STORE
and

44 Main Street,
Belfast, Maine.

For Summer

WHY SUFFER
Through the hot summer months with
old, uncomfortable

_

as an

FOE

ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

POOR & SON.

old shoe.

BENT7

The offices In Harford Block, Belfast,
occupied
by Iff- H. H. Johnson, are ollered tor rent. Possession aiven immediately. This location is very
central anti the offices in every way desirable. Ap
ply to
EMii.v e. punte r:,
Or C. \V. EUEbEBR K, Attv.

Belfast, July 22,!««.—sotf

YACHT TO LET.
new. fast, staunch and commodious sloop
ANNIE E. SPENCER of IJucksport. can
be engaged with sailing m ister by the day or
week. Cabin room for eight. Terms moderate.
J. K. KMEKV,
Apply to
4w30
Rucksporl, Maine,

The

SEARSPORT

Miss Eudavilla Cleaves left by Monday’s
boat for Saxonvilie, Mass., where she will
attend school.

LOCALS.

Mrs. E. P. Field lias returned to Roxbury,
Id ass.
L>r. George B. Jennison left Wednesday
for Lowell.

Henry S. Upham

of

Melrose, Mass.,

:

S. M. Nichols, wife ami daughter, Miss
are in Waldo this week visiting his
sister, Mrs. C. E. Wentworth.

Lyda,

is at

S. A. Stevens'.
Peveraux of Ellsworth is the ;
guest of Maud Colcord.
Miss

Ella

James C.

Black and w ife of Melrose,
guests of J. W. Black.

Frank Deshorn of Everett, Mass., was in
town last week visiting the family of Frank
H. Cleaves.

!

Granite Grange
attend Waldo county Pomona Grange
Stockton Springs, Aug. 18th.

A
will
at

large delegation

from

A. E. Brown, who has lived in the Wilson
Colcord house, so-called, for the past two
has moved to his former home in
Mrs. Alice Dickey and daughter of San 1 years,
Swanville.
Francisco are visiting friends in town.
Your correspondent wishes to extend his
Capt. J. H. Park of ship State of Maine thanks to Mr. P. L. Nickerson of Swanville,
who
is employed at the Rodick House, Bar
arrived by steamer Penobscot Sunday mornHarbor, for a neatly gotten up little book
ingdescribing Mt. Desert, Bar Harbor and the
Several will leave to-day to attend the Rodick.
1
dedication of the soldiers' building at WinThe Sunday school concert last Sunday
was a success. Program : Rec., Rena Black;
dermere Park.
rec., Crissie Black; reading, Gussie Green ;
Clifton A Snell, Supt. of Schools in Cot- rec., Bertha Dow ; rec., Hattie Black; singtage City, Mass., arrived home Sunday ac- ing, Sadie Seavey; rec., Charlie Dow’; rec.,
Lottie Thayer; singing, Winnefred Macompanied by his wife.
thews ; singing, Mrs. Z. F. Dow; rec., Eliza
Mrs. E. D.
Blanchard returned to her Green : rec., Mattie Chapin, and others.

Mass.,

are

the

Waldo Centre. Mrs. S. S. Gross is visit
at Mr. N. P. Clary’s-C. £. Lane and
wife of Brooks were in town last week, the
guests of Mrs. M. E. Luce... .Mrs. Howard
Mitchell and children have been visiting at
Mr. Ralph Freeman’s-Miss Nellie M.
Luce is visiting in Gardner... .Charles Vose
and wife have been visiting at Mr. Ralph

ing

Freeman’s.
Charles Barrows and family
of Haverhill. Mass., are visiting relatives
and friends in this place... .Charles Patterson of Bangor was in town last week visiting relatives and old acquaintances-Miss
Lilia Moore of Haverhill, Mass., is visiting
her parents in this place-The hay crop in
this town will average about a third less
than last year_Walter Edmonds is building two cottages for rent on the shore of
Burnham.

Winnecook lake.

Monroe Centre. Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Dow and little daughter of Boston are visiting Mr. Dow’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. C.
Dow-Miss Nellie Bailey, who has been
employed in Belfast,is spending her vacation
at home_Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson
of Hampden have been visiting relatives in
the past week_The Sunday school
will have their anuual picnic at Swan Lake
next Saturday, Aug. loth.Mrs. E. P,
Alexander of Belfast will instruct a cla3s
in elocution for two weeks at the Pattee schoolhouse. She will also give an
Culture enterElocution and Physical
tainment at Monroe Town Hall, Thursday evening, Aug. 20th. The programme
will consist of dramatic and humorous recitown

tations, the dramatic dialogue “Mary
Stuart,” music, etc. Admission 25 cents.
After the entertainment there will be
social dance. Tickets 25 cents per couple.

a

Monroe. The annual Fair of the Waldo
and Penobscot Agl. Society will be held
Sept. 15th, 16th and 17th on the grounds at
Monroe. More and much larger premiums
have been offered than in previous years and
everything will be done to make this the
most interesting Fair ever held. There will
be ample room to keep the stock on the
grounds through the Fair, and many other
improvements are being made. §1,200 are
offered in trotting purses. Entries will close

Aug.

25 at 11

a.

m.,

positively.

Waldo.

B. F. Harding was in town Sunday-Nellie M. Luce has gone to Gardiner
for a few weeks’ stay-Ella and Paulina
Littletieid have gone to Bar Harbor_Mrs.
Edw. Evans and Mrs. L. M. Bryant are
spending a week at Dark Harbor_The
recent showers have caused the grain to
lodge badly. Corn is badly twisted and potatoes and beans are rusting_Mrs. E. L.
Bryant, who had a foot quite badly injured
a few weeks ago, is able to get
around, but
is still quite lame.

DOWP"

^MARKED
K 85

Cents._^
LADIES' FINE RUSSET GOAT PRINCES
The Low Cut Congress Shoes
■

ft

a

si i' i i;

Mrs. S. S, Emery of Lowell,
Prospect Village. The NeljesmeDette
vis:ting friends here....A party
of the following artists,
from this place, Knox and Freedom went to Quartette, composed
M. Jessie Megquier, 1st Soprano, Isa FlorLincolnville after blueberries last weekence Stewart, 2d Soprano, Mariette NickerSouth Montville. Mrs. 13. F. Knowles
EITHER IN THE NARROW OR
Newell White and wife of Searsport are visson, 1st Contralto, Ida Mabel Stewart, 2d
returned home last week from a visit to her
iting their parents here....Mr. E. C. Hunhome in East Corinth Thursday accompaContralto, assisted by Agnes Olive Hervey,
sisters, Mrs. Allen Henderson and Mrs.
toon, wife and daughter of Augusta were
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
nied by Maurice and Jerry Dolliver.
reader, of the Emerson College of Oratory, Frank
sold for $1.25. but
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. White last
Carter, iu Worcester, Mass_Walter Both of these lots
will present a pleasing program at
Boston,
James P. Nichols has accepted a position
in
this
of West Somerville, Mass., is visitwhile
A.
week....J.
Peavey
riding
Montyille.
Miss
Bailey
Centre
Madge Thompthe Grange Hall Friday evening, August
out are marked down to-^"
with the Boston Marine Ins. Co. and left
ing his aunt, Mrs. G. F. Randall_Mrs. 1
by son is visiting friends in Hope....Mrs. O. community last Saturday was taken in a lit 14th. Admission 20 cts: children
10 cts. Cassie Clark is
steamer Monday to assume his duties.
a few days with her
H. Keen and Mrs. Lampson of Freedom and fell from his carriage, striking on his
stopping
Come one, come all-Mr. H. W. Nutt ol
head. He was not seriously hurt by the
the day with Miss Frances Carter last
aunt, Mrs. Aldana Gilman_Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. William Meyers arrived home Sun- spent
is spending his vacation
S. P. Colby and sou visited in Warren,
and fall....Ira Howard and wife spent a few Whitman, Mass.,
Thompson
Wednesday-Mr.
Yolney
day and will remain while his hark, the
the
of
M.
Miss
Grace
here,
guest
Libby_ Tliomaston and Rockland the past week..
Dr. Ramsay attended the Democratic con- days in Belfast last week-Alex. GilM abel I. Meyers, is loading for Rosario.
Hattie Partridge is visiting her grandparvention at Waterviile_Mrs. I. Thompson
chrest went to Hallowell last week for a
Mrs. C. S. Adams and son Johnnie are in
Frank Clifford was in town Sunday acMr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield, iu
of Morrill is stopping at her son's, Mr. Al- few days_C. L. Wright was in this place ents,
Camden for a few days.Miss Bertha
Waldo.Sadie Littlefield and Horace
companied by Mr. Eldridge, senior partner ton Clement’s.
last week, but returned to Ins home in BelAdams, who has been iu Camden for the
of the liriu by which Frank is employed.
Gould are in Brooks visiting relatives_
past few weeks, returned home last SaturMorrill. Mr. Carl A. Mears of New Ha- fast Saturday.
The towns of Frankfort, Prospect and StockMiss Isabella A. Ward entertained a small
day....Mr. G. F. Randall has hired Forrest
Mrs. Inez M. Harding and chilTroy.
ven, Ct is at home on a three weeks’ vacaton
will
hold their annual picnic at French's Howes to work in his
company of friends with whist at the resi- tion.
mill.Herbert
Frank Adams, sou of Samuel Adams, dren, Master Clyde and Miss.Katrina, are in
beach, Sandvpoint, August 20th_Miss Howes has contracted to build a schooldence of Capt. J. A. Carver last Thursday from the same
place, is visiting relatives in North port for the week. Fred Carter and Dora Perkius
is very sick_Mr. Amos house at South
evening.
Liberty and began the work
town.. .Miss Rosa Cross of Boston will
Mrs. Addie Piper and son Frank and Misses
Partridge with his sisters, Misses Ella and last week.
Mr. G. E. B. Putnam of the Boot and Shoe spend a few weeks with her parents, Mr.
Eva and Angie Gareelon are with them.
Grace of Belfast, visited their sister, Mrs.
MARINE MISCELLANY
Recorder. Boston, arrived herewith his wife and Mrs. 1. W. Cross_Frank Brown reProspect Centre. Quite a goodly numThey all have a cottage on Park Row... Dr. Lizzie
Lane, last Sunday.
Charters. Ship Cora to arrive'Dalhousie to
to join their son and daughter, who are in cently went to Lawrence, Mass., where he
and Mrs. M. T. Dodge and Master Arnold
ber from here attended the Republican Rio tie
Janeiro, lumber, §10.6o net. Sch. Hattie
W inter port
Mr. Charles Blaisdell of
town w ith Mrs. M. M. Barlow.
works for his uncle, Horace Brown... Rev. Dodge, Mr. Rodney Whitaker, Miss Fauscounty convention at Belfast_Mr. and MetL Buck, New York to Bangor, feed in bags.
§1.25. Sch. Penobscot, Jacksonville to New BedH. I. Holt is at Northport Camp Ground, to tina Whitaker and Miss Lula Harding are at New York and Bert Blaisdell of Rockland
Mrs. Otis Hamlin and daughter Viunie of
An attempt was made to enter the B. & B.
ford. lumber, $4.87 12.
Coal freights
Sch.
arrived on Saturday’s boat for a brief vacaSouth Brooks spent Sunday with Mr. and Electa Bailey, Port Johnson to Bangor. 50 cents.
S. S. Co. store house Sunday night, but was remain until after campmeeting. Quite a Northpo# for a vacation-David Piper
Sch. Isaac Oberton. Philadelphia to Bangor. 65
tion-Miss L. A. Grindle has gone to
of
our
at
the and B. F. Harding have joined their families
Mrs. Leslie Hawes.
villagers have been
unsuccessful. The parties are doubtless un number
Miss Viunie will stay cents. Sch. Lucia Porter. Hoboken to Bangor, 50
Bueksport for a few weeks.... Mrs. Charles the week with her
cents._ Sch. Maggie Mulvey, Pt. Johnson to Banaware that
the penalty for the crime is Morrill Society Cottage the past week- at Northport for a day or two....Mr. and
sister, Mrs. L. Hawes....
Graut
is very ill and it is feared will not regor. 55 cents. Sen. Chas. L. Ravmond, Pt. JohnIT IS * *
Mrs. Herman Merriam is convalescing after Mrs. Ira Gatckell welcomed a son to their
tw enty years at least in the State prison.
George Ward finished haying the first man son to Rockland, 50 cents. Sch. Flora Condon,
cover.
Mrs. Smith of Steuben is visiting
Pt. Johnston to Hinghaiu. Go cents. Sch Scotia,
a serious illness of three weeks....A tire, home
in
of
8th-Dr.
Benson
town-Miss
Antilca
Knowltou
of
Bel- Hoboken to
Newport
Aug.
Belfast, 50 cents. Sch. Julv Fourth,
her brother, Dr. J. H. Baker_C. A. McAmong the arrivals this week are H. B. around the chimney of Mr. Allen Daggett’s was in town last week
fast is visiting her father, Manley Knowltou. Hoboken to Bangor, 60 cents. Sch. Winner Hoprofessionally.. II.
B:ack and wife, J. M. Norris and wife, Mrs.
has his new steam grist mill in full
Kenny
boken
to Camden, 50 cents.
was
house, Aug. 4th,
.Edwin Fairfield and a friend from Milluckily extinguished E. Stone, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagley of New
Ellen Miles, Mrs. John Moorhead and two
without doing much damage... .Mr. D. W. York City, are in town, the guests of Mr. and operation.... Mrs. Twitched and daughter ford, Mass., are spending their vacation at
BORN.
of Portland were the guests of Miss Ada
grandchildren, Eben Sawyer, Frank E. Cur- Morey is sampling his sweet corn for the
Robert
Killman’s-Miss
Capt.
Laura
Mrs.
Timothy Hawes.Mrs. Minnie
tis, George Hammons, Waiter Gardner, benefit of his friends-Rev. Mr.
Clement. In Centre Montville, Aug. 6, to .Mr.
Harding Knowles and Miss Ethel Pierce spent a few Walker last week-Mrs. Hattie Dahlman Crockett has returned from Old Orchard on
and Mrs. Alton Clement, a son.
Elmer Haminon.
and little daughter Ruth of Colorado are
account of illness... .Blueberries have been
preaches here next Sunday at 11 a. m-It days in Bangor last week... .Mr. Leon BagGriffith. In Belfast, Aug. 5. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dahlman's mother, Mrs. H. N.
visiting
Las
a hard time to rinish haying and
been
H. C. Griffith, a daughter.
At l uion Hall next
very plentiful at Mt. Waldo this season.
ley of Lowell, Mass., is visiting his parents, Abbott-Mrs. Fred Atwood is
Saturday evening the
Marshall. In Simonton, Rockport, to Mr. and
ill_
very
of
dur
farmers
had
from
three
to
live
Large parties visit there every day aud Mrs. Warren Marshall, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bagley... .R. E. Stone
Searsport Amateurs, assisted by Mr. and many
&
IT &
Mayo. In Belfast, July 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
days work to do from Monday_The finan- attended the Silverite’s convention in The Misses Curtis of New Hampshire are carry the berries away by the basketful_
Mrs. R. P. Smith, will
appear in the new
Walter E. Mayo, a daughter. Juliette G.
their
H.
W. Emerson....
aunt, Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Dockham has two lady boarders
melodrama written by F. G. Nichols, entitled cial problem is discussed somewhat at the Waterville last week-Mr. and Mrs. Dana visiting
Packard. In Washington, Aug. 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Chase returned Friday from Bilfrom Searsport-Annie and Allie McCam- Mrs. Moses Packard, a son.
Zyipb, the Child of the Mines. Following stores and street corners, but we do not learn Warren of Bangor have been spending a few
Perkins. In Saudypoint, Aug. 5, to Mr. and
lerica, where she has been for^about three
oi any converts being made to the cause of
is the cast of characters:
bridge of Waldo are stopping at Mrs. S. M. Mrs. L. K. Perkins, a son.
days in town.
months with her daughter, Mrs. Folsom_
and a debased currency.
Staples. In Sedgwick, July 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
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